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Experimenters and designers will welcome technical data
on a new screened Pentode, the Osram Z62, which incorporates many outstanding features.

POINTS OF THE OSRAM Z62

1

3

The normally long "pinch"
is replaced by a shortened
design t o hold the electrode supports, and results in a great reduction of le ad wire length and
reduction in lead inductance. This

A high rat io of mutual conductance to total cathode
curre nt results in an improved
signal to noise ratio.

improvement is of real value for
short-wave app lications.

4

Suitable as audio frequency
am pl ifier with high stage gain
and low attenuation at the highest
aud io fre quencies.

2
CHARACTERISTICS
Heater v<>ltoee

6.3 •ol<s

Hcoter current (apptox.) .. . 0.45 amps.
. . . 300 moK•
Screen volto,ee
.. . ISO mo• .

Anode voltage

Mutuol

(Onctuctonce

A high mutua l conductance of
7.5 mAj volt is achieved a t the
working point. This means more
gain per stage with low impedance
anode loading, s uch as in ve ry
short wave circuits or wid e band
amplifiers.

5

Fitted with •· internatiOnal '·
octal base- no special socket
required.

nt

Eo 300, Es ISO, Eg-2
,. l .S mAjvclt
lttput rtsistonce oc 40 Mc.,l
su. (opptox.)
4,000 ohms.

lEAFlET WITH FULL D.AT .A
WRITE FOR TECHNICAL

Octo/ Bose, Grid to Top Cop.

PRICE 12 '6 EACH
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ELECTRICAL MEASURING
INSTRUMENTS
BRITISH MADE

HIGH accuracy, simplicity, exceptional versatility and proven
reliability have won for AVO"
Instruments a world-wide reputation for supremacy wherever rapid
precision test work is demanded.
There is an AVO" Instrument for
every essential electrical test.
11

2. -40-•·.,nge Model 40
Universal AvoMeter.
3.

t•

4.

Universal AvoMinor.

Avo •• Vo;Jve Teuer.

5.

"Avo " Test Bridge.

6.

"Avo ·• Capocity Meter.

7. All-Wave u Avo" OSJ:illator.
8.

O,C. AvoMinar.
Othet"

11

·~

Avo •• lnstrum;;;nts ~

2!.!-rnuge D.C. Avo~Ictor.
High Jle:;islance AvoMinor.
Avo" Low Re::ii.sta.ncc Ohmmeter.
The AvoDaptAe.·.
9-piu AvoCoupler.

SoJt" i"r,;•pr-i• 1w

11

•
Write for fully descriptive literature
dealing with any instrument in which you
are interested, and for current prices.

'J"f/ .UrtrtUfac'w~r.

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD•• Winder Hous.,, Douglas St., London, S,W.I.

Te/epoono: \1ic<ori' 3404{7.

2
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,RAQJSJMART
B"HAM)

LTD.

THE SHORT-WAVE SPECIALISTS
WE CARRY LARGE STOCKS OF ALL TYPES
OF SHORT- WAVE AND COMMUNICATION
EQUIPMENT, INCLUDING AMERICAN VALVES
RADIOMART SPECIAL OFFERS! Fully shrouded Transformers
by America's largest manufacturer. While they last.
All ~0 v. primary anll :nll): lmprl'~ato;:!d,
'l'~t~tS---i$75.'375 v. l:iU m A., 6.3\"fJA. 2.=.·\·) \. 5\"'!-lA.
Tltltil0-350/350 \'. l:iO m A., ~.:,n;a, ~-'-'''2A. 5\"3.A.
~r;236-3"iM37ij 1·, 120 m .\., o.an. 1'. -l.A. ;;Y.'lA •..
'1'7320-350;350 '{', 100 m -1 •. •i.;:\Yl 'T. 3A. ii\'3.A.
T7M7-M0/350 ,., 80 m 'A,, G..anT 3..\.. :.,~a.A..

T7ooo-a2o,:32o v. BO m '·· n.aY"'A. onJ.A,

T602.'l-3"20."3:1ft v, f.O ru 4.., :!.5\"liA. rr3A.

151-

1216
1016
816
'116
716

.,

'1/6

516
29.'6

Tt64919---10Y4A. Prfumrs Tapped 110-;.!..'>0
.
TUUIAB-110 ':!30 v. MO w&lt. .Autn 'frnnstarmer •......

The tollowblg chokes an iatorleaved and buproguated.

12 6
1216
4/11

1.'700i-2:l0 ru ·A., 131~ ohms. 20· Q: Hy., l"fl.dmhnn shmurlcd . • . . . .
TiiJ07A-150 ntA.., 25(t obm9, 30·1~ lly., CIHlJl\iWIL lllJJOUded.-..
100 mfA., 20 Hy., 500 otun11, uushrl)uded . .
OP m/A., 15 Hy., 2ii0 ohms , •• , ..•.•.• ,
• .. . . . . •. . .

HE~~s~ ~~TJ: ;::.N~i~~e~~n~f:.n~~.e~.~-~elli1, et~ .. 6 v.

a u., 2/3.

The range of reliable

1,111
<.1

mt., 1,000 ,•.

(bb·J.,(MIIJII4M~E~:T:AL

HE~v,~ J>~T~f:6 ~~~~~e~:. ~gr~ 1~ :a· v.~~~;.~n&f. !u~. ~~·cf. (j· it Mo~~~
3

toll SpeakeJ: Tnwdorn.ets

2.11.

lJO\\N·,

llUliode

c.:~·

!J<Usb. llUO, 111.

WB Hea\'Y duly ditto,

7

QAtt~~~?:,»~~c~~:~;~l'£~~ Dfnl. • Bnd b<l·l. C~•' 35·. Few ouly. "4111.

W .B. Sin. PERMA!IEliT MAGNET SPEAKERS AT ONE-'l'l!IRD COST. Extension Typo
(no Tranpformer), 8/11. 8tanr.lul'd 'Iype (\'oith 'tnm15,formel), 10r6. l~nerghed 8"', l 1:!t,(1
(lhms wilh Transformer, 6,'11.

pu~~~~~:~~ ~ ~~~~ .6~·. ~.1~1" ·A~~~f!~s~[d~;~.~~~e6d~ :;~ett.; ~~~:n';:;~.

RECTIFIERS

y

meets every possible requirement

11

1

6d. caclt. Cenlralab pot•, all l!ius, 1.'6 ; s\rilcbe•J, 2:.... ; tui.Jular fuseg~ 2d, Milllnm•
rno:-ters, 25 m.n. upwRrds, 5t9•
!~~r! (~~~b!:~~pla.cemeul-.., !or hll type~~, Dtitll'b rm1I .!lme;ican. sh~nbtg rav[ng

5

Never need replacing and their use, either in
battery or mains receivers, cuts down the
power consumption of the set. Send Jd. to
Dept. W.W. for a copy of"TheAII Metal Way."

OUR NEW 86-PAGE MAtf11AL1 packed full of valuable irfonnation. Communii.!Rllon
receh·ers, f:rlullmitters, elc.• 7~d. post Ire".
THE NEW RAYI'IART CATALOGUE shows dozens ot New Shorl-W:!.ve CoDl~onents 2nd
il yours tor
pos~ free.
'I'RALJI£ .Dli'QUJRLEB sofidted for alll}Jpt!-3 u, t9•W}tun;'u.rtHm equipment rfOOit'era., efc.

ua.

RADIO MART
05NI (Birmingha..;) Ltd.

44, HOLLOWAV HEAD,

BIRMINGHAM

WESTII'IGHOUSE BRAKE & SIGNA!. Co. Ltd., Pew Hill House, Chlp~tnhnm, Wilts.

The

Wireless.
World
COVERING
EVERY WIRELESS INTERES/'

DIARY·for 1940
NOW ON SALE

PAGES OF FACTS,
FORMULAE &GENERAL
INFORMATlON
Size 3! by .J! iwlics, 192 Paf.es.
BO!tikl"i'<llha cloth, back loop
withf>tmcil.

PRICE

&

SONS

LTD.,

DORSET

net

From DfYJk.rlalb ar4t ~cmn--1

<lllfff

ILIFFE

1/6

By post 1/7
/rtJOl

tlw PublWu:n.

HOUSE,

9T

that is difficult
but ....

to memonse

'~~E~l~t~.l~ !

STAMFORD STREET,

LONDON,

S.E.I
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YOUR ASSEMBLY
LIN.ES WILL RESTORE
LOST PROFITS

IN

Speed Nuts replace threaded
SIMMONDS
lock washers, save handling time and

nuts and
eliminate
unnecessary assembly operations. They are fitted with
amazing speed and are extremely flexible in adaptation being particularly invaluable for ' blind ' locations.
A wide range of standard speed nuts is available from
stock for all sizes of machine screws, sheet metal screws,
rivets, and plastic studs. Special types are constantly
being designed to suit individual applications and there
is practically no assembly problem which cannot
be solved by the use of Speed Nuts.
On tl1is cutomotic selector bracket,
each SPEED NUT eliminated a coil
spring, a washer, a drilled hole
and a cotter pin,

*

SPEED NUTS can be 'zipped' on to threaded or-u-;;;_;;;~~d;d
metal and plastic studs.

Manufacturers and Designers of Radio Sets
and Components are invited to investigate
this efficient fastening method.
Our
development department will be pleased
to collaborate and put forward the most
effective designs to suit your needs.

SPEED NUT with loop far hold·
ing wires inside radio sets.

Spring

collar

SPEED

CLIP

for plastic knobs.

SPEED FIX designed to hold
contacts in automatic tuning
mechanism.

4
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ELECTRICAL STORES

75, LEE HIGH RD., LEWISHAM, LONDON, S.E.13
Telephone : Lee Green 5241).
Terms : Cash with Order or C.O.D. Charges extra.
ALL GOODS SENT ON THREE DAYS' APPROVAL !!.GAINST CASH
AIJ UIJL'd m nutomnlic ('Xdlan~e. r.ondltlllh DiO
new, smnllsize, $Uitable for nuknvnllc tunln}l ror l•JV.U LuUon cutJtrol; hea\y ptnUnoJd
S fo\' 6J~, po$t Gd.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, om!., 3~0 v.: 4 ml., "50 v,; 6 m!., 450 ,., : 1/3 ••eh,
post 3d.; s-...smf.,-:lao-r.,2J-; 8 16mt., l00v.,2i-a.nd
s !!m1 .. 4:i0'1.,f·-eat(.b,

MULTI CO:NTACT RELAYS, EXooG..P.O••

l'I.Hll.ncLs; 2/6, post 3d.; !! for(/-. p01i1 ilrl.;

[JOSt

3d,

AUTO TRA.NSFOBI!EitS, 500 wait, 25
.,.-Mt, 50:- ; guarnntce<l 12 raur.tll".

: 730 ,.1:1U.. 32- i 1001'

moB VOLTAGE TRABSPORIItERS for Tele\iPlun, ~ron, ere.

,~au,

37.6

1

1,600

200 ·2-ro v. 50 y. 1 ph.

~~~a~i1~~ ~ 6 ~cit~~~·~~t-~ 8 iiftl:~~c~~~~~t~~~j,~ ~~'f'o.i.ell~n ~~~ !c'!~· :(
0

1

1

EVERSHED EX-R.A.F. HAND-DRIVEN GENERATOR, In ne"a· condition, MO volts

!i(l m/A. and 6 volts 1:! amps. D.C. n1l'f\1l asmegger genies ::mdnll test work. 20/-cJ.ch.
jJ[101l

!oft.

•

EX-G.P.O. GLASS TOP BELAYS, T~~c B.
Also n fe'' only that need pointa. wblcb

U!!clul

&.!I

Keying Ddnyw:, 51·- e."l.cb, ~t fld.

ea•Uy ntted, 2/6 tonch,

Pi}\

T.C.C. 2.000 MF. ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, fiO·•·oJt workii~g (brlind ne\1), 51·
t•ttcll, post 6d.
STANDARD TELEPHONE BELL WIRE, t~ll brand ne~·, l!iO-ytl. cons, f;-t\.·fn 22 gn.i1ge,
a~:: ~~!i ~.: 250-yd. coils, slng:le 10 gnugc, 4/•1 polit• 1/·; :100-yd. coil, SiJJglc 22 8DJ1ge.

32 '6. C'/F
30 •· ('fF.
CROII!PTON SHUIIT WOUND DYNAIIO, 100 volts ·I amps., 1,750 r.p.m, 35/-. CIF.
CBOIIPTOH DYNAMO• .J..pole shunt woun•t. t;;oo r.p.m., 100 vo.tts l(t am~ •• 70,1.._
C.A.V. SHUIIT WOUND DYNAMOS, 2l! volts 8 nrur••·· 1,7W r.ll.m.,
G.E.C. SHUIIT WOUND DY!!AMOS, tsO volts V ump•., 1,WO r.p.m.,

Ditto, 50/75 l'Olts 15 amp&.,

To say of any instrument that it is "laboratory-built by
Hallicrafters" places that instrument in a class beyond all
need of help from fina words and high-sounding phrases. To
be "laboratory-built by Hallicrafters ·• is to achieve a standard
of quality accepted by leading authorities the world over as
pre-eminent. Here are two examples ;

SX24
One of the newest
HaUicrafters Communications Receivers. Builtin Frequency Meter ·
Tuning; Built-in Noise
Limiter; Variable
Selectivity; Frequency
Stability; Battery Operation; Break-in Relay Operation; Crystal Filter;
Four Band Positions; 9 Valves; Electrical Band Spread. Price for I IO
to2so-volt,A.C.,includingvalves and crystal, ,£24. (Speaker £4.12S,)

HT7

Tltis is the Hallicrafters
Frequency Standard, an
instrument of great
accuracy for U.ll:ie in conjunction with
any good communications receiver in
checking transmitter frequency; checking receiving calibration: calibrating
receivers and crystals, etc.; bnndsetting
receivers ; locating signals for skeds,
and setting ECO freqru:ncy. This is an
in:nrument of panicular interest to
manufacturers and research worlters.
For uo-zso A.C., £10. Ts.
Ask (or new RECEIVERS CATALOGUE.

WEBB'S

THE HOME OF THE
SHORTWAVE ENTHUSIAST

14 SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., W.1

LONDON

(Open 9.30 a.m. to 6 p,m.)
Telephone: Gerrard 2089
Emergency Branch: 68, Victoria Street, St. Albans, Herts.
Phone: 4924

Birmingham Depot :-41, CARRS LANE

Phone: Mid 5669

76/... (

UTlag~

f(l:rnrud.

MACKIE MOTOR GENEBATOI!, 220 volts 3.3.'i
output, 37;6. C', F.

IUJJp&.

D.C. Input, 10 <oils SO nmps. I>.C.

STANDARD TELEPBOliE llAIIIS TRAIISFOKIIERS, lnJ>UL 200/23>1 \olts,
~n '0 '250 rolte 200 m}A., 3 o<4 volt wiudings and a 50·Yolt. wfndi:Dg. 12.6 eacb.

out~nL

MACKIE DOUBLE WOUIID EX-K.A.J'. GEIIBliATORS, 1,20Q. ,·olts 100 m,'A. and 10 volt>
4 amps., 3,000 r.p.m., 12!6 each. Carriage l/6,
MUIRHEAD 1 MF. CONDEKSEBS. l,f100-volt working, 1!- raclt, 1•00t 6d.: or tbrec ror
2/6, post li·· Phillps'l mf., s.ooo.,·ott.worlrlng, 6/... T.C.C. 4mf.• S,OOO·volt wotklr.g.
9/6 each. Standard Telephone 1 mt, 400•\-'0it working, 4d. each, or in lots of lOO fot·
12/6, post 1/6.
ERNEST TUIIIIER & WESTON 2·ia. DIAL MOVING COU. IIILLIAMPMETERB, lJ.A
first grade, 0 tQ 5 and 0 to 50, 17/6 en<'h.
E.C.C. SHUIIT WOUND DYNAIIO, lOO ,·nits M runp•., l,SQO r.p.L1., £6 10&. C,l'.

Don't ration your Radio!
Treat your amplifier to one of our new rnnge ol

FEEDER UNITS
and listen to world opinion. We are now pro-ducing a range of these units, incorpor-ating our
popular R.F. tuners.
ACF 5 Feeder Unit, for A.C. operation. 5-valve, 5-band
unit, covering 12 to 35 m., 30 to 80 m., 73 to 200 m., 200 to
550 m., 750 to 2,000 m. R.F. stage on all bands, triode hcptode
frequency changer. iron-cored 465 Kcs. I.F. stage, . . doub1e
diode triodc as detector/A.V.C./first audio stage. 2-speed
drive, full vision hori:l:ontal1cale, calibrated in wavelengths and
· frequencies. Magic-eye tuning indicator. Gram input. if
required. Total H.T. required : 50 mA, at 250 volts. Cha.. is
size: llin. x 9in. x 3in.
... _., -.. ... ,£9: 9:0
UF 5. As above, but with .2 amp.
•• E 11 type valves (series or parallel
heater>)... . .. ... ,£9 : 9 : 0
ACF 3 and UF 3. As above, but
with coverage 16 to 50 m., 200 to
550 m., 750 to 2,000 m. Size :
9in. x 9in. x 3in. ••. ,£8 : 8 : 0
ACF4 and UF4. Asabovc, but with
coverage 12 to 35 m., 30 to 80 m.,
200 to 550 m., 750 to 2,000 m. Size :
llin. x 9in. x 31n. ,£8:18:6
Battery models of above can be supplied to order.
Owing to increased c:osts, we regret that all our previously
advertised prices have been advanced by 5 per cent.
All our other products and services are still available-for par..
ticulars please refer to last month's advertisement.

Write for details to Edward Thomas, Facilities Dept.

J 0 HN Mc CLURE LT 0 .

(G&JM)

ERSKINE ROAD, LONDON, N.W.3.
PRimrose 5435-6.
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4096"A Cathode Ray Tube is a hard vacuum
tube suitable for use with anode voltages from 800
to 2,000 volts and has a screen diameter of 3 inches.
The screen provides a blue spot of high actinic
value necessary for photographic purposes and, in
addition, owing to its intense brilliance, is suitable for
visual work.
Efficient electrostatic screening is ensured by the
internal coating of the tube with aquadag while
the connections to the " Y " plates are brought out to
separate pins, thereby facilitating the use of balanced
circuits and providing for improved focussing.

The cathode is indirectly heated and th.us the
heater may be supplied with raw A.C. This tube is
fitted with an American type octal base.

The popularity of this tube has now enabled
us to offer it at the attractive price of

£2.10.0

NETT

Delivery m Great Britain or Northern Ireland.

Standard Telephones and Ccihles Limiied
NORTH

WOOLWICH

LONDON,

E.16

Telephone : Albert Dock 1401.

BRANCHES

AND RE.PRE.SE.NTATIVE.S THROUGHOUT

THE

WORLD

6
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.
·produc.ts
£r1e
SAME RANGE
SAME QUALITY

----SAME PRICE I
Despite increasing costs you can still obtain the fuH
range of Erie Products at pre-war prices. Every item
is guaranteed to be of the same high standard of quality
always associated with the name " ERIE!'

We are pleased to be able
Guaranteed to carry 50% overload with less than 4%
maximum resistance change. They give uniformly
superior results in all standard tests for load, temperature, voltage, humidity and noise-compact and safecannot short or earth even in the smallest installation
spaces. The stron!l Ceramic Insulating Tube will withotand 3,000 volts A.C.
Every Erie Resistor is individually hand-tested.

CARBON

RESISTORS

~~~~::..':..~)

RMA9. 1 watt ± 10%. Insulated . ..
3d. each
RMAS. I watt ± 10%. ln•ulated . ..
6d. each
RMA2. 2 watt ± 10%. Non-Insulated
If· each
RMAI. 3 watt ± 10%. Non-insulated
116 each
RMAO. 5 watt ± 10%. Non-insulated
. 216 each
Specified by "The Wireless World " for the Pre-set Quality
Receiver described in Aug. 24th, 1939 issue ; for the Magnetic
.Television Receiver and many·others.

For Dealers & Service Engineers

ERIE RESISTOR KITS
for efficiency and economy you should have your

resistor stock in metal box or cabinet form. No
losses-No waste-Easy to find. We give you the
metal box or cabinet. You pay only for the resistors.
which are an assortment or the most used values.
All these Resistors are RMA Colour Coded.
Tolerance -~ · or- 10~~}KIT I R 43. 48 One-Watt Resistors. 241·
In FREE Pressed-steel box.
KIT I R 96. 96 Hall-Watt Resistors. 24/•
In FREE Presscd-$teel box.
KIT I R 100. lOO One-Watt Resistors. SOlIn FREE Strong board Cobinet, 8 partitioned drawers.
KIT I R 200. 200 Half-Watt Resistors. 50/ln FREE ~trong board Cabinet, ll partitioned drawers.
,
Subject to usual Trade Discount.

TONE AND VOLUME CONTROLS

ERIE Type " M " {with 2~' duralumln spindle)
The duralumln spindle can be grooved. split or drilled to any
req11ired specification and can be cut to any required length
Within two or three minutes, Lhus enabling you to save time
and money often wasted in- procuring s,pec.:lal replacements.
Less Switch
•..
... 216 With Single-Pole Switch ... 31With Double-Pole Switch 3/6 Centre Tapped with Switch 416
Non-standard spindle• 6d. per control extra.

DUAL AND GANGED CONTROLS

to announce that the McMurdo Silver
15/17 Receiver will continue to be
available fo those discriminating enthusiasts who insist on superlative performance
from their set.
We have succeeded in obtaining the
entire receiver and component stocks of
the British McMurdo Silve:r Co. Ltd., and
also the rights to manufacture the 15/17.
When present stocks are exhausted our
own production of these receivers will be
in full swing·; while present stocks last
prices will remain unaltered.

The following ts a brief
specification:
12 valve (plus two rectifiers and tuning
indicator) ; 6'wave bands : TeleVision sound,
9.Sm. to 30m., 24m. to 6Sm., 60m. to 210m .•
200m. to 560m., SOOm. to l,lOOm. R.F. stage
on all except television bal'td. Two stages
ol I.F. amplification with three position
selectivity control. R.F. stage on all except
television band.
low noise Converter.
Separate elect1·on-coupled triode oscillator.
Two I. F. stoges with three position sele<tlvity
control.
Oistortlonless inter-station noise
suppression. Variable pitch beat oscillator.
Distortionless infinite impedance second
detector. Negative feed-back splltter feeding a Class A output stage capable of delivery
f4 watt 1 undistorted to the 12N Auditorium
Speal<er.

lf7e have recently supplied these
receivers, housed in a special " Utility " cabinet, to
the Allied Newspapers for use night and day at their
new Listening Station. Could any set have a better
recommendation l
Remember, these receivers have a
sensitivity of one microvolt even at 30Mcfs.

(Including special replacements)
...
•.. 416 With Single-Pole Switch ... 51Less Switch
With Double-Polo Switch
...
. ..
...
...
... 516

May

r----The range of ERIE PRODUCTS includea : ---:--.

technical details and illustrations of
the various models.

Volume Controls, Tone Controls, VItreous Wire-wound
Power Resi$tors, Ceramicons-Midget fixed Condensers,
Silver Mica. Condensers, Car Radio Suppressors, H1gh
Voltage Resistors.

Send to-day tor full details.

ERIE RESISTOR LTD.
CARLISLE

ROAD,

THE

HYDE,

Telephone; Colindole 80/1

HENDON, N.W.9.

ERSKINE

we

sertd you full

LABORATORIES

LIMITED
PROSPECT WORKS

SCALBY

SCARBOROUGH

DECEMB!j:R,
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REMIER RADI
-AS

PREMIER· 1940
HIGH FIDELITY '
~

AMPLIFIERS
Ideal

for

A.R.P. Alarm Systems.

A new Complete Range of 7 High
Fidelity P.A. Amplifiers for A.C. or
A.C.ID.C. Mains operation.

3-watt A.C. Amplifier
3-watt A.C.ID.C.
•.
6-watt A.C.
8-10-watt A.C.JD.C...
IS-watt A.C.

Completely
Kit of Parts Wired and
with Valves.
Tested
£2-6-6
£3-4-0
£2- 6-6
£3-4-0
£6-2-6
£7-0-0
£5- 5-0
£6-2-6
£6.14-0
£8-2-6

Black Crackle Steel Cabinet 151· extra.

PREMIER SHORT-WAVE KITS
for OVERSEAS NEWS •.
Incorporating the Premier 3-Band S.W. Coil. 11-86
Metres without coil changing. Each Kit is corn·
plete with all components, diagrams and 2-volt
valves. 3-Band S.W. I Valvo Kit, 14/t. 3-Band
S.W. 2 valve Kit, 2216.

DE LU XE S.W. KITS
Complete to the last detail, including all Valves
and coils, wiring diagrams and lucid instructions
for building and working. Each Kit is supplied
with a steel Chassis and Panel and uses plug-in
coils to tune from 13 to 170 metres.
I Valve Short-Wave Receiver or Adaptor
Kit ...
...
...
...
...
... 201·
I Valve Short-Wave Superhet Converter
Kit' •••
•..
...
•..
...
... 231·
I Valve Short-Wave A.C. Superhet Con·
verter Kit . . .
...
•• .
...
. . . 2613
2 Valve Short-Wave Receiver Kit .•.
... 2913 Valve Short-Wave Screen Grid and Pentode Kit •••
. ••
•. .
...
. . . 681·

REPLACEMENT VALVES FOR
ALL SETS.
EUROPA MAINS VALVES. 4 v. A.C. Types
AC.JH.L., A.C.JL., A.C.JS.G., A.C.JV.M!S.G.,
A.C.1H.P., A.C.JV.H.P., A.C.P., all 513 each.
A.C.JH.P., A.C.JV.H.P., 7 pin, 7j6. A.C.jPens,
I.H., 716 ; A.C.IP.X.4, 713 ;
Oct. Freq.
Changers, 816 ; Double Diode Triodes, 716 ;
3!-watt D.H. Triode, 716. 350 v. and 500 v. F.W.
Rect., 516. 13 v ••2 amps. Gen. Purpose Triodes,
516 ; H.F. Pens. and Var.-Mu. H.F. Pen., Double
Diode Triodes, Oct. Freq. Changers, 716 each.
Full and Half-wave Rectifiers, 616 each.
·

TRIAD U.S.A. VALVES.
We hold the largest stocks of U.S.A. tube• in this
country and are sole British Distributors for
TRIAD High-grade American Valves. All types
in stock. Standard types, 516 each. All the new
Metal-Class Octal Base tubes at 616 each. 210 and
250, 816 each.

CLEARANCE LINE U.S.A.
VALVES.
U.S.A. Types,24, 30, 41, 39144, 35151, 55, 56, 57,
58, 71, 77, 78, 85, 2AS, 2A6, 2A7, 2B7, 6A7, 12Z3,
210, 250, all 2 for 3/·,

U.S.A. MAINS
PREMIER 1940
TRANSFORMERS ,., 5 v. 5" COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

at less than pre-war prices.

PREMIER

BATTERY
CHARGERS

A 5-valve Superhet, covering 12·2,000 metres in 5 wave bands.

7/6 e Beat Frequency Oscilla,tor
e Send-Receive Switch
e 2-Spread Band-Spread Control e Iron-Cored IF's
e Phone Jack
A.V.C. Switch
6/6 ee Illuminated
EACH
Band-Spread Dial • Over 4-Watts Output

Input 110 v. + 220 v. A.C.
}
Output 325-325 v. 120 mA.
Sv.~amps. C.T. 6.3v2-3 amps.
EACH

~~~~u~~n-~f~. 75 mA.

}

Input 200-250 v. A. C.
Oucpu: 250-250 v. 60 mA.
4 v. Q amps. 13 v. I amp.

} ~l!

Input 100-2.>0 v. A.C.
Output 300-300 v. 80 mA.
4 v. 5 amps. C.T. 4 v, I amp.

} 6/11
EACH

5v.2amps. 6.3v.2-3amps,C.T.

for A.C. Mains.
Westinghouse Rectification
complete and ready for use.
To Charge:
2 volts at i amp., .. .
6 volts at t amp.. ..
6 volts at I amp... .
12 volts at I amp .. ..
6 volts at 2 amps.

Provision for single wire or Di-pole Aerial. International Oct~l Valves
for 200-250 v. mains (A.C.). Built into Black Crackle Steel Case
providing complete screening, 10!: In. Moving Coil Speaker in separate
-steel cabinet to match.

£9 9 0
~--~-------------------r--~
PREMIER MAINS TRANSFORMERS Specie;~ I Purchase
SHORT-WAVE
Receiver, Complete with all tubes and Speaker

Screened primaries 200-250 volts. Fully guaranteed.
Wire end types.
S.P.250, 250-250 v. 60 miA. 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 3-4 a., all C.T., 1116.
S.P. 300. 300-300 v. 60 miA. 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3 a.,
4 v. 3-4 a., all C.T., 1116.
S.P. 351. 350-350 v. ISO m1A. 4 v. 1-2 a., 4 v. 2-3
a., 4 v. 4 a., all C.T., 1416.
S.P. 352. 350·350 v. ISO miA. 5 v. 2 a., 6-3 v.
2 a., 6-3 v. 2 a., all C.T., 151·.
The above can be supplied fitted with Panel and
Terminals, at 116 extra.
S.P. 500. 500-500 v. 150 miA., 1616.
S.P. 501. S00-500 v. 150 miA. 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v.
2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3-5 a.. all C.T., 231S.P. SOl. 500-500 v. 150 m/A. 5 v. 3 a., 4 v.
2-3 a., 4 v. 2-3 a., 4 v. 3.5 a., all C.T., 2716
S.P. 503. S00-500 v. 200 miA. 5 v. 3 a., 6.3 v.
3 a., 7.5 v. 3 a., or 2.5 v. 5 a., all C.T., 2716.
The above can be supplied fitted with Panels and
Terminals, at 'll· extra. Details of complete range
available. Special Transform~rs wound to order.
ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS. Metal Can.
8 mfd. 320 volts 2 for 116. 8+8 mf. 475v.+ 10 mf.
50 v.,2 for 216. 8+8 mf.150v.+8 mf. 250v.,2 for 216.

of

1119
191·
2216
2416
3716

CONDENSERS

5-'vALVE MIDGET RECEIVERS
for 200-250 v. A.C. Mains.
Completely self- contained in
highly polish"d wood cabinet
12 x 9! x 9 ins. with built-In
Movin;: Coil Speaker.

Wave range 190 • 550 metres,
Usual Price .. £6-6-0.
1OUR PRICE

55

The ldeai"Stand-by"Receiver.

Trolitul
ceramic.
15 m.mfd.
25 m.mfd.
40m.mfd.

insulation.
Certified superior to
All-brass construction. Easily ganged.
119
100 m.mfd.
213
.. .... 21·
160 m.mfd .... 216
...... 21·
250 m.mfd. ... 2111

PREMIER S.W. H.F. Choke•, 10-100 metres, 9d.
each. Pie-wound, 116 each. Screened, 1/6 each.~
SHORT-WAVE COILS, 4- and 6-pin types,
13-26, 22-47, 41·94, 78-170 metre•, 21· each, with
circuit. Premier 3-band S.W. coil, 11-25, 19-43,
38-86 metres. Suitable any type circuit, 2111.
UTILITY Micro Cursor Dials, Direct and 100 : I
Ratios, 413.
PREMIER MORSE KEYS. Smooth action, 3j3.

YOU MUST HAVE OUR GIANT 1940 ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
AND VALVE MANUAL
OVER 100 PAGES.
PRICE

·PREMIER RADIO CO.

ALL POST

ORDERS to: JUBILEE 'WORKS, 167, LOWER CLAPTOl\1 ROAD,
LONDON, E.S (Amh<~rst 4723).
CALLERS to : dubMee Works, or 169, Fleet street, E.0.4 (Central 2833) or 50, High street,
Clapham S.W.4 (Macau1ay 2381).
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Undistorted ·reproduction
Undistorted reproduction is an essential demand of the listener for whom
the best alone is good enough. The man whose aim in radio is quality sets
the same high standard in his other pursuits.
In reading, for instance. He wants information and entertainment
that will bring him the most useful and agreeable news and opinions on -a
wide range of current affairs. Where better will he find it than in the
pages of the BBC's weekly review " The Listener " ?
·

There- is the full undistorted reproduction of what experts in every
walk of life have broadcast in the clear, good English that the mj.crophone
exacts from all who come to it.
Recorded in the permanence of print, there are the talks of our national
leaders, to provide facts and opinions for the present and a valuable record
for the future. There is advice on adjusting one's daily life to the conditions of today. There are .descriptive articles dealing with affairs of the_
moment and comments on books, art, music and broadcasting. There are
pictures that add still further to the interest of the printed word.
You will enjoy "The Listener." It is published every Thursday,
price 3d. Ask your newsagent to deliver it for you.

THE LISTENER
Every .Thursday, 3d.

1939·
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The New

AMBASSADOR
;RADIOGRAM
For the man who likes Radio and Gramophone combined this new AMBASSADOR
model is undoubtedly something for earnest
consideration.
An entirely new style of
cabinet design, affording accommodation for
storing up to 200 10" and 12" records, is a
unique feature. A powerful six-valve threeband Superhet. receiver with R.F. stage covers
from 12.5/52m., 17Sf550m. and I ,000f2,000m.
MAZDA valves-Band spreading on short
waves-and a host of other essential features
are described in literature available free on
request.

PRICE £24:5
Wholesale
Enquiries
Invited.

Chassis equipment
sold separately if
desired.

WHARFEDALE

·Details from
AMBASSADOR RADIO WORKS
HUTCHINSON

LANE, BRIGHOUSE,
Tel. 283.

EXTENSION

The demand for Extension Speakers is to-day much greater than
normal. Wharfedale are maintaining their unique service of
supplying Speakers to match the set in preference to using a
Universal Transformer.
Extension Speakers are available in the following types without
extra chargeType "32" for I! to 4 ohms.
Type '"64 " for 4- to 6 ohms.
Type "98" for 7 to 10 ohms.

REVISED

YORKS.

SPEAKERS
DE LUXE

With

"TRUOUAL" Volume

Control.

I'll ICES

OCTOBER 1939
Less
With
v.c.
CABINET MODELS Transformer
Transformer
extra
Gem
23/2B/4/4{Moderne
25/30/Meritor
28/6
35 3
with v.c.
Bijou
37/43/6
Coronet . .
46/54/6
Corner Cabinet
49 6
58/Bronzian . .
55!63(3
De Luxe, Bronze Unit 66/74/3
De Luxe, Golden Unit 88/103/-

Size of Cabinet

16" X
Walnut.

12" X 8"
(Mahogany or Oak 2/6 extra.)

The Cabinet illustrated is the Wharfedale DE. LUXE
model and is available with the 8" Bronze unit or with
the 10" Golden unit-as supplied to and used by the B.B.C.
Most Wharfedale Cabinet Models are available in Oak
or Mahogany at an extra charge of 2j6.

WHARFEDALE WIRELESS WORKS, Hutchinson Lane, BRIGHOUSE, -YORKS.

'PHONE!
BRIG. 58

Io
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Marconiphone·880
·A speciality in short wave reception
Here is an imposing specification which will impress
the technical expert, and a magical performance for
the lay listener. Consistent short wa.-e reception
from 16.5 to 51 metres is assured by the sensitive
and powerful 7 -valve circuit. embodying the famous
Marconi RF ~tage, full AVC and 10.5 watts output._
Principal short wave stations are grouped by name
along a large horizontal scale, quickly covered by

the motor-driven automatic tuner, handily concentric with the slow motion manual tuning control.
A vernier scale exactly logs stations for future
reference, a Magic Eye gives instant and exact
visual tm1ing adjustments. A button brings the
short waves into action-automatically indicated on
the scale. Model 880 is, moreover, a superlative
receiver for medium and long waves-with motor-,
driven "piano-key" press buttons
for automatically tuning 8 alternative programmes, the AFC
circuit guaranteeing permanently
accurate tuning adjustments. A
set, indeed, for the connoisseur !

~-·

~

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Model 88o-Table Grand- 7-valt;e
superhet ti/1-IIJa/Je circuit-Marconi RF
staj{e-lvfotor-!tmed press-buttons for
eight stations, guaranteed C/Jnstant b)·
AFC-"AJIIo-drit'e'' l11ning concmtric
11Jith-IJJan!lal control-Calibrated tuning
scale - Vemier for short waves Afagic l~ye visual t11ning indicator
Waveband indicator-Tone controlShort waves, IO.J to JI metresIO.J 'Jiratts output-Extemal.rpeaker
sockef switch - Pick-up sockets Afai11s cOfiSIItlljJtion
rog - IJl watts AC n1ains - Price
G NS.

21

Illustrated Catalogue from the Marconiphone Company Ltd.
Bournes Bridge, Hayes, Middlesex
Easy terms can still be arranged

The
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Lets get on with
the job!

IT

does my heart good to

hear of those people who are going ahead with
their work in spite of things.
It's easy enough to be pessimistic. On the
manufacturing side of radio we've got our
troubles-lack of raw materials, transport and
a hundred and one other headaches.
The Country's needs must come. first and if
that leaves the Industry a bit behind with
some of its supplies then we've just got to
find alternatives. We'll find them if or when
the time comes I know, but meanwhile we
can still go on turning out sets in the way
we've always done-and, up to date, that's
precisely what we at Murphy Radio are aoing.
E.

J. POWER
Managing Director.

HURPHY RADIO
All Murphy sets, exclusive of valves and batteries, guara11teed for a year.
MURPHY

RADIO

LTD.,

WELWYN

GARDEN

CITY,

HERTFORDSHIRE

The
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Editorial CoiDDtent

Putting Back the Clock
T is not our purpose to comment here on fhG
recent change-over from British Summer Time to
G.M.T. That, so far as broadcasting is affected,
resolves itself mainly into adjusting one's listening programme to meet tli.e return to. Standard Time.
In its figurative sense, however, the expression "putting back the clock '' now has implications in wirele<>s
circles that should not be ignored.
Not only has the war threatened to slow down progress in the design of broadcast apparatus ; it has actually had a reactionary effect, turning our minds back to
devices and circuit arrangements that were abandoned
many years ago as crude and out of date. Wireless
people are not complaining, of course. Indeed, it is
pleasing to record that, as compared with many others,
they have in general had little to complain about. ·wireless has come into its own, and everyone who is doing
hi..; job well and conscientiously in any of its many
branches has the comforting feeling that he is playing
a useful part in the National effort.
We are all \.villing to face the present need for simplification in broadcasting at both the transmitting and receiving ends.
None of those who understands the
technical position has complained against the present
single-programme Home Service with its various limitations. Equally, we are prepared if and when the need
arises to receive this programme on apparatus that
savours rather more of 1922 than 1939· But, if we are
going to re\'ive out--of date devices, there is no harm in
trying to improve them by applying the knowledge we
have gained during the intervening years.

I

-Emergency Receivers
A surprisingly large number of readers have written
to us for information on the almost-forgotten crystal
set, a type Qf receiver that has obvious uses for stand-by
purposes in times of emergency. Such a simple device
would hardly seem to be sns~eptible to improvement,
but it bappens that a new type of copper-oxide detector,
working on a low signal input and so capable of replac'DECEIYIIJ.ER, I939

'

ing the erratic and unreliable crystal, has recently made
an opportune appearance. The practical use of this new
rectifief is descrihed else·.vhere in this issue.
Reaction as an aid to sensitivity and selectivity has
played an important palt in receiver teclmique, although
most of us have thought for many years that it was best
forgotten, except for one or two special applications.
But now it seems possible that reaction may again be
called upon in the design of simple sets for specialised
wartime conditions. We therefore make no apology for
publishing on another page an article in which the
choice of reaction control circuits is examined in the
light of modern knowledge. It will be realised that most
of the classical systems were devised by more--or-less
empirical means.

Sets for

Acti~2

Service

The Wireless World has never been a party to advocating and encouraging the use of portable broadcast
receivers in situations and conditions where such use
seems to be entirely inappropriate and unnecessaryeven ridiculous. But without going to the absurd length
of suggesting that every front-line soldier needs a :eceiver to while away the hours of waiting, we do maintain that thought should be given to the needs ··.f
members of the fighting forces both oversea and at
remote stations at home. Some of our readers, -asking
for suggestions as to suitable types of sets, point out that
tl1e typical pmiable, excellent as it may be for the purpose for which it was evolved, is far too heavy and
bulky for most members of the Forces. Another aspect
of the problem of devising a suit~ble receiver is brought
up in our correspondence columns.
Here, it would seem, is another case for simplification
and for " making do " 'ivith sometl1ing that might be
regarded as crude. A really effective set, compc..ct and
light enough to be practicable, is not easy to deVIse, and
the suggestions of readers would be welcomed. Headphones and dry-battery valyes · would. appear to be
essential features of a " soldier's set."
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WHICH IS THE BEST ARRANGEMENT ? .
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IT has' been said that reaction comes nearer than
anything else in radio to giving something for
nothing.. As economy is vital under wartime conditions, it is worth ·while examining the possibilities
of reaction, particularly for short-wave work, in the
light of modern knowledge. In the present article
circuit arrangement receives most attention, but
mbsequent articles will deal with valve-operating
conditions and similar related matters.
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HE use of reaction has become much less general
in recent years, and now the majority of receivers
do not include it at all. .This is largely because
improvements in valves and circuit design have made it
easy to get the required sensitivity without it. In spite
of this, reaction still has its uses, especially in shortwave equipment.
Short-wave sets can be divided into four groups: (I)
the small straight set; (2) the SW band of a broadcast
set; (3) the small col!lmunication set; (4) the large
communication set.
Sets of the second and fourth groups rarely make any
deliberate use of reaction, but those in the first category
rely on it very largely for their sensitivity and selectivity.
The third group is a -newcomer, and quite a small one
up to the present. The sets in it are designed with the
aim of approaching the performance of the large commun"ication ~ets with a simpler circuit and fewer valves.
Reaction is employed more to increase selectivih' than
sensitivity, and it is used in a moderate degree only;
it ·is· not pushed to the edge of oscilla,tion· as is essential
in the case of the small straight sets of group I.
Reaction is so
old and so well
+HT

known

that

Fig. 2.-The common condenser-controlled or Reinartz ·
reaction system. This is still probably the most widely used
of any.

it

might be thought
that little fresh
could be said
about it This is
far from being
the case, bowever, for so
much that has
been said about
it in the past has
_ _ _ _ _.....,_ _-4--HT
been based upon
.,.
uncontrolled_ exFig. r.-This diagram shows the
perimcnt and
classical swinging-coil reaction circuit.
c o m p arati vcly
·
little upon theoretical analysis checked by controlled experiment.
Because of this, gener~l statements must be treated with
caution.
~-_.

It has become accepted that one of the best methods
of reaction control is by variation of screen voltage of
a tetrode or pentode valve. This is now probably the
commonest method of control in short-wave apparatus
because it has much less effect on the tuning than many
other possible arrangements. If anyone were to conclude from this that it is always the best arrangement,
however, he would be sadly disappointed. It is easy
to show theoretically that while it is very good in sorne
circmnstances it is very bad in others.
There are three main requirements of a good reacting
system : variation in the setting of the r~action control
should not affect tuning, the valve should go smoothly
into oscillation; and there should be no backlash. All
three are important when critical reaction is used, but
when only a moderate degree is employed the attainment of smooth oscillation is less important. This is
because the valve will never be· intentionally worked
close to the oscillation point. For. the same reason ~he
avoidance of backlash is less iniporta?t; it is still very

desirable, however. When backlash is present it is
quite possible for a strong signal or a peak of interference to start the valve oscillating, and once
started it will not stop until the reaction control is
slackened off.
Effect of Valve and Circuit

Tpe variations of tuning experienced depend chiefly
upon the circuit adopted, but the smoothness of oscillation and backlash depend upon the valve used and the
voltages applied to it. The effects are not completely
separate, and it would not be true to say that smoo~h
ness and backlash depend only on the valve and voltages; the circuit does have an effect, and ohe which it
is sometimes hard to disentangle.
· The classical reaction circuit shown in Fig. I was in
common use in the very early days of broadcasting.
DECEMBER, I939
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Reaction CircuitsThe tuned circuit LC is coupled by L 1 to the aerial, and
reaction is obtained with the aid of L. Reaction is
controlled by varying the physical distance between, ?r
the angle between, L and L~.
·
The great drawback to the arrangement is the considerable variation of tuning experienced with changes in
the reaction coupling. Apart altogether from secondary
electrical effects,
the mechanical
movement of the
.. wr
coils necessarily
changes the circuit capacity and
so alters the
(a)
tuning.
To overcome
this it became
c u s t o m a r y to
adopt a fixed

resistance for the moment, it comes in series with C 1
across L 2 • The reaction circuit then becomes a tuned
circuit of only moderate resistance, and although its
resonance frequency may be widely different from that
of LC, an alteration in the capacity is reflected into the
circuit LC. The
finite value oi
valve resistance
modifies things
somewhat, but
the gener3l
effects remain .
At yery high
frequencies this
circuit fails because it is very
Fig. 5.-This is the basic circuit of the
d if f i c u 1t
to
Colpitis oscillator when the valve
secure a suffiinter-electrode capacities are used
ci e n t I y large
to provide the tapping point on the
tuned circuit.
mutual inductance between L
and L" to secure oscillation without making L.~~ so large
that if resonates with the various circuit capacities at
or below the resonance frequency of LC. With ordinary
valves the upper-frequency limit for this circuit is usuali;
about 6o Me f s as an oscillator, and it is often difficult
to make it work above 40 Mcjs. For reaction purposes
the latter frequency should normally be taken as the
upper limit.

coupling between the coils
with a capacity
control of reaction. There are
+HT
many possible
variations of this
scheme, but the
commonest
(b)
is that shown in
For Ultra-short Waves
Fig. 2, which. is
still in use toFor high-frequency work generally it is more usual to
day. Sometimes
the reaction con- employ some form of the Hartlcy or Colpitts circuits
-HT
denser c l is shown at (a) and (b) respectively in Fig. 3· These
placed on the · have many variations, especially in the metb?d of con·
earthy side of trolling regeneration. Probably the most wtdely used
Fig. 3.-The true Hartley and Colpitts circuits are shown here at (a)
the coil L 2 , and is the Hartley modification of Fig. 4· A screen-grid 'J!"
and (b) respectively.
this is less likely pentode valve is used and the cathode is tapped up the
.
.
to give hand- coil so that the -v-alve oscillates witil normal screen volts ;
capacity effects. Pr~VIded that the capacity between regeneration is controlled by varying the screen voltag'e
L and L 2 themselves 1s small, however this makes little by R 1 •
•
difference, and so one can be guided' by- convenience.
This arrangement can be made very sabsfact01y, but
This circuit is a considerthe Hartley oscillator is
able improvement, but is by
+HT
always more liable to
no means perfect. At low
trouble than the Colpitis.
operating frequencies whe.o
This is because it is imposthe anode-cathode valve
sible to prevent its being a
capacity can be considered
Colpitts oscillator as well
negligible, L 2 , Cl' and the
as a Hartley ! If the imvalve resistance can be conportant valve capacities are
sidered as a series-tuned
drawn in on Fig. 4 (dotted)
circuit coupled to LC.
it will be seen that the gridChanging C1 alters the resocathode and screen-cathode
nance frequency of this 4---=+-.....~----~--~...__....__.....,___ .. T capacities form the split
circuit and so alters the
condenser of the Colpitt's
tuning of LC, since the two
circuit. Provided a high
Fig. 4·-This modified form of the Hartley circuit is
impedance path to RF and
circuits are coupled tocommonly used with an indirectly-heated valve. It
permits op.e side of the tuning condenser to be earthed.
low impedance to DC were
gether. Owing to the very
Reaction is controlled by varying the screen voltage by
maintained
between
high circuit resistance, how, means of R 1•
{;athode and earth, the cirever, this effect is small.
At high operating frequencies the anode-cathode capa- cuit would still work with the tap on the coil removed.
city plays an important part. Ignoring the valve It would then actually be a Colpitts circuit.
-MT

~
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Reaction Circuitpurposes it is usuilly arranged in the form shown in
Because it is really two circuits in one the Hartlcy Fig. 6, where the grid-cathode capacity Cue and· the
circuit is sometimes troublesome-; it may tty to work anode-cathode 'plus stray capacities C, form the necesin one mode at one end of
sary capacity for the tuned
the tuning range and in the
o3
B
circuit LC. The grid conother mode at the other end.
+HT denser C2 is large enough in
1
Natura 11 y all sorts of
:
relation to these others to
l
have a negligible effect.
peculiar effects take place in
c
the region where the change:
C3 is the reaction control.
over occurs. -This particul
Measured between the
1
lar trouble does not occur
'
~P 0 •
points AB the valve will
I
with the Colpitts oscilla:tor,
I
:
behave as a capacity c,/1 in
and it is often ?impler beR
~t;Cgo
I
parallel with a negative recause the coil does not need
l
l
sistance~R;.. The equivatapping. An analysis of itS
I
:
lent circuit is thus of th~
conditions is rather more
-HT form shown in Fig. 7 (a),
easily carried out than in the
~
and this can be still further
Fig. 6.-A commonly used Colpitts circuit in which
reduced to Fig. 7(b), and it
case of some other circuits.
and it is then easy to show
regener~tion is controlled by C:J.
is clear that varying C,
that some of the usual
changes both R 1 and Cl
arrangements of controlling regeneration in Colpitts Suppose that at 30 Mc/s (ro metres) Rn is -2,800 ohms
receiver circuits are not the best that can be devised. and Cin is 3-9 p.p.F. These are also approximately the
The basic circuit is shown in Fig. s. '"here the detec- values of R' and C' when C3 is large for full regenerator an-angements, HT supply, and DC
tion. Now let us reduce Ca, say to 3-9 p.pF. Then R'
·Circuits have been omitted. It can be
becomes -rr,8so ohms and C1 becomes 2.r6 /Ap.F.
When C3 becomes zero R' is infinite and C' is zero.
1 shown that the part to the right of LC
behaves as a capacity C;,. in parallel
To vary R' from -2,8oo ohms to infinity
involves a change of C1 from 3-9 p.p.F to zero.
with a resistance R;n'· The resistance
In practice, a change of resistance of rr;850z,8oo=9,050 ohms involves a change of capacity of 3-9-2-I6=I.74 NtF. If the total tuning capacity is 25 ppF, as it may well be,- this
means a change of 6.g6 per cent.,
which will entail a change of
resonance frequency of roughly
3-4 per cent. or about r Me f s!
One method of overcomh1g the
difficulty is to make c:l fixed and
to control regeneralion by a vari.
able resistance shunted across C.
.·
This means using a fixed value of
n_egative. resistance an? a. v?-riable positive resistance m the tuned c1rcmt mstead of the more
·
usual course of keeping the positive resistance
.
fixed and varying the negative resistance. A
resistance shunted across C would be a perfect control,
since it would
can be positive cause no change
Experimental receiver
or negathre. If of tuning. It is,
for testing the reaction circuits discussed.
it is the latter however, very
(a)
regeneration oc- doubtful whether
it
would
be
satiscurs, and oscillation commences when the negative resistance is numerically less than the dynamic resistance factory in practice, because of
of the circuit LC.
If we use this arrangement as a reacting system it is the difficulty of
necessary to be able to vary Ri,. at will, and it is neces- obtaining a suit(b)
sary that changes of R;" should affect the input capacity able variable reC.n as little as possible. The problem of design consists sistance. The internal capacity
of choosing that form of control which most nearly
would have to be
meets this condition.
constant or negNow when this Colpitt's circuit is used for reacting
Fig. 7.-The equivalent circuit of Fig.
ligible at all re6 is shown at (a) ; it can be further
The Wireless Eugiueer. Editorial, September, 1939.
sistance values.
reduced to (b), as explained in the text.
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Reaction CircuitIf we make C3 fixed or omit it, we can control regeneration by varying cl or c,( by varying a resistance in
parallel with cl or by alteling the valve " constants"
through changing the voltages applied to it. Let us
redraw the circuit in the form of Fig. 8. Here C!l and
R2 are the' grid leak and condenser for grid detection
and if c2 is large enough they play no direct part in
regeneration.
C3 is the anode circuit by-pass condenser, assumed to have negligible reactance at the
operating frequency. The coil L 1 in the cathode circuit
is assumed to have such a large reactance that it can
be ignored ; its purpose is merely to provide a lowresistance direct-current path.
The essential factors gov~rning the· input impedance
of the valve are C11~, Cl' R, and g, where g is the mutual
conductance of the valve and R=R 1 Ra/ (R 1 + Ra) ; that
is, R 1 in parallel \v.ith the ano.de AC resistance of the
valve. This ignores the grid-cathode resistance, which
is likely to be fairly high when R2 is large.
The input capacity C;" and input resistance R;n depend on all four quantities, so that whichever is varied
to change Ri,., then Ci.,. is necessarily altered also. There
are, however, two limiting cases. When (I+ gR) I w~c 1

+HT

c.

~--~~--------~--~--~--~--------------HT
Fig. 8.-This version of the Colpitts circuit is particularly
convenient since the tuning condenser can be earthed.
Regeneration can be controlled by C1 or R 1 ; it is shown
in the text that C1 should be used at low frequencies and R 1
at high frequencies.

Cu, R:l.<<(I + C.f Cue) and (I+ gR) 2 / w' Cac 2 R 2 < < (I
+C 1 /Cuc)' then C,, = C1 / (I+C 1 /C0 c)· Obviously,
neither C, nor C0,. can be used as a reaction control ; but
if either R or g is varied C111 is nearly constant.
The above conditions are, in practice, most nearly
met at high frequencies and we find that the correct
reaction control is then R or g. R can be varied by
using a variable resistance for R 1 ; g can be altered by
changing the anode (or grid) voltage of the valve. This
will also alter Ra and hence R. This voltage control
has for long been used as a regeneration control in SW
equipment. Found originally by experiment, it has
decided theoretical justification.
There is, however, another extreme condition, when
(I + gR)/ w 2 c l Coo R 2>>(I + Cl/Co.) and {I +
gR) 2 f w2 C1102 R 2 >>(I +C 1 fC 0 c) 2 •
The input capacity
C;,=Cuc/(I+gR). Under these conditions c.,. is no
longer depende11t on C 1 or C""' but is greatly dependent
on both g and R. When these conditions hold, therefore, it is definitely wrong to control regeneration by

varying R 1 or the voltages applied to the valve. The
correct thing to do i!:; to vary C 1 or Cac and the .former is
usually the more convenient.
These conditions are
most nearly fulfilled at low and moderate radio frequencies.
In order to obtain the minimum change of input
capacity reaction should be controlled by g or R at high
frequencies and by C 1 or Cue at low or' moderate frequencies. In practice, the former condition applies for
general short-wave reception and the latter at frequencies below some 500 kcjs.

Henry Farrad's Problem
Corner
No. 4·1.--Strange Behaviour of an
AC/DC Receiver
.

Why did Tony's attempt to "ginger up" the set fail?
Henry. Fm·Mtl's e,'rplanatioa is on page 55·

Collins Wireless Diary, 1940 Edition
N addition to formulre and _othe·r technical data, Collins
"'ireless Diary for the forthcoming year contains sections
on such subjects as Direction Finding, Aerials and Earths,
Valves, Faults and Remedies, etc. Bound in sand grain, with
pencil, the diary costs ~s. ; other bindings are available.

I
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An extract from Henry Farrad's correspondence, published to give readers an opportunity of testing their own
powers of deduction:All Hallows School,
Berkhamsted.
Dear Henry,
Some people I know have an AC/DC set, several years
old-they are on DC mains--and the life of the rectifier was
rather Short, so when I was staying with them it struck
me that a rectifier is rather a superfluity in a DC set and
why buy a new one? So I proceeded to short-circuit the
old one (anode to cathode). Another thing I had in mind
was that these mains are only 200 volts, which doesn't give
the set much of a chance. ·Cutting out the resistance of
the rectifier shoves up the HT a bit, and as these sets are
s~pposed to work on any mains up to 250 there ~eemed
to be" no likelihood tJ;tat anything would be given more than •
its safe voltage. And the results seemed to be all' the ·
better for it.
So far so good. But recently I have rui.d disturbing communications from the said friends. Apparently there was
a good old boil-up inside, as a result of which a new electrolytic condenser had to be fitted. Not long after the same
thing happened again. And then again. Naturally, my
reputation as an engineering genius has slumped somewhat. l have advised a removal of the short-circuit as a
precautionary measure, but I would feel much happierabout it-if l knew what was going on. As' I say, the slight
extra HT ought not to have such drastic effects. And a
curious thing-it may be a coincidence-is that the trouble
always seems to occur just after the set has been shifted,
to a different room for example.
Can you rally round and help the old firm again, please ?
·
Yours ever,
Tony.

'
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Bug ,.,. Keys

WHAT THEY ARE AND WHAT THEY DO.
By W. A. ROBERTS (G2RO)
NOTICEABLE feature on the 7 Me f s and other and C4. The dash arm is pivoted at the same point as
amateur bands is the i::1crease which has taken the main shaft, but is independent of the main shaft.
place in general morse operating speeds over the The screw carrying contact C3 is fastened to the dash
last few years. Time was when rs w.p.m. was fast for arm, and passes through a clearance hole in the main
the
average British
shaft. Over the left-hand
amateur; that speed was i-------------------------------------------------------------1
end of this screw, between
I
I
I
I
I
considered slow when our
an adjustable nut and- the
I, THIS artlde deals with the type of morse key that II
activities were stopped by
main shaft, is a spting B.
· is manipulated by lateral movements instead of in 1
the outbreak of war.
the familiar up-and-down fashion. The use of the I V\'hen the paddle is moved
Much of this faster
to the left to make a dash,
zvord '' bug " .was first derived jrOIJ'l the nature of the !
operating is due to the
device s?amped on the base of the well-knoron "Vibroplex" I it carries the dash arm with
it, against the restraining
rapidly increasing popukeys. By common usage, however, it has come to apply I
spring B. Any tendency
larity of bug keys. Operat1 to any similar type of key, whatever its manufacture. i
ing a straight key at high i The zvord is used in the wider sense throughout this crrticle. I for the main shaft to move
speeds for a considerable L---------------------------------------------------------------'
is annulled by the rightp~riod is apt to become
hand stop Sr. The meeting
very much like hard work. A bug key cuts out so ph of contac,ts C3 and C4 produces a dash.
cent. or more of the hard \Vork, and also makes high
All the screws, with the exception of that carrying
speeds easier to attain, because a single motion of the the dash contact C3, are adjustable. They pass through
hand will produce any desired number of dots. For each threaded pillars, as shown, which are fixed to the heavy
dash, an individual motion must still be made.
The metal base of the key. The tension on spring B is adletter V, for instance, can be sent by a bug with only justed to suit individual requirements by moving the
·
A straight key would nut to a different point on the screw.
two movements· of the hand.
Now it may be said of bug operatrequire four such movements.
ing that "When it is good it is very,
The diagram accompanying this
very good, but when it is bad it is
article shows the layout of a typical
high-speed key, and helps to explain
horrid ! " It is easy to use a bug so
as to produce morse of a kind, but
its action. The diagram shows the
it takes much more care and practice
position of the key at rest-making
SPRUNG SHAFT
to produce signals of the "copperno signal.
For dots, the paddle i,;
plate'' variety.
Perhaps. an
pressed to the tight. The main shatt
operator who has used these keys,
moves laterally on its pivot, against
the restraining spring A, and hits the
both commercially and on the
amatellT bands, for several years
left-hand stop Sz. The long sprung
shaft is set in vibration by the
may be allowed to offer a few suggestions as to how to get the best m'Lt
"kick" of the· main shaft against the.
stop, and the contact Cr, attached
of a semi-automatic key. Tlie corn. ments are not laid down as hardto the shaft by a U-shaped spring,
and-fast rules-for the style of
chatters against the fixed contact Cz,
in that way producing dots. Within
operating a bug can be as nearly
limits, the number of dots made :s
personal as the way you part your
proportional to the time for which
hair-but they are intended to give
the paddle is held over. The speed
a general line on how to go about
o( the -lots is dependent upon the
getting the best resnlts.
position of the movable weight W,
Let me commence with a statewhich determines the oscillation oAsH ARM
ment· that is almost a truism, but
period of the shaft. V\'hen the paddle
which deserves reit~ration. Don't
PAODLI!
·is rele;:tsed, the restraining spring reattempt to use a bug until you can
turns the shaft to a central position
Diagram showing the
mechanical
send a good, solid and well-formed
arrangeme!)t of a bug key. The
and the far end of the shaft hits the
25 w.p.m. on straight key, and can
references are explained in the text.
back stop S3, so that the vibration is_ The
receive it, too. A moment's thought
dotted lines indicate the wiring
jmmediately eliminated.
will show that if you can't receiv~
between the contacts and the terminals
Dashes are made on contacts C3
of the key.
25 p.w.m. then you can't know if

A

a
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you are sending good signals at 25 p.w.m.-which i.s a
common operating speed for bugs. Of course, there is
another way of looking at it, too. If you race away on
the air at 25 per, then the fellow at the other end i&
entitled to come back at the same speed-and then where
are you, 1f you can't read it?
Suppose we are starting off with a new bug key. The
very first thing to do is to put the adjustable weight right
at the far end of the sprung shaft, so that the dots are
made as slowly as possible. MoreoYer, the weight should
·stay there until one is completely competent to send perfectly formed signals at that speed. Many a bug operator
has been more or less permanently spoilt by trying to
send at a high speed right from the start. There is :1
great temptation to shift the weight further in on the
shaft to get what sounds like a higher speed. The dots,
certainly, will be made faster, but it
is very interesting to notice that,
with the beginner, the. measured
speed in w.p.m. almost im~ariably
remains the same, and may even he
less. The principal actual result is
that the sending loses any balance it
may have had, and becomes jerky.
With the weight at the far end of
the shaft, the right-hand stopper SI
should be set so that the end of the
sprung shaft just hits the stop at the
back of the key sufficiently hard i o
kill the vibration.
The vibrations
should stop immediately, but the end
of the shaft should not press hard
against the stop, or the resilience nf
the movement will be lost.
With this point settled, the dots
can be adjusted. First, the lefthand stop Sz should be set so that the near tip of the
paddle can move a lateral distance of between I,' 16in.
and I/ 8in. when it is pressed to the right. In this position, the ve1y important adjustment of the actual dot
contacts can be made.
It is a common mistake to
arrange the dot contacts so that a maximum number of
dots can be made on a single movement of the paddle,
before the signal slurs or misses, This is quite inconect,
and is the cause of the spluttery dots we hear so often.
The adjustment should be made so that the signai slurs
into a dash after making nine or ten dots. In this way,
solid and definite dots are made, which are essential for
pleasant morse. The setting of the coiled spring A is a
matter for individual taste, like the spring on a straight
key. The slower the speed the tighter the spring may
be made. For extremely high speeds the spring will have
to be very light.
The Foundations of ·Good Sending
The dot contacts are now set, and attention can he
turned to the dash side. There is little difficulty here.
The spacing of the contacts, C3 and C4, should be ~et
so that the movement of the paddle is approximately the
same as that required, in the opposite direction, to make
dots. If the spacing is made greater than this, a familiar
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fault is likely to occur on the stgnals-the space between
the dots and the dashes in a letter will be exaggerated.
The setting of the dash spring, B, is again a matter for
personal taste. As in the case of the dot spring, it should
be weakened for fast sending. At this point it may be
remarked, in passing, that the adjustment of the key
for a considerably higher speed is not just a matter :"£
sliding the weight along the shaft. For perfect formation
of characters at higher speeds, the spacing of each set of
contacts must be reduced, both springs must be weakened,
and the swing of the paddle on either side. must be
decreased.
Having set up the key in the proper operating condition, the next thing is to be able to control it perfectly.
Getting the right number of dots is one of the beginner'::;
usual bugbears.
The writer has found the following
method of practice a yery good one. Connect the key
to an audio oscillator,
or to something which
will give a note when
ke)red. Place the key
so that it can be operated properly-that is,
so that the whole
length of the arm from
A bug key is quite a
complicated looking
device.
Couri<>Y Wel•b$ Radio

the elbow is lying along the table. Then make single
well-spaced dots, until you can send them rhythmically
and almost indefinitely without making errors or splutters, Having conquered the one dot, go on to make a
series of two dots, until you are IOO per cent. perfect
at that. Proceed in this manner, through three, four
and five, until you are making strings of six dots without error. Then b~gin again at one dot, just to make
sure ! When the making of dots is completely controllable you have overcome one of the greatest difficulties
of bug operation.
The next point of attack is to obtain the proper coordination between dots and dashes.
Lack of this
co-ordination explains the "NST" or "NV" we often
hear for "TEST," and the "ST" we sometimes hear
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for." V." A sound starting plan is to ;;end strings of Vs,
trymg to get tlie dash to follow smoothly and immediately after the dots If, after long practice, you still finll
~'ourself sending "ST" instead of "V," then the remedy
1s to decrease the spacing between the dash contacts and/
or the strength of the dash spring. Beware that you.
don't go too far, though. or your dots will be slurred into
the dash. When the Vs sound satisfactory, constant
~-epetition of the numbers, from one through nine to zero,
1s· good practice in this connection. These numbers, incidentally, give you a chance to check that your dashes
are _all the same length and evenly spaced. Don't be
~fra1d that you are making the dashes too long. Clipped,
Jerky dashes are a much more common fault than dashes
which arc too lengthy.

Back to Pre~last-war ·Sets
INTEREST IN CRYSTAL RECEIVERS

rr have
is not difficult to understand why so many readers
us for information on the construcwritten
to

tion of crystal sets. Unlike mains-fed or even batteryfed receivers, they will, in the words of Exide, "go on
when the rest have stopped." There is no need to stress
the advantages of such a set as a stand-by in times of
emergency.
The crude type of crystal set as used in the early days
of broadcasting became practica:Ily useless when the
Regional system was put into operation in this country,
and, in response to readers' requests some years ago,
we described in detail the construction of a two-circuit
Pittalls to Avoid
crystal set that provided the necessary selectivity.
When all these point-s have been thoroughly practised Although enquirers may ~till be referred to that descripand mastered, you can g<:;t do\vn to sending plain text. tion, which appeared in The Wireless World for
Letters to watch are C, F, L, P, Q, X and Y, all of which, Februaty 7th, 1936, it should be pointed out that the
may present difficulties in the co-ordination of dots and circuit arrangement can be simplified to meet the condidashes. Individual practice on these letters, until you tions prevailing with our present single-programme
get them perfect, will mean that you will find the other Home Service. Long-wave reception is no longer
needed, and in many situations selectivity will be adeletters easy.
quate with a single-circuit
When sending plain text, a point to watch is that you
',V
tuner.
get a,mple spacing between letters and words. The ease
I
I
In the accompanying
and swing with which a bug operates often leads even
I
SCREEN
diagram is given a circuit
I
experiPnced'operators to run letters and words togetht!r.
I
diagram of a single-waveI
The resull at the receiving end. is confusion. It is .much·
band crystal set
better to make the spacing too great rather than too
s u i t a b 1 e for
small, particularly as the tendency is for the spacing·to
present-day conget shorter with continued operation.
After all this
:: ditions, wb ich
practice, if iL is faithfully carried out, you will be sendg comprises t w o
ing good, solid, well-formed and intelligible morse. The
+--:-.__..._~
"'
tuned circuits
final thing is to put that "copper-plate" finish on it; this
0
coup 1 e d by
is the most dlfficull point of all and usually is achieved
means of a smail
only after several months of regular use and practice.
Wartime stand-by crystal set for
variable conden. A method which the writer has found of great value is
single-band reception. Where high
ser C3 of some
to check one's sending against automatically keyed
selectivity is not needed the input
25 micro-microtransmissions. One earpiece of a pair of telephones is
circuit may be eliminated, the aerial
farads maximum
being connected as shown in dotted
connected, through the key, to an audio oscillator; the
lines.
capacity. Ordiother is connected to a receiver, in the normal way. lt
nary broadcastis easy to tune the receiver so as to find an automatic
station sending "Vs,'' or "ABCs" and its call-sign at band c~ils can be ad~pted for use as Lr and L2, or,
around 20 to 25 w.p.m. In these h·ansmissions, the sm.ne alternahvely, these cmls can be wound at home with 55
sequence of signals is repeated time after time, in- turns _of No. 22 DCC wire on 3in. formers. Lr is tapped
definitely. Having heard exactly what sequence the at pmnt A at the 15th turn from the earthed end, while
station is sending, the game is to try to key the oscillator L2 is tapped at B, the centre point. Cr and Cz comexactly in synchronism with the automatic signal. It is prise a two-gang condenser, each section of o.ooos mfd.
'difficult at first, but after a while you will get into the capacity, preferably with an externally controllable
swing of it, and you will find it possible to check where trimmer. C4 may have a capacity of o.oor mfd.
In cases where the extra selectivity conferred by a
your faults of spacing, and so forth, are occurring, and
to correct them. After continued practice of this kind second tuned circuit is not necessary, the set may be
one gets the rhythm of automatic transmission, and can greatly simplified by eliminating Lr, Cz, C3, and transduplicate it in ordinary working. To a keen operator, ferring the aerial connection to point C, a tapping made
the effortless operation of a fast bug, with the knowledge at the rsth turn from the earthed end of the coil L2. It
is' perhaps worth pointing out to relative newcomers to
~hat it is mak!ng signals of a pe~fect " automatic ., type,
1s a real delight-worth workmg for! If the advice wireless that the initial adjustmentS-especially the
given in this article is foJlowed the signals will give crystal adjustment-of a two-circuit receiver are most
equal delight to the operator at' the other end who is easily made by tempprarily reverting to single-circuit
receiving them.
tuning in the manner just described.
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-AND STILL WE SAIL SUPREME

We've had our squalls and we've had our battles ; we've had our salvos and
we've had our broadsides ; but in spite of all we've carried on.

And now,

~

in this greatest trial of all, we are still riding the troubled waters calmly, and
still, if we may _say so, doing our job just that little bit better than anyone else.

~-------DUBILIE~

CONDENSER CO. (1925)

LTD., DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, f\!ORTH ACTON, LONDON, W.3.
C.R. Casson I54
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Why not extend your
1Rabfo \tbfs <tbrfstmas 1
Christmas this year will be essentially home entertainment with the
radio _playing a principal part. Stentorian Extension Speakers will
enable you to enjoy the programmes in any part of the house-and
even in your Air Raid Shelter ! Instantly adjustable for any
impedance value, an exceptionally high standard of performance
is maintained throughout the entire range. At such moderate cost
there could be no more pleasing and practical gift for your family.

Stentorian Baby Cabinet £1 12 6 •

. . . . And if you have a" Long Arm" Remote Control as well, you can
switch your set on and off without moving from the room in which
you are listening.

Chassis Models

ASK YOUR DEALER TO DEMONSTRATE ! I

£2 6 3
£1 IS ~
£1 6 0
19 3

Senior
Junior
Baby
Midget

Cabinet Models

WH/TELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO

A War-iim.e
-l

•

UJ

CO., LTD., MANSFIELD,

ne~essiiy-a pea~e-iime

..
..
..

..

£3
£2
£2
£2
£1

invesim.eni

Every progressive firm realises the importance of making instant contact with
all its employees and Executives in any part of the factory organisation, more
especially unaer the present circumstances, when delayed action might.result in
unnecessary casualties. To use a vulgarity, " Everybody is plugging A.R.P .
Equipment," but the. problem of selling specialised equipment designed expressly
for the purpose, especially by a firm like SOUND SALES who concentrate on the
design and production of Sound Systems, is infinitely easier, mainly because one
equipment sells many more.

MICI2.0PI\01-15.

>

-~

..

NOTTS.

Long Arm Remote
Control for distant extension switching 17/-.

Senior
Junior
Pendant
Cadet
Handy

~

5

"Z

·:<:

3

•

~·· •'·L •. ::.

·;.

S'i AUXILlAiaY

The Illustration above shows a suggested equipment which enables Air Raid Warnings to· be
instantly relayed, together with verbal instructions, irrespective of Factory noise level. Automatic or individual control is incorporated with
remote control from Shelters, which should of
course_ be equ!pped with SOUND SALES Auxiliary
Lighting Sy~tem.

LIGKli'N~ u~·rrs.

•

In peace time the system Is Invaluable, and pays for Itself in a very short time. Prices
range from £10, and knowing the posslbllltes of such o system, we are almost
tempted to Invent a slogan which might well be-

HAVE ANAIR-RAID IN COMFORT WtnlSOUNDSALES

SOUND SALES LTD.
WEST STREET •
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Aerials
AND WHERE THE EARTH COMES IN

I

N past years an aerial was-and
By" CATHODE RAY"
for most people still ji-a piece
of wir~ strung across the garden · oscillate. These mechanical oscillaor equivalent space. · TQ complete tions set up waves of sound in the
.the in_stallation an "earth" is also sunouncling air ; but the amount of
nec~ssary, or at least desirable. And
sound radiated directly in. this way
so it has remained year after year is very small, an.d, in order to inwithout change, except perhaps for crease it, the string is mounted on a
the worse, when people found that sound board so as to set a much
modern sets could get plenty of sta- larger volume of air vibrating and
tions with any old thing as an aerial, increase the sound waves. The
or even (apparently) nothing at all. same thing is done with violins,
Appearances are sometimes decep- where the strings are mounted on a
tive, however, for birds have ears,
body that can vibrate easily and has
and portable sets have aerials. They a large surface to " get a grip on "
are merely unobtrusive. And when the air. In a drum, the oscillating
the aerial and earth are disconnected part is itself given such a large surfrom a mains-driven receiver., the face that it is a good sound radiator.
local station still comes in because Musical instruments are used for
the mains wires act as an aerial.
broadcasting sound in the air, but
The earth connection is more of a they could be used for receiving it,
mystery, because it seems to play an too. If a certain note is played on
important part in the normal re- a piano, the conesponding note in a
ceiver ; yet obviously a car radio second piano (with the damper
can't be anchored firmly to the lifted) would respond if within a
reasonable distance.
The sound
board of the receiving piano would
greatly increase the distance at which
it could collect enough sound energy
"_"_".'_ll_o_ _
to give a perceptible response.
And so in radio an aerial is used
Fig. I.-In a concentrated tuning
at the transmitting end to. radiate the
circuit the inductive and capacitive
oscillations generated in the oscillafields (represented by imaginary lines)
are practically confined to the immetor circuit, and at the receiving end
diate neighbourhood of the comto
enable the received tuned circuit
ponents.
to be affected by waves over the
ground. Neither can a portable. largest possible catchment area.
Any tuned circuit comprises two
And more recently we have special
cssentials...-inductance
and capacity.
television and short-wave aerials, in
some of which the absence of an Current flowing through an inductearth connection appears to be not ance sets up a magnetic field in the
merely carelessness or lack of. oppor- space around it. and voltage across
a capacity sets up an electric field in
tunity, but part of the plan.
All this may be causing some confusion of thought, so perhaps a little
sorting out of the subject of aerials
Fig. 2.-The same applies to a closeand earths may be welcomed.
spaced parallel line, although this is
· The relationship between an aerial
a tuned circuit with inductance and
and the tuned circuit to which it is
capacity distributed over a long
~oupled (in either transmitter or ndistance. The rings indicate lines of
magnetic
force around the wires, and
~iver) is very much the same as that
the short lines represent the electric
between the sounding board of a
force between them.
musical instrument and the vibrating
string. When a piano key is pressed the space between the two plates.
it strikes a wire string, m~ing it Electric and magnetic fields in
vibrate, or, to use radio language, motion generate one another, so once

'""'l""l. .
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one of them gets started there is a
rapid to-and-fro exchange of energy
between the two ; in other words,
oscillation. One moment the energy
is due to the current rushing through
the "inductance ; the next moment
this current has charged up the capacity, and the energy is due to the

Fig. 3 . . . but when the tuned circuit
is not only distributed but also opened
out the field extends and waves are
'radiated or received easily.

voltage difference across it, which
causes current to rush back through
the inductance in the opposite direction, and so on as long as the oscillation Ii.tsts.
Non-Radiating Systems
If the hmed circuit is in concentrated form-a close-wound, multiturn coil and a condenser with
plates separated only by a thin film
of air, mica, etc.-then there is very
little effect outside its immediate
neighbourhood. Representing the
field in the usual way by imaginary
lines, they run closely around and
in between the compact components
(Fig. I).~
A long parallel or concentric cable
is just as much a tuned circuit, but
the inductance and capacity are distributed along its whole length,
which may _be miles. So long as the
two wires or tubes are very close
together, the fields are still closely
around them (Fig. 2). The magnetic
lines cannot enclose both wires at
once,- because the currents in them
are flowing in opposite directions. ·
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the cunent, is stron~est at the centre,
because, of course, there can be no
current at the disconnected-ends. The
electric field can be strong there,
however, because the \'Oltage may be
high. Tuned circuits of this type are
often used for high-frequency (or
short-wave) work.
Conditions for Radiation
Now suppose that the wires are
opened out so as to form a single
long straight line (Fig. 3). The inductance and capacity are still distributed along its length, but the
electric field lines have a long way
to go to stretch between the points
of greatest opposite voltage, and the
magnetic lines can spread out without finding themselves neutralised by
a wire carrying opposing current. In
these circumstances the wire with an
oscillating current in it acts as a
sound board, radiating wayes off
into space. Like the, diaphragm of a
drum, the wire can be made to serve
both as the tuned circuit and radiator combined; or, alternatively, like
a piano sound board, it may be
coupled to a separate and more concentrated oscillatory circuit, as in
Fig. 4, which can be turned into a
complete transmitter by adding a
valve with power supply, reaction
coil, etc.
On the other hand, if there is no
means of setting up oscillations for
the wire to radiate, but it is swept 'Jy
waves radiated from elsewhere, its
extent enables it to have oscillations
generated in it by these oncoming
waves over a long front. The circuits of the types shown in Figs. 1
and 2, on the contrary, make contact. with so little· of the waves- that
they pick up hardly anything of
what is about; and that is a good
reason for using them in places
where they would be more likely to
receive interference than desired
signal.
·
That, very roughly, is· a reminder
of what an aerial is and what it does.
How about the earth? Hitherto we
have conveniently ignored its existence, supposing ourselves to be
located somewhere in an empty universe. Anything in the neighbourhood of an aerial affects the waves
being radiated or received, especially

if it is a conductor of electricity, because it acts more or less as another
aerial. _This second aerial, if of suitable srze, "receives and re-radiates
the waves from
the first. \Vhen
there are two or
more sources of
waves; w h a t
happens at any
position within
range depends
on whether the
different lots of
waves a r r i v e
with their posi. t i v e s together
and negatives
together, giving
(a)
(b~
a reinforced result, or positive
Fig. 4.-Two ways
of coupling a radi- ·opposing negaating part and a th·e, giving a
concentrated part of weakened result.
a tuned circuit. If It may happen
the aerial forms
only a small part of that waves rethe whole tuned · ceived fro m
circuit, it is not several sources
very effective either exactly cancel
for transmitting or
out, I ea vi n g
receiving.
nothing.
• Apply this idea to the familiar
dipole television aerial, which is of
the Fig. 3 type. It is a complete
self-contained tuned circuit, and the
way of controlling the tuning is to
adjust the length. This would be
awkward if it were needed to work
at different wavelengths, but quite
all right for one fixed wavelength.

0

Dipole Principles
The aerial is correctly tuned when
To
it is half a wavelength long.
convey the results to the receiver, a
line can be used of the Fig. 2 type,
which, as already explained, is negligible as an aerial, and therefore
does not introduce complicating
effects. And so signals are brought
to the receiver. But now suppose
another identical aerial (except for
the draw-off line) is placed parallel
to the first. It also has oscillations
generated in it, and, as there is no
essential difference between a receiving and a transmitting aerial, it reradiates them. What the first one
gets, then, is a combination of the
waves from the distant transmitter
and those from the nearly parallel
aerial. The result depends on the

distance between the two parallel
aerials. If the distance is a 'quarter
a wavelength (half an aerial
length), and the transmitter is on the
opposite side to the secondary aerial
(Fig. 5), the latter receives the waves
after they have travelled an extra
quarter wavelength. The re-radiated
\Vave is of the opposite polarity to
that arriving; equivalent ,to half a
wavelength, for that is the distance
from a positive crest of a wave to a·
negative crest. The re-radiated \Vave
arrives at the main aerial q.nother
quarter-wavelength behind. Quarter
plus half plus quarter equals a whole
wavelength. which means that the
re-radiated wave comes into step
with that from the transmitter, and
the result is double-strength.

of

Phase Relationships
The secondarv aerial, in effect,
reflects the wave, and gives an in.:
creased result from that direction,
just as a lamp reflector increases
light. If the transmitter is on the
right, however, the re-radiated wave
is half a wavelength out of step, cancelling the original wave and stopping reception from that direction.•
Hence the value of the arrangement
in improving- desired reception r.nd
reducing pick-up from other and undesirable sources such as motor car
ignition.

-

o(--

WAVES FROM
TRANSMITTER

I

IIEJ"f.vER

Fig. s.-Showing how a conductor
acts as a reflector.

That is interesting in itself, but
the point to note at the moment is
that a conducting wire acts as a reflector. Several conducting wires
1
If you have been following this you
may wonder why in Fig. 5 the real aerial
doesn't cancel reception by the reflector,
in which case it would have nothing to
re-radiate. The answer is that the real
aerial is loaded by the receiver and the
power generat-ed in it is consequently
absorbed and not free for reflection.
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can be arranged as a more effective
reflector. A large metal surface, like
a gasometer, is a good reflector. The
earth itself, assuming it to be a good
conductor, is a very important reflector. One obvious thing it does
is to stop waves. going downwards
through it for any distance. Unless
they are lost in it, then, they must
be reflected up again. The earth's
surface can be imagined as a mirror.
If a wire or rod radiating light
(which is just ultra-ultra-short-wave
radio), say, a red-hot poker, is suspended above a mirror-like floor,

aerial were not connected to earth,
the lower end wpuld really be an
end, and obviously there could be no
current at that point because it
would have nowhere to go. By joining it to earth, the lower end becomes
really the middle, which is the point
of maximum cun·ent, and therefore
a very good place for inserting a coil
to couple the aerial to the receiver
or transmitter. This is altogether in
addition to the advantage_ of connecting the receiver to earth to minimise risk of getting a shock from it
should it accidentally come in contact with the mains, and of avoiding
h urn by connecting screens
and things to a
point of zero
voltage. Generally, the same
~rE''

__.

connec-

tion serves all
these purposes.
/
Nothing
in
1/
---/
" ------this world is rerfect, including
the world itself,
{a)
(b,lwhich is by no
Fig. 6.-(a) A source of radiated light above a reflecting surmeans a perfect
face appears to be accompanied by an image below the
conductor, essurface. In a similar way the reflecting earth below
pecially when
an aerial is equivalent to a second aerial beneath, which can
be combined into one by an earth connection (b).
contact is made
.
by the average
what one sees is not only .the actual amateur " earth." So the above
poker but apparently another one description is rather of an ideal than
beneath the floor. If the real poker an actuality. Therefore, for some
is 3ft. above the floor, the ima,ginary purposes, especially very short
one appears to be 3ft. below. Red
light comes from both positions
(Fig. 6 (a)). The illusion is due to
light reflected from. the surface of the
floor. The more perfectly reflecting
it is the more exact is the duplication of the radiator.

---

_Aerial Images
The same sort of principle holds
good with an aerial. The effect of
the earth, if it is assumed to be perfectly conducting, and therefore a
perfect reflector, is the same as if
an image aerial existed below the
ground level. If the real aerial is
high above the ground, it is a long
way from its image, the effect of
which is not so noticeable ; but if it
comes down to ground level and is
connected to the earth, the image
forms a sort of second half, doubling
the real length (Fig. 6 (b)). If the
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(b)

Fig. 7.-Tbe rhombic aerial (a) is
complete in itself, but the inverted
V (b) requires an earth image to'
complete it.

waves, it may be better to look the
gift horse in the mouth, and, dissatisfied, substitute an aliificial
earth in place of the . one provided
free by Nature. The shorter the

I

I
I
I

I

r~~~~:~~
""""'

Fig. 8.-A frame aerial is formed when
different parts of a coil are far enough
apart to be at appreciably different
parts of a wave.

wave the less the expense. Hence
the elevated dipole, which is an
aerial complete in itself.- The
rhombic aerials, used for Transatlantic · short-wave work,- are
another example. The inverted V
aerial, on the other hand, is really a
rhombic turned up on its end, the
lower half being formed by the earth
image (Fig. 7).

Frame Aerials
When an aerial is close to earth
but not ·connected to H---as in a car
-it can be looked on either as a
slightly elevated aerial with its earth
image below, or as an ordinary
earthed aerial with a series condenser
in the earth lead (formed by its
capacity to ground).
The only sort not yet considered
is the frame aerial, used in most
portables.
In connection with
Figs. I and 2 I e"--plained that when
the " go " and " return " wires forming the inductive element are very
close together, there is negligible
radiation or pick-up because the two
tend to cancel out. This is not so
when the wires are ope-ned out. One
way of doing it is as in Fig. 3 ;
another is as in Fig. 8. Here,
although every wire carrying current
upwards is matched by another
downwards, they are too far apart
to wipe one another's currents nut
Or, in another way, if the upgoing
wires ate at the peak of a wave, the
downgoing ar~ far enough away to
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be at a different part of the wave,
leaving a balance to drive current
around. The exception is when the
frame is broadside on to the station,
because then the wave reaches all
parts of the aerial simultaneously,
and the voltages induced in the
various parts cancel out. As you
know, reception disappears in this
position. And as there is a complete
loop for current to flow around,
there is no need for an earth con-

nection to provide a place for current to flow to as.in the common or
garden aerial.
All this is really only the beginning of the aerial story. One can
persuade aerials to radiate or receive
in almost any desired plan of distribution, around and upwards, to suit
special geographic situations, or for
avoiding certain types of fading.
Perhaps we can go into that on some
future occasion, as it deserves an
article to itself.

,
lfl

Germany

NEWS FROM OUR FORMER BERLIN CORRESPONDENT

will be known as Lodz I when it resumes transmissions on its former
wavelength of 1,339 metres. The
other stations which will operate from
the Lodz headquarters are the 1.7-kW
Cracow, the 2-kW L6dz II and the
7-kW Warsaw (originally Warsaw II),
which will remain on their own w_avelengths of 293·5· 224 and 216.8 metres
respectively.
Although the long-wave Warsaw
station was destroyed during the
siege of the .city, German broadcasts
have been radiated on its wavelength.
lt is thought that these have originated from the old Deutschlandsender
at Zeesen, near Berlin, which was
~till in working order, the new transmitt(;r having been opened only a' few
months ago.
There is some mystery as to which,
German station is operating on Saarbrucken's wavelength of 240.2 metres,
for it is doubtful if this station on the
Western Front is still working.
With the annexation of the Polish
stations and their wavelengths, German propaganda will now be well
heard in the Balkans, for the Polish
stations were always well received in
south-east Europe. It is expected
that the German C<Jvernment -will

WRITING from a neutral country Chief of the Radio Department in the
adjacent to Germany, our former
lVIinistry of Propaganda as Chief of the
Berlin correspondent has sent us some new Polish group o£ stations, the
interesting details of broadcasting in
head,quarters of which is at Lodz.
Germany, which, with the acquisition With this appointment was announced
of the Austrian, Czech and most of the
The
a general post of wavelengths.
former Polish stations and their wave24-kW transmitter at Tomn, which
lengths, is now the largest and highestworked on 304.3 metres, is now known
as Reichssender Danzig I ; a second
powered service in Europe.
On the subject of English-spcaldng Danzig station is working on 230.2
announcers in Germany, our correspondent says: "I have been able to
identify the voice of Eduard Roderich
Dietze from the Cologne station. He
was born in Glasgow of a German
father and a Scottish mother, and has
for some time been on the staff of _
the German Broadcasting Company.
Dietze was the star English announcer
for international relays from Germany, and has done considerable
work for the N.B.C. of America. Prior
to the war he was not heard from
Cologne or Hamburg."
It will be remembered that it was
announced at the outbreak of war that
listening to foreign stations was forbidden and that those~caught doing so
would be imprisoned. It has further
been reported that headphones and
sets capable of receiving foreign
Restations had been confiscated.
gm·ding the latter report, our correspondent says: "Personally, I think
As can be seen from this reproduction of a German manufacturer's diagram, the
that the official German statement that
"People's Set" is inherently unselective. But with skilful adjustment it is capable of
people can still buy short-wave sets
receiving British broadcasts under moderately favourable conditions in its Fatherland.
and that the industry is hoping for an
Although not shown, the aerial coupling is continuously variable.
even bigger turnover this year is corvery shortly notify the International
rect. It has, however, been stated in metres. Kattowice, the 10-kW station
Office of Telecommunications that the
Germany that every dealer warns his ' in the south-west, is to be rebuilt and
Reich is the rightful owner of the
purchasers of the danger of listening will operate on 249.2 metres. This
wavelengths belonging to Polish
to .foreign stations. I know, however,
wavelength has until now been used
stations on territory which is now
from personal experience that Germans by Troppau (formerly Pragve II).
occupied by Germany.
The r2o-kW long-wave station
do still listen to foreign stations."
The Ministry of Propaganda has Warsaw I, which is situated at
All the former Polish stations in the
hands of Germany may now. be freely
appointed the former President of the Raszyn, about 18 miles to the southReich Chamber of Broqdcasting and
west of the city, is to be rebuilt and
listened to by Germans.

-
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AVC DeveloPments
USING A SUBSIDIARY RF AUTOMATIC GAIN CONTROL
By. W. T. COCKING

T is well known that the amount of selectivity public does not yet trouble about good outdoor aerials.
In practice an RF stage is common}y used in the more
preceding the point at which the AVC voltage is
tapped off affects the operation of a receiver. The <')<--pensive receivers, but no attempt is m·ade to secure
relative merits of feeding the A VC diode from primary the full possible gain from it. The circuit constants -:1.re
adjusted so that background hiss becomes small ev•~n
or seconda1y of the last IF transformer have often been
discussed in the past. The effect of derh·ing a sub- with a fairly poor aerial, the tuned circuits and the
sidiary A VC voltage from a point of quite low selec- accuracy of gauging are made as good as possible so as
to keep unwanted signals
tivity, however, is not one
on
the frequency-changer
which has received much
i----------------------------------------------------------------:
at the lowest level. In this
attention.
I
~
connection gauging is very
One of the difficulties
I IN order to secure a better signaljnoise ratio and I
l
I
With the
important.
associated with a sensitive
1 greater immunity from whistles and other ill-effects I
ordinary system ganged
superheterodyne is the
I
I
elimination of undesirable
condensers with identical
1 due to overloading, cmmmmication receive1'S are I
I
I
effects caused by powerful
!
often provided with separate manually operated ! sections for both signalI
I
frequency and oscillator
local stations. The usual
!I controls of RF and IF gain. This article shows !I tuning are used, and perexperience is that a refect gauging is then obtainceiver which includes an
I haze these advantages may be obtained by a I
I
l
able only at three points in
RF stage is more liable to
! purely automatic dual control that does not ! the
waveband. At all other
give whistles on i.he
medium waveband than
points there are so m(.!
involve skilled operation.
I
I
errors, which increase in
one which does not inI
I
L---------------------------------------------------------------J
magnitude with the interclude such a stage; but i1.
mediate frequency, and in
is admitted to give a better
signal-noise ratio, which is a thing to be desired.
a common case may reach several kilocycles.
Owing to the high selectivity of the IF amplifier the
If certain forms of whistles are to be avoided it is
necessary to keep the signal applied to the frequency- setting of the tuning control is always governed by 1.hc
~;hangcr below a certain level. When there is no RF
oscillator. Consequently, when the ganging is imstage this level is rarely exceeded even when a good perfect it is always the signal-frequency circuits which
aerial is used ; it is exceeded only when the receiver is are mistuned. If they are mistuned from the wanted
used exceptionally near a local station or when the re- signal they are quite likely to be tuned to some other
ceiver is tuned to this station, in which case it does not signal, and if this happens to be a local station a VeiY
matter from the point of view of whistle production,
strong signal may _appear on the grid of the frequencyMatters are quite different with an RF stage, however,
changer.
for the signals applied to the frequency-changer are
multiplied by the gain of this stage-some 10 to 50
Minimising Ganging Errors
times. This presupposes that no additional tuned cirIn commercial production these gauging errors can
cuit at signal-frequency is added with the RF stage; if
be minimised by adjusting the split end-vanes of the
such a circuit is added, matters are much better, but,
even so, it is found that a larger signal is ·applied to the gang condenser. This is difficult for the amate1,1r to
frequency-changer by the local station when the receiver do satisfactorily, and in any case the adji1stment may
is ' 1wt tuned to this station with an RF stage than vary duling the life of the receiver. After a few years
it may be no better than one lined up in the normal
without.
way.
If a superheterodyne with an RF stage and without
Is an RF Stage Wanted?
A VC be used near a broadcast station it will usnally be
The writer's experience on the medium waveband has found much pleasanter to operate than a similar sd
been that with a good outdoor aerial no RF stage is with AVC. This assumes that the manual gain oontrol
necessary for general reception. Nevertheless, it is operates on the RF st~ge, as \v·ill usually be the case.
found that when such receivers are in the hands of the When tuning a set ·which is not fitted with A VC, the
public, complaints of background hiss are made, bnt gain control is usually kept well below maximum and
very few of whistles. Similar r~ceivers including an its setting increased for weak signals. Especially ·when
RF stage give rise to few complaints of hiss but relatuning near a local station is its setting kept low, in
tively many of whistles. Clearly a large section of the order to avoid a sudden burst of volume. The result is

I
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substantially that of the signal:-frequency circuits alone.
Now what characteristics is such a circuit likely to
have?" In the first place it is clear that with weak
signals v.ery little AVC bias is likely to be developed by
the first AVC system, for the signal voltage at the output of the frequency-changer will be still quite smalL
Even in the case of a moderate signal of the order of
z,ooo tN on the first valve, the
frequency-changer output is not
likely to exceed I volt, and the AVC
bias produced may not excee~
0.5 volt. Thus we can say that the
RF stage is substantially uncontrolled for weak signals, not because
a deliberate delay is introduced, ·but
because the AVC bias which is produced is too small to have much
effect.
On weak signals we can . say,
roughly, that the first system has
Fig. I.-This diagram illustrates the principle of a subsidiary AVC system
little effect. The RF stage works
operating on the RF stage only. The normal A.VC circuit operates on the
IF stages.
virtually at full gain, and the detector Qutput is controlled by the
at the frequency-changer during the tuning process, for second system acting on the IF amplifier.
the gain only drops to its correct value when the station
As the signal increases, the first AVC system becomes
has been tuned in. When tuned to a signal, of course, more and more effective, and on really strong signals
it makes no difference whether the gain control is it reduces the RF gain to a low level. So far th:ere
manual or automatic, save that the signallel'el~ through- would appear to be little difference between this and
out the receiver are likely to be a little higher with the lhe conventional arrangement; the real differen~e, hmYlatter.
ever, lies in the effect when a weak signal is being ::eIf the receiver has independent manual RF and IF ceived a few channels away from a very strong signaL
gain controls, matters are still better-for when it is
Suppose we take the conventional system and tune
found that signals on the frequency-changer are too in a weak signal and also feed into the aerial circuit -lhe
strong the RF gain can be reduced, and the IF gain output of a signal generator operating at a frequency
increased to maintain the on:rall gain constant. Such zo kc 's different. For clarit): let us call the weak signal
controls are out of place in a
domestic broadcast set, for they
need skilled operation, but they ue
to be found in many high-quality
communication receivers. It is b)
no means impossible, however, anJ,
in fact, not difficult, to devise automatic independent control of both
RF and IF gain. This sounds as
though it would be complicated and
expensive, but actually it is not,
although it is naturally more so than
the conventional AVC system.
nual control can be carried out
by means of an auxiliary A VC
system which derives its control
voltage from a point immediately
after the frequency-changer. The
.arrangement is sketched in Fig. 1 ;
the second AVC system can be uf
_any r;onventional type, but the control voltage which it develops is
Fig. 2,-An obvious method of obtaining the RF stage AVC bias is shown here,
but it is one which is unlikely to prove satisfactory.
applied only to the IF stages. The
first AVC system can also be of
more. or less normal type, but its output is applied to W and refer to the signal generator output as S.
We start with a small output from S. The AVC bias
the RF stage, and possibly to the frequency-changer
also, while its input is taken from the output of the and receiver gain are determined by W. Now we infrequency-changer, at which point the selectivity is creaseS gradually. For a long time we find no change,
that very large signals on the frequency-changer are
unlikely to occur, except when trying to receive a weak
signal close in wavelength to a very strong one.
With AVC conditions are just the reverse. The_ gain
is always at maximum except when tuned to a signal.
Quite large signal voltages are likely to be produced
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for the selectivity of the IF amplifier is high enough
to reduce s to negligible proportions at the detector and
second AVC system. No change will occur, in fact,
until S produces a strong enough signal on the frequencychanger to cause some overloading. This will occur
long before there is any detectable signal from S at the
detector, because the selectivity is obtained after the
frequency-changer and the signal-frequency circuits do
little to attenuate a signal2o kcfs off-tune.
If the frequency relations are right, a· whistle will

come by not controlling the frequency-changer from the
AVC system. It is true that it would not occur in the
form described, but it will occur as soon as s is strong
enough to drive the RF valve into grid current. Before
this happens, of course, the frequency-changer will te
driven into grid-current and its input circuit heavily
damped.
Now with the double AVC system of Fig. r matters
are quite different. When S is weak it has little effect
and conditions are as before. ·when S increases, at
first little happens, but at length the first AVC system
begins to develop appreciable voltage and biases back
the RF stage to reduce its gain. The stronger S
becomes, the greater is the AVC bias and the lower is
the RF gain. Neither the RF stage nor the frequencychanger ever run into grid current.

RF and IF Gain

-..rtr1rtllll'f'--+HT

Fig. 3.-This method of obtaining bias involved the use of an
extra aperiodic RF stage and
should function well on medium
and long wavebands, but is
useless for short waves.

develop when S starts to overload the frequency-changer.
Otherwise there will be little
effect until S is strong enough
to drive the frequency-changer
into grid-current. This gridcurrent flows through the AVC
network and develops a voltage in it which is. applied as negative bias to the controlled valves. The grid circuit of the frequencychanger, in fact, acts just as a delayed diode AVC
system.
The bias voltage produced by the frequency-changer
biases back the RF stage and reduces its gain. It also
biases the controlled IF stages and reduces their gain,
q.nd in extreme cases it may apply sufficient bias to the
diode detector, if this produces the normal AVC voltage, to mute it. The receiver is then completely silent!
This extreme condition does not often arise, since
it demands a very strong signal S. What does more
often happen is. that the wanted signal W disappears,
or is greatly· weakened, because of the great reduction
of RF and IF gain by the bias produced by the
frequency-changer. In the practical case this is always
liable to occur when receiving a weak station on a
channel near a .sh·ong on~.
.
~t may be object~d that this'trouble could.be ove.rDECEMBER, I.939

As the RF gain falls as S increases, the output of
the frequency-changer on the weak signal W .. falls. The
detector input thus falls and also the AVC bias
developed by tpe second AVC system ; this in turn
results in an increase of IF gain. The net result at the
detector of increasing S is thus merely a slight decreasa
of W, and this result is achieved by an automatic
decrease of RF and increase of IF
gain.
One other advantage of the
scheme comes in short-wave reception, for with weak to moderate
signals the RF stage is kept working at full gain-a condition which
leads to the maximum signal-noise
ratio-while effective AVC action is
retained in the IF amplifier. In
spite of this, overloading of the RF
stage or frequency-changer on
strong signals is prevented.
We now have to consider practical
ways of obtaining this desirable·
result. The second AVC system
need not be considered, because it
can be of any normal type. · It is
'vith the first that we are concerned. The first thing
that occurs to one is to use a diode fed from the anode
of the frequency-changer in the manner shown in
Fig. 2. This is not likely to work very well, however,
and for two reasons.
There will be very little voltage at sign~l-frequency
developed across the primary of the IF transformer,
and the diode will actually operate on an intermediate
frequency signal. Both strong and weak signals will
produce intermediate frequencies of their original frequency difference. The ratio of the voltages produced
across the transformer primary, however, will no Jong~r
be equal to that existing on the frequcncy-changer grid,
but will be modified by· the selectivity of the IF circuit.
As a result the strong signal will not develop at this
point as great a voltage as we want. Th~ selectivjty
preceding the AVC source will not be mere!y that •1f
·the sigJ;~.al-fr!."!quency circuits. but tliat of these circuits
multiplied by the effects of the first IF transformer.
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The characteristics of the system, therefore, will come
between those we want and those of 'an ordina:y
arrangement.
The second reason why ·trouble may be experienced
lies in the multiplicity of frequencies in the output of
Rl

02

AVC 2

Fig. 4·-:-The method shown here can be used for any wavelength ; LICI and L2C2 form a wide-band IF transformer.
The IF valve is fed from L3C3 which is coupled to L2C2 by
a small capacity C4.

the frequency-changer. Among the components of the
alternating anode current there 1s- the oscillator frequency, which is by far the largest in amplitude. lf
the oscillator frequency is too near the signal frequency
it \Yill cause a considerable voltage to be developed
across the IF transformer primary, and there will consequently be a large AVC bias voltage which bears no
relation to the signal. This fact alone prevents the 11se
of an aperiodic coupling between the frequency-changer
and the AVC diode.

diode from being operated by the oscillator voltage. We
requir~; therefore, a coupling of rather special
characteristics.
In most cases an intermediate frequency of the order
of 465 kef s is used, so that the oscillator is always
higher than the signal frequency by this amount., On
short waves the oscillator frequency will be so much
higher than the intermediate frequency that no trouble
is likely to be experienced. It is on medium and l<mg
waves that we are most likely to find difficulty.
The medium waveband is some sqo-r,soo kcfs, !'.O
that the oscillator tunes over the range g6s-r,g65 kc/ s.
The long wayeband is some 150-300 kcfs, with the
oscillator covering 615-765 kcjs. Clearly, any trouble
from the oscillator will get worse as the wavelength increases. Our coupling must be designed so that it will
not pass frequencies higher than 615 kcfs at any
appreciable intensity.
On the other hand, we want the coupling to have as
flat a response as possible so that the selectivity preceding the AVC diode does not differ appreciably from
that of the signal-frequency circuits. In most cases it
·will probably suffice if this result is obtained over a
range of ± 25 kc / s about the frequency of the wanted
signal. Outside this range signal circuits will in most
cases have sufficient selectivity to prevent excessive
voltages from being developed. We can say, therefore,
that the desired results are likely to be achieved if the
coupling from the frequency-t:hanger to the AVC diode
has a band-vl'idth of so kc / s anQ. gives negligible
coupling at a fr~quency of 615 kcjS-th_at is, it must
pas;; from 440 kcfs to 490 kc/s and cut-off outside that
band.
The coupling between the frequency-changer and the

For Normal Broadcast Bands
The signal voltage on the grid of the frequencychanger is not great enough to permit us to feed the
diode from this point, but if reception were confined
to the medium and long wavebands we could adopt a
form of amplified AVC as shown in Fig. 3· Here :m
extra RF valve is used with its grid fed from the same
point as the signal-grid of the triode-hexode, and its
anode circuit coupled by an aperiodic circuit to the
AVC diode. Provided that care be taken to avoid pickup of the oscillator voltage on the grid of this extra RF
stage, quite good results should be obtained. The
circuit is more complex than one would like, however,
and. is unlikely to be of any use on short waves.
For good results on short waves it is essential to make
use of the IF signal, unless an extra tuned RF stage is
adopted, which is a complication that we need not consider. Now we have seen that we want no appreciable
selectivity in the coupling to the AVC diode from the
point of view of the desired operation of the circuit,
and yet we want sufficient selectivity to prevent the
54
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Fig. s.~This diagram illustrates an alternative and rather
better arrangement than that of Fig. 4· TI and T2 are
respectively narrow- and wide-band IF transformers.

first IF valve, however, must not pass such a wide
band as this, or there will be a real danger of thisJatter
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valve becoming overloaded by a strong signal off-tune.
Unless this coupling is reasonably selective we shall
have done little more than transfer the overloading
from one stage to the next.
Incidentally; we need not be too fussy about preventing the oscillator from developing a voltage on the anode
of · the frequency-changer on the long waveband,
because signals on this band are nom1ally a good deal
stronger than on the others. The loss of sensitivity
through any small AVC bias developed from the oscillator will consequently not be very important.
One form of coupling which might be adopted is
sp..own in Fig. 4· Here Vr is the frequency-changer
arid Vz the AVC diode. They are .coupled by an IF
transformer comprising LrCr and L2C2 ; Lr and Lz
are very tightly coupled to give a wide band-width, and
the circuits are damped to prevent a double-humped
r~sponse from being received. The primary is damped
by the shunt resistance Rr, and the secondary. by the
diode ; if the latter is not enough a resistance can be
joined across L2. The values needed must be found
by experiment in most cases, although they can be
calculated if the characteristics of the coils are known.
The .IF valve V3 has a fairly sharply tuned circuit
L3C3 coupled to the secondary of the transformer by
a small capacity C4. The coupling should be below the
optimum value giving maximum signal strength, otherwise the presence of L3C3 will cause a serious trough in
the response of the coupling between Vr and Vz.
All this means that there will be an appreciable drop
in gain through adopting this system if normal IF coils
are used. This is because of the band-width necessa1y
iri the Vr-Vz coupling. The drop in gain can be overcome to some extent by using smaller trimming capacities and increasing the inductance of the coils. In the
case of the first circuit, however, Cr should not be below
some. 50 p.p.F if satisfactory operation of the frequencychanger is to be secured on short waves.
An alternative, and probably better, arrangement is
shown in Fig. 5· Here two IF transformers with their
primaries in series are connected in the anode circuit
of the frequency-changer, which should be of a type
having a high AC resistance and low output capacity
if interaction between the trimmers is to be kept smalL
The transformer Tr is of conventional type and provides. the coupling between the frequency-changer Vr
and the IF valve V3. The transformer Vz must be
designed for a wide band-width, and couples the
frequency-change-.:: to the AVC diode Vz. This method
of coupling is likely to give better gain than the system
of Fig. 4·

Chassis Assembly
A NEW METHOD OF FASTENING FOR
THE MANUFACTURER
the mechanical assembly of wireless receiver chassis
I N there
are many points where permanent methods of
attachment such as riveting or spot welding cannot be
applied. Tuning mechanisms and dials, for instance, have
often to be removed to obtain access to components for
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servicing or for replacing scales when new wavelength
plans are put into operation.
The use of screws with conventional hexagon nuts or
tapped holes in the metal itself add considerably to production costs, while if the tuning mechanism is of the
mechanical push-button type, some additional method of
locking to prevent loosening under vibration will have
to be employed. Sealing with an adhesive paint is simple
for the manufacturer, but a nightmare for the serviceman.
Most of these difficulties disappear if a self-locking nut
is employed such as the Speed Nut made by Simmonds
Aerocessories, Ltd., Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. This is a sheet-metal pressing which adjusts itself
instantly to the thread of the screw and will engage easily
when the fitting has to be made in cramped positions. The
fact that a spring tension is automatically applied when
the screw is tightened, also ensures that it will not work
loose.
The device has wide possibilities for application in
ordinary domestic wireless sets with a view to reducing
costs, as well as in car radio and aircraft installations where
vibration presents difficult problems.

Henry F arrad's Solution
(See

Pa~e

43)

TONY has forgotten that the rectifier has, after all, a
purpose in DC operation as well as in AC; namely, to
protect 1;he electrolytic condenser. All may be well, until
the receiver is unplugged and reconnected. If it is reconnected the same way, all is still well. If it happens to be
reversed, then the electrolytic condenser is connected to the
mains in the wrong polarity, and it won't stand that very
long. If the rectifier intervenes, HT current is cut off and
the set merely refuses to work until the pl~1g is reversed.

Morse Code System
JN view of the present importance of Morse to many who
. have joined or are thinking of joining the wireless
branches of one or other of the Services, special interest
attaches to the Candler System of code instruction, which
aims at developing speed and accuracy with a minimum
of drudgery. The various courses of instruction offered
by the Candler System Company are described in a booklet
obtainable from the British Office of the Company, 121,
Kingsway, London, W.C.z.
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BOOKS ON WIRELESS
Issued in conjunction "'ith" The Wireless World . .u

1

"FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS," by A. L. M. Sowerby.
Second Edition.
Price 4/6 net. By post, 4/11
I "RADIO LABORATORY HANDBOOK," by M. G. Scroggie.
Price 8/6 net. By .post, 9/i
I " WIRELESS SERVICING MANUAL," by W. T. Cockin!!.
1•
Fourth Edition.
Price 5/· net. By post, 5[5
I "HANDBOOK OF TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION FOR
WIRELESS TELEGRAPHISTS," by H. M. Dowsett.
1
Sixth Edition.
Price21/- net. By post, 21/9
" WIRELESS DIRECTION FINDING," by, R. Keen. Third
Edition.
Price 25/· net. By post, 25/9
'• RADIO DATA CHARTS," by R. T. Beatty.
Second
Edition.
Price 4/6 net. By post, 4/10
"ELEMENTARY PRINCIPLES OF WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY AND TELEPHONY," by R. D. Bangay. ReYised
by 0. F. Brown. Third Edition.
Price 7/6 net. By post, 8/"THE WIRELESS WORLD," DIARY FOR 1940.
Price 1/6 net. By post, 1{7
"LEARNING MORSE."
Price 6d. net. By post, 7d.
1
I.

:

l

1

Obtainable by post (remittance with order) from ILIFFE &
SONS, LTD., Dorset House, Stamford Street, London,
S.E.l, or from Leading Bookso;llers and Railway Bookstalls.
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-

Model ·4010·

. AC SUPERf{ETERODYNE (EIGHT VALVES + RECTfFIER AND .TUNING
'INDICATOR), FIVE WAVERANGES, TWIN LOUD SPEAKERS. AND AN
·OUTPUT OF 12 WATTS.
PRICE 29 GUINEAS,

-T

HE fact that this receiver was
designed primarily for the
overseas· ma:rket will ensure
for it a favourable hearing from
those in search of good short-wave
performance, since :for many years
n9 set has had a chance of selling
in the Dominions and Colonies unless it could compete in this r!')spect
with the best the world Can offer.
It will also appeal strongly to the
quality enthusiast, for the audio-frequency specification is one of the
· most comprehensive to be found in
cpmmercially produced table model
receivers at the present time.
Push-button tuning has been
omitted, but a slow-motion dial of
Complete circuit diagram of the G.E.C.
Model 4010. Separate controls are
provided for sensitivity
and AF volume as well
as for bass and treble
tone control. AVC is
applied to the first four
stages in the receiver.

cedes the tdode-hexode frequency
clianger. This is followed by two
stages of IF amplification in which
the variation of the initial cathode
bias constitutes the sensitivity control of the receiver. Separate diodes
are used for signal rectification and
AVC bias. The latter is applied, together with a small delay voltage, to
each .ofthe first four stages. In the
second IF stage the bias is• reduced
to maintain signal-handling capacity.
The AF amplification is generous
and comprises two triode stages preceding a push-pull tetrode output
stage. In the resistance coupling
between the first and second stages a
potentiometer is arranged to control
bass by varying the effective coupling capacity. Separate control of

stage is brought about by a parallel-·
fed auto-transformer following the
DL63 second AF stage. The diodes
in this valve are not used and are
short-circuited to the cathode., · ·
Twin loud speakers, with their
speech coils connected in parallel,
are employed to convert the I2 watts
undistorted output into acoustic
energy. A jack switch enables an
external loud speaker to be used
with or without the internal units.
The mains transformer, which is
fitted with a shield for the primary,
is tapped for mains voltages between
roo and 250 volts. Smoothing for
the rectified HT current is carried
out by chokes in both ·the positive
and the negative leads.
P e r f o r m a n c e .-The out-

INTEAMEOIATE

FREQUENCY 445

kf./J

FREQUENCY
CHANCIER

efficient design greatly increases the
ease of tuning on short waves.
Circuit.-An RF a m p 1i fie r,
tuned on all five wave ranges Jlre-

the treble response is effected by a
variable resistance-capacity shunt
across the gri<,l leak.
Phase reversal for the output

standing impression left after testing
this set is one of unlimited power.
There are two factors contributing
to this, one is the exceptional
DECEMBER, 1939
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volume available from the twin loud
speakers and the other is .the unusually high overall magnification
and the ability to make the most of
the weakest distant stations.
These qualifies are at once appar- ·
ent when the set is first switched on.
What is not quite $0 obvjous is the
e>."i:raordinarily effective AVC system. This does its work so efficiently that were it not for the
cathode-ray tuning indicator the
listener would be quite unaware of
the severity of fading behind the
rock-steady programmes from many
of the short-wave stations.
Frequency drift iri the oscillator
circuits is negligible and the set is
very stable from the point of view of
microphonic feed-back. There is,
therefore, no restriction on the use
of the full power of the set other
than considerations of volume in relation to the size of the room in
which the set is·used.
There are three ways of reducing
volume-by the sensitivity control,
by .the AF volume control or by a
combination of · both.
A little
thought and experiment will indicate

initiative.
The
same might be sa1d
of the separate tone
controls.
The tuning scales
are calibrated in
metres with frequencies indicated
in p are n the s e s.
Since the set is designed for use in
any part of the
station
world,
names are on I y
found on the short
waves of worldwide range. On the •

WAVERANGES

'

I
I

I
I

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4)

(5)

metres
11-25
25-75
,
75-200
,
200-550
,
900-2,100
,

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

________________________________________!I

.ln this he is helped considerably
by an ingenious device described as.
the "Rotavernier." At the base of
the main tuning pointer is a small
circular dial, calibrated with even
divisions, which travels with the
pointer and. at the same Jime is
rotated through a high gear ratio to

I':XTIENSION aPE".. KER
IMPEDANCE 2 OHMS

/

"

the best procedure in any given circumstances, and it is clear that the
designers have given the listener
credit for some intelligence and
DECEMBER. IQ39

medium- and long-wave ranges,
which are of comparatively local in-.
terest, the readet' must work out his
own station calibrations.

give accurate readings. A station
channel on 13 metres is equivalent-to
about two divisions on the subsidiary dial.
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G.E.C. Model 4010Sensitivit.y
is
very
uniform
throughout the range of the set, and
the overlapping of the three shortwave bands. There is no serious
second-channel interference-a few
tunable whistles on short waves but
no double .tuning points.
Selectivity is good and only one
channel would be lost on either side
of a strong local station, yet the
quality does not appear to suffer from
any restriction of audio-frequency
response. No doubt the necessary
connection has been effected in the
tone compensating stage.

Constructional Details.The cha.sSis design and layout
is simple and straightforward, with
no complicated mechanical tuning devices to get out of order.
The firm's experience in catering for the export market is
seen in the judicious use of Keramot and other insulators suitable for
use under wide extremes of climate.
Instead of the conventional silk
covering for the . loud-speaker fret
there are overlapping louvres which
effectively deflect dust without impeding the sound output.
The provision with each receiver
of a waterproofed card giving a full
circuit diagram and the electrical
.characteristics of every component
is particularly commended.
Summary.-This is an imposing-looking set (it measures 24 by
FOR ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCIES

by 12 inches) , the performance
of which is in every way in keeping
with its appearance. It is a set
which might be singled out as a
quality receiver for the local station
or, alternatively, as a short-wave
" special." The price is above the
average for a table model, but the
connoisseur will appreciate that it is
primarily pedonnancc which he is
buying.
Makers. - The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
19t

lnterferen~e Suppression
New Belling-Lee Publication
NOW in its ninth edition, " The
Suppression of Electrical Interference with Radio Reception " has
been entirely rewritten. In accordance
with modern conceptions of the nature
of interference, distinction is drawn
between the free radiated field of interference and the field of direct induction extending from the source to a
distance of about half a wavelength.
Among the subjects dealt with in
this comprehensive and practical
manual are the nature and production
of interference, the design of suppression filters, and supprus~ion at the
receiving end, including the use of
screened aerial systems. The greater
part of the book, however, deals with
suppression at the source and all the
more prolific trouble-makers, not excluding motor ignition systems and
trolley buses, arc discussed. The subjects are treated in such a way as to
interest all those who are concerped
with interference. whether professionally or merely as intelligent and
therefore not entirely passive sufferers.
The book, published by Belling and
Lee, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial Road,
Enfield, Middlesex, costs JS. 6d.

V arley Dry Accumulator

One of the new Type VCR variable
condensers produced by Denco, War-·
wick Road, Clacton, Essex, for experimental work at ultra high f:requencies.
The end plates are of polystyrene
dielectric material and the assembly
is unusually rigid. The connection to
the moving vanes is designed to
minimise contact noises and the vanes
are shaped to give a close approximation to .a straight line frequency law.
Maximum capacities range from Io to
lOO micro-mfd. and prices from 3/6
to s/6.

ss

Type V·20
THIS new cell, which was introduce.d
this year at Radiolympia, combines the good electrical characteristics
of the free-acid lead acctunu.lator with
the cleanliness of a dry cell.
The electrolyte is absorbed in the
porous electrodes which completely
:fill the cell. The negative pole is
formed by a lead cylinder which is
thickly coated inside with spongy
lead. Next comes a porous insulating
coatmg, and the positive element consists of lead peroxide tightly packed
round a central lead cage.
Orie advantage of this form o~ con-

struction: is that it gives a low internal
resistance, and our measurements
showed this to be less than 0.3 ohm.
Another important point is that there
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Discharge curve of the Varley V-2o
dry accumulator through an external
resistance of 4 ohms.
are no plates to buckle or disintegrate.
On the assumption that the cell will
be used to supply a battety set with
three or four valves, it was discharged
through a fixed external resistance of
4 ohms at approximately half an amp.
At this rate
the actual
capacity is,
for all practical purposes, I o
amperehours. The
discharge
curve show-s
no sudden
initial drop
of
voltage
and is re"
markably
level
right
up to the
cut-off point.
The manufacturers are Varley Dry
Accumulators, Ltd., By-pass Road,
Barking, Essex, and the current prit:e
is ros. 5d. Larger capacities are also
in course of production.

For the New Year
The Wireless World Diary, 1940
A comprehensive list of sholi:-wave
stations is merely one of the valuable
features of the new edition of Tlte
Wireless World Diary, now on sale.
A considerable amount of new matter
has been introduced into the data section, and some of the familiar features
appear in revised form. Base connections of British valves and also of
many American and Continental types
are given. The circuit· diagram section, always a much appreciated
feature, has been considerably revised.
The new Diary, compiled by the
staff of The Wireless World, is issued
by our publishers, Ili:ffe an~ Sons Ltd.,
Dorset Rouse, Stamford Street, Lont;J.on, S.E.r, at Is. 6d., or by post
IS.
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Letters to the Editor
THE EDITOR DOES NOT NECESSARILY ENDORSE THE OPINIONS OF HIS CORRESPONDENTS

Sets for Active Service
WONDER if somebody can help a few of us out
here to decide upon the best type of set to obtain for
use in our rather special~d circumstances. We have
for the past few weeks been at one of our bases '' Some'where in France,'' and our primary desire is to pick
up programmes from the Homeland during the present
period of enforced inactivity. We cannot quite make
up our minds whether" to rely on the ordinary mediumwave transmissions of the B.B.C. home service or
whether to concentrate on the Empire SW transmissions.
Probably a SW receiver would be the better proposition
as it would enable us to have a shot at picking up longdistance transmission,.s. The set must be as ·light and
portable as possible, as we are liable to be moved about
at very short notice.
Incidentally, it may interest you to know that The
Wireless World in its monthly form is quite ~ell represented out here, and has been the means of my making
the acquaintance of several other wireless enthusiasts.
On Service in France.
H. WEST.

I

The New " Wireless Worlt/"
AS one who has been closely associated with the
advertising side of The Wireless World from the
days \vhen it wa~ produced bi-monthly, I have of
course been seriously interested in its editorial value
as related to the value it offered those whose advertisements I have had the pleasure of inserting.
Year after year the standard of editorial has been a
high one, and now that war conditions have made it
necessary to publish monthly, I am convinced that even
under the present adverse trading conditions your publication has reached a greater advertising value than
ever.
Congratulations to all who were responsible for producing one of the most interesting issues offered the
public during the 28 years it has been in existence.
London, W.C.2.
H. FREEMAN,
Managing Direct0~, Parr's Advertising, Ltcl.
AS a member of a race which has the reputation of
being "careful" in money matters, I should like
to pay a tribute to the good value for money which we
are receiving now that The Wireless World is published
once a month. At f1rst sight a whole shilling seems
rather staggering, but we Scotsmen have not earned our
reputation for financial discrimination for nothing, and
we realise that it now costs us only threepence per week
instead of sixpence to keep up to the minute ·in wireless
matters,
" MAC."

High-Frequency Medical Apparatus
·THE ~ote~ of your contributor, "Etha~omber," con. termng mterference from short-wave d1athermy must
interest many of your readers. The proved success of
this form of treatment will probably lead to a considerable increase in the demand for these instruments ~
DEt;EMBER, I939

the days before us. Their servicing is already falling
to the lot of the radio man.
As " Ethacomber" says, there is ample room Jor
improvement in the design and control of the apparatus,
and more light on the subject may lead to a definite
waveband being allotted for short-wave diathermy.
J. W. PELLANT,
Harpenden:
W. Pellant and Sons, Ltd.

Wireless Thrills

.M AY I record an early wireless thrill?

The set lived
in the barn. The antenna was a six-wire flat-top
about 200 feet long.
This delicate little contraption
was backed by an enormous tuning coil with knobs on.
A pair of dubious headphones and a lump of authentic
galena completed the picture.
A small boy-aged 14-sometim.es heard weary
signals from the mighty transmitter at Filene's, Boston
(Mass.)-about twelve miles away.
One afternoon in (as I remember) November, 1916,
a very frightened youngster definitely heard voices instead of Filene's scratchy spark. · In order to preserve
some reputation for veracity the kid kept quiet about it.
Years later I came across a description of early experiments carried out by the U.S. Navy at Boston
Navy Yard. They modulated an arc transmitter by
inserting a large nuinber of carbon microphones in
shunt between antenna inductance and earth.
The
microphones lasted about five minutes.
On Service
ex-W2ZZAT.
" Somewhere in England."

Receiving ·U.S. High-Fidelity Broadcasts
NOW that more interest centres on short-wave recep. tion, I should like you to know what kind of results
I obtain.
It is now 13.45 BST, and I am listening to W8XNU
relaying WSAI of the Crosley Corporation in Cincinnati
at perfect entertainment level on the 26-M<;: / s band.
I use a ten-valve Philips 362A which is built internally
like a communications receiver and takes me down to
5 metres. There are 4 or 5 American high-fidelity
transmitters in the II-metre qand who use 8o to. roo
·watts only.
Previously they have been. heard fro~
about 5-8 p.m , but not good enough to entertain. But
now \V8XNU seems to have come across much earlietand much stronger.
American police radios are sometimes picked up on
31 or 32 Mc/s.
I have under the roof a horizontal dipole cut to
26 Me Is with a twisted downlead but no inatching
tranSformer. I should in:mgine that a horizontal dipole
with a reflector and matching arrangements would produce even more interesting results.
I should like to hear from other readers regarding
these high-frequency transmissions and how they set
J. A. YEARSLEY.
about receiving them.
Southampton.
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TELEVISION SETS

A Former Governor's Criticism

Advice to Owners
QWNERS· of H.M.V. and Marconiphone television sets have received through their dealers letters
from the respective manufacturers,
givll;lg hints on the maintenance of the
sets during the absence of television
transmissions. No part of the set is
likely to suffer appreciable damage in
standing unused. £or some months,
state the companies, but the tube will
benefit from an occasional short warming. It is suggested that the set
should be switChed on and the brightness control turned up to normal level
for about a quarter of an hour, once
a fortnight. If this procedure is not
possible, the set should be kept in a
dry living-room, and when it is again
brought into use the dealer should be
advised, so that a qualified engineer
is present whim it is switched ,on. In
this- way any fault will be detected
before serious damage can occur.
The companies have advised purchasers that the guarantee on receivers incorporat-ing television only
will be suspended as from September
rst, and that the unexpired portion of
the twelve months' period will be
effective at the resumption of the television service. Where televisors incorporate ordinary sound broadcast
receivers, the guarantee on this portion of the set will continue, whilst
that on the television equipment is
suspended.
·

letter to The Times Mr.
H. A. L. Fisher, one of the five
Governors of the B.B.C., whose appointment was terminated with the
change in the Corporation's Board,
states that the announcement py Sir
Sam:uel Hoare, which was recorded in
our last month's issue, "lacks something in perspicuity.''
"The truth is," says Mr. Fisher,
" that, without any consultation with
the Board of Governors, an Order in
Council was prepared last year eliminating the Governors altogether in the
event of war. It was only as a result
of an e.nergetic protest from the
Goverl).ors, made when they were apprised of this arrangement . . . that
the present arrangement was arrived
at between the Board of Governors,
on the one hand, and the l\Iinistry of
Information on the other.
" The present scheme is one which
the Governors willingly accept as a
temporary wartime measure, though it
would not have occurred to them to
suggest it, having regard to the
general interests of the listening
public."
a

THE I.E.E.
MR. JOHNSTONE WRIGHT'S inaugural address as President of
the Institution of Electrical Engineers
for the 1939-40 session, which in
normal circumstances would have
been delivered at the opening meeting
on October 26th, has been circularised
to all members of the Institution. In
his address Mr. Wright refers to the
retirement of Mr. P. F. Rowell, the
secretary, who has served the Institution for the past thirty-eight- years.
Mr. Wright says: "To most members
Mr. Rowell and the Institution have
become synonymous, and his unique
and splendid contribution to its development will be of permanent
value." The new secretary is Mr.
W. K. Brasher.
" The History of the Institution of
Electrical' Engineers '' is the title of a
book just published by the Institution.
It relates chiefly to the sixty years
from 1871, when the Society of Telegraph Engineers was founded, to
I9JI, which marked the centenary of
the discovery by Michael Faraday of
the evolution of electricity from magnetism. The volume is available to
the public, price 18s. 6d.

6o
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THE CITY OF FLINT

QNE of the radio operators aboard
the American steamship City of
Flint during her adventurous voyage
was a Britisher, Mr. J. G. McConnochie, who joiiied the ship on September rst, two days before war broke
out. He is now in Scotland, having
left the ship on its arrival in Tromso
with the German prize crew from the
Deutschland aboard. Shortly after
his arrival in England he broadcast his
story of the ship's adventures to the
U.S.A. over the N.B.C. network.
This
cypical
American
cargo
steamer, built in 1918, is equipped
with an R.C.A. o;oo-watt valve transmitter, which ha; a daylight range of
700 miles. It is, perhaps, interesting
to note that she still carries her original r!-kW QG transmitter, which,
says the operator, would be a useful
stand-by in the event of the main
transmitter breaking down.

.WIRELESS

SCANDINAVIAN WIRELESS
Some Effects of the War

THE urgency of establishing contact
with merchantmen not equipped
with wireless led to an interesting
Danish
arrangement.
Merchant
vessels were ordered to carry ordinary
broadcast receivers or to alter the existing installations so that bi·oa<:J.casting stations could be received, and the
masters and radio officers were ordered
to listen to the broadcast news bulletins. This means of communication
is used to inform ships o£ minefield
and drift-mine dangers, to give navigational restrictions, and also to send
owners' private instructions to masters
of vessels.
Incidentally, the Latvian Gm-ernment has ordered all its ships used for
foreign trading to be equipped with
broadcast receivers not smaller than
four-valve superhets capable of covering all frequencies betweE'n 150 and
4,000 kcfs.
Soon after the outbreak of war Norway put a ban on amateur activities.
This example was soon followed by
Finland and Sweden. The ban on
Danish amateur activities was not introduced until October rst.

OPERATOR'S GALLANTRY
THE gallantry of the wii·eless operator of the steamship Manaar,
which was sunk by an enemy submarine off the coast of Portugal on
September 6th, was recalled by the
announcement that Mr. J. G. M.
Turner, of Banstead, Surrey, had been
awarded the O.B.E. and the gold
medal and certificate of the Liverpool
Shipwreck and Humane Society. The
story is that when Mr. Turner, unaware that the cre\Y had been ordered
to abandon the ship, came on deck
to report that he could no longer
transmit on power as he had been
doing durii1g the attack, he found that
the crew had taken to the boats.
Whilst endeavouring to lower a boat
for himself and two wounded Lascars,
a heavy explosion on the opposite side
of the vessel knocked him senseless,
killed one of the Lascars and destroyed
the lifeboat. On coming to, he went
down the pilot ladder and swam to an
empty boat, which was half submerged, and brought it alongside. He
ascended the ladder, carried down the
. wounded .Lascar and got him into the
boat from which they were rescued.
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BROADCAST TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION
NEW series of weekly lectures in
the Modern Radio Course, broadcast from WRUL, the short-wave
station of the World Wide Broadcasting Foundation, began on Tuesday,
Noyember 14th. This series, which l:;
given· by Dr. C. Davis Belcher, 1Vi11
deal with the fundamentals of electrical engineering and radio circuits.
To ensure that the lectures can be
recei~ed at suitable times and on
satisfactory wavelengths in different
parts of the world, recordings are rebroadcast on two different days. The
initial broadcast is radiated on 11.73
and 15.13 Mcjs on Tuesdays at 3.0
a.m., G.M.T. The recordings are
broadcast on 11.79 Mcfs at 9 p.m.
on Fridays and again at midnight on
Mondays on 6.04 Me f s.

A

CULLERCOATS
" _RADIO fame has come to the little
fishing community of Cullercoats." Thus' a writer in The Newcastle Evening Chronicle sums up the
recently broadcast recorded programme of life in this fishing village.
To those, however, whose wireless
memories go back beyond the days oi
"broadcasting," the village of Cullercoats achieved "radio faJ?e" many
years ago.
It will be remembered
that it was. in this little village over
thirty years ago that the Poulsen
Company built and operated a transmitter which was taken over by the
Post Office in 1912.

ro

ROYAL INSTITUTION LECTURES
meet the needs of students and
others wishing to qualify themselves for future service in radio
branches of the Defence Forces, the
Royal Institution arranged a course
of twelve lectures on modern wireless
communication, which commenced
on October 31st. Professor C. L.
Fortescue gave four lectures on
modern radio apparatus and installations, and Dr. R. L. Smitl:r-Rose was
scheduled to give four lectures on the
trallSmission of radio waves over the
ground and direction finding, the last
two of which will be given on November 21st and 23rd.
The last four lectures of the series
will be given -by Dr. E. V. Appleton
on the transmission of radio waves
through the atmosphere, on December 6th, 8th, 13th and 15th. All
lectures begin at 5.15 p.m.
Tickets, for which no charge is made,
may be obtained· from the general
secretary, Royal Institution, 21,
Albemarle Street, London, W.1.
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OVER 41,000 MORE LICENCES
AN increase of 41,323 in the number
of licences issued during September was announced by the Post
Office. The approximate total number in force at the end of the third
quarter of the year was 9,o8j,050, as
compared with 8,757.480 at the same
time last year, an increase of 327,570
during the year.
It is surprising that the special
circumstances which prevailed in September did not create ·a greater increase for the month, which was
nearly 27,000 fewer than the increase
during September last year.
The increase for the first nine
months of the year was 176,150, as
compared with 278,450 for the same
period last year.
COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
FROM "Somewhere in France " the
International Broadcasting Company has resumed commercial broadcasts in English.
Radio-Normandie,
although still working, has not been
used for commercial programmes since
the outbreak of the war.
The present station, which has not
previously broadcast commercial programmes, is operating daily from
6 a.m. to 7 p.n;t. G.M.T. on 212.5
metres (1,412 kc fs).
Radio Saigon, a 12-kiV short-wave
station in French-ludo China, is introducing the transmission of commercial programmes in English for threequarters of an hour a day, from 5 p.m.
G.M.T. The wavelengths used are
25.46 and 49.05 metres. Programmes
will be recorded in England and
shipped by the regular mail service
between Marseilles and Saigon:

FROM ALL
QUARTERS
Receivers for R.A.F. Men
IN order to take advantage of a manufacturer's offer to prmlide r,ooo receivers
at less than cost price for the use of
units of the Royal Air Force in lonely
parts at home and overseas, the R.A.F.
Comforts Fund is appealing for £s,ooo.
Donations, which will be acknowledged,
should be sent to the Officer in Charge,
R.A.F. Comforts, Berlreley Square
House, Berkeley Square, London, IV. r.
Informal Discu;sion
enthusiasts may be interested to learn that Mr. P. G. A. ·H.
Voigt is holding an "at home" at 53.
Church Road, Upper Norwood, London,
S.E.rg, on Saturday, November 25th,
at 6 p.m., to discuss among other things
some of the problems of gramophone
reproduction. As the number of visitors
must necessarily be limited, readers are
invited to make a previous appointment
by telephone (Sydenham 6666).
QuALITY

"The Marconi Review"
IT has been decided to suspend publication of The Marconi Review, the

internal technical journal of Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Company and its
associates, during the war.

L.R.S.
London Radio Supply Co. has
changed its emergency address from
"Denwyn," Oxenden "'ood Road,
Chelsfield,
Kent,
to
"Winden,"
Ardingly Road, Balcombe, Sussex.
THE

Former Polish Stations
IN addition to the Polish stations an-

nexed by Germany, and to which reference is made elsewhere iri this issue,
bvo former Polish transmitters are now
in the hands of the U.S.S.R. They are
the so-Jl;\V, transmitters at Baranowicze

MONITORING news bulletins in many languages from all over the world is a task
the B.B.C. is undertaking on behalf of the Ministry of Information. Using ordinary
commercial receivers-some of those seen here will be easily recognised-the operators keep a continuous watch throughout the twenty-four hours. Some of the bulletins
are recorded, and these, together with shorthand notes, are transcribed, and the
resulting information sent to various Government Departments.
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Current Topicsand Lwpw which .work on 576 and 377·4
metres respectively. With the ceding by
Russia of former Polish territory, the
so-k\V 559·7-rneire \Vilno station now
belongs to Lithuania.
News from America
AT 7·45 p.m. G.M.T. the international short-wave station of the
Columbia Broadcasting System, WCBX,
transmits on rg.65 metres (15.27 Me/ s)
a recording of the previous evening's
reports from the C.B.S. commentators
in the various European capitals. This
is apparently for the benefit of those
European listeners who find the nightly
" round-up" too late for them.

R.I.G.S.
L'il view of the present circumstances,
it has been decid?.d to suspend all
activities of the Radio Industry G<Jlfing
Society until further rwtice.

Rumania
EXPERIMENTAL transmissions in the
31- and 49-metre bands are being continued by the new Rumanian shortwave station.• The new 20-k\V mediumwave station at IGsenew, which has
been named Bessarabia, has been trans-

mitting for short periods each dav for
the past month or so on 1,410 -kcjs
(212.6 metres).

Swan Electric Company to announce
that, following the resignation of J'.fr.
A. Scott from the managership of the
Ediswan Belfast office, :.\Ir. C. \V. W.
Torrance has been appointed in his
place.

R.C.A. and Farnsworth
THE Radio Corporation of America
and the Famsworth Television and
Hadio Corporation anno.unce that they
have entered into patent licence agreements whereby each party has acquired
the right to use the inventions of the
other in the fields <Jf television and in
· other fields of their respective businesses.
Neither
corporation
has
acquired the right to grant sub-licences
to a third party under the patents of the
other corporation.
Indian Licences
A RECORD increase for the time o.f the
year in the number of licences issued in
India was shown when the figures forAugust were issued. The 6,5II licences
issued during the month brought the
total t<J 79.580, which shows an increase
of 2r,716 during the_past year.

Recognisini German Aircraft
OuR associated journal, Flight, has
produced a revised recognition chart of
Nazi aircraft, reference to the first
edition of wl:iich was made last month.
On strong cardboard, holed and corded
for hanging, the cost of the chart is
Sd., post free, from the Flight Publishing Co., Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.r.

Index and Binding Case
the change to monthly publication, Volnme XLV of The Wireless
Wurld, which commenced on July 6th,
ended with the issue of September 28th,
1939: The Index for this volume is
now available from the Ptlblishers,
Dorset House, Stamford ·Street, London,
S.E.1, price 4d. post free, or with binding case, price 3s. •rd. post free.

Baird Te~evision
A RECEIVER and manager of Baird
Television was appointed in the Chancery Division of the High Court of
Justice on November 3rd,. on a motion
by two plaintiffs in a debenture-holders'
action against the Company.
The
ground for the appointment was "inability to carry on business."
Ediswan's Belfast Office
\VE have been asked hy the Edison
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NEWS IN ENGLISH FROM ABROAD: Regular Short-Wave Transmissions
Country : Station

Me/:

Metres

Daily Bulletins (G.M.T.)

America
WN.Bl (Bound Brook) ..
WRCA(Bound Brook) ..
\VCBX (Wayue)

..

WGEO (Scheneotady) ..
WGEA (Schencctady) ..
WPIT (Pittsburg)

..

WCAB (Philadelphia) , .

..

WRUL {Boston)

Italy
12R03 (Rome) •.
l2R04
l2R06
l2R08
l2R09
IRF

..

.. ..
.... -..

..

..

..

....

-·
..

..

..
..

17.78
9.67
6.17
9.(il)
ll.83

W.87
3Ul2
48.6:!
31.09
25.36

15.27
21.56
9.53
15.33
21.50
U.87
15.21"
21./ia
6.06

Hl.65
l3.9l
31.48
19.57
13.95
25.26
19.72
13.93
49.50

9.59

31.28

15.27
6.04
ll.73
II.79

19.65
49.67
25.58
25.45

9.6:1
U.81

25.40

15.;{0
17.82
9.67
9.835

19.61
16.83
31.02
30.52

2.0, 3.0 a.m., 5.0.
3.0 a. m., 5.0.
6.55 a.m.
4.0a.m.
!.55 a.m.t, 9.55·j, 10.50,
ll.30.
6.30.
l.O, 2.0t, 4.0.
9.55.
5.0' a. m •. 9.55, 11J.15.t
2.0.
3.0 a.m., U.45.
5.0, 6.0.
1.0, 2.0.
ll.30 (11.45 Wed.., Thm:s.
and Sat.).
L55_, 4.0, 6.. 55 a.m.J 11.30
(11.45 Sun.. , Tues. and
Fli..).
5.15, 7.0, li.O.
ll.O.
4.0 a.m., 8.0.
8.30.

TPB6 (Parjs."l\Iond:iaJ.) ••

..
..
..
TPA4 ..
Ireland
Atblone ..
TPBU

12.30 a.m., 6.18.
12.30 a..m., II.O a.. m., .J.O
6.18, 10.0.
12.30 a.m., 9.40 a.m., 4.0.
11.0 a.m.
ILl£.
12.30 a.m.
~

Daily Bulletins (G.M.T.)

12.00
6.03
9.52
15.18
7.51
15.Q4
9.60

25.00
•19.75
:n.5I
19.76
39.89
19.95
31.25

7.36
8.06
11.64
ll.90

40.76
37.22
25.77
25.21

9.30, 10.30, 12 midnight.
8.0, 10.30, l2 midnibht•.
8.0, 10.30.
'
8.0 a.m.
9.30, 10.30.
12.0 midnight.
8.0, 9.30, 10.30, 12.0 midnight.
9.30t, I0.30t.
8.0.
11.0 a.m.
9.30, I0.30t.

9.56

31.38

..
..

9.61
15.20
15.23
6.14

31.22
19.74
19.70
48.86

l.30, 4.30, 6.(f, 7.15, ~.10,
9.10, 10.20, 11.15.
7.15, 9.15.
9.30 a.m.
7.50.
7.45.

YUA (Belgra<ie}
YUC
""

..
..

6.10
9.50

49.18
31.56

5.40, 9.0.
5.40, 9.0

.JZJ ('Iokio)

..

ll.SO

..

..
.,
..
..
.. ..

..
..
..

.. ....
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. ..

RNE (J\loscow)
RW96

..

RKI
RAL
RWG

-

-

Germany

..

DJA (Zeesen)

..

..

.. ..

.. .... ....

DX.B
DJB
OLR5A (Podebrady)
SP48 (Warsaw)

..

Yugoslavia

JZK

..
..

....

China
XGOY (Chungking)

Spain
FE'fl (V a.Iladolid)

15.13
7.28
15.243
U.7l8
11.885

19.83
41.21
19.68
25.60
25.24

8.15 a.m.
7.0.
11.0 a.m..
3.0'a.m.
3.0 a.m., 8.15 a.m,, 7.0 .

9.59
17.84

31.27
16.82

6.45, 10.0 ( 10.5 Sun.)
6.45, 10.0 (10.5 Sun.)

Australia
VLR3

..

OFD (Lahti)

*

..

Hi.l6

25.42
19.79

12.30, 8.5.
12.30, 8.5.

..

11.90

2:'i.2l

lO.O.

..

7.07

42.43

7.45•

..

9.58

:!1.32

..

..

U.88

25.25

8.45 a.m. ·(9.20 a.m. Sun.),
12.30 (12.15 Sun.).
2.20 a.m., 8.30, 10.30.

..

..

9.50
15.19

31.58
19.75

9.20.
9,20.

VLR (Melbourne)

Finland

All times are p.m. unieSll otherwise stated.
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Metres

.Japan
31.15

Fra11ce
TPA2
TPA4

Mt/S

Country : Station
Russia

Saturdays only.

t

Sundays only.
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.Induction
A ONE-TIME RIVAL TO RADIO BECOMES ITS ALLY
By G. A. V. SOWTER, B.Sc. (Eng.) Lond., .A.M.I.E.E.

A

FEW months ago on lifting the domestic tele- Fig. ra, carrying the output low frequency current from
phone receiver the writer was astonished to hear the radio set. This current was of good strength since
a voice .announce that a well-known compere it was supplied from the secondary winding of a suitable
was about to present one of his '' Discoveries.'' step-down transformer for the low impedance external
Curiosity getting the better of discretion, the reason for speakers.
telephoning was forgotten and at least a minute of
Obviously an alternating magnetic field was being
interested listening took
created by these loops
place before it was appre- r------------------------------------:-------------------1 .carrying current and, as
ciated that here, unintenTHE experiments described in this article I indicated in Fig. Ib, the
tionally, was what might be
show that there is a right and a ·wrong way I small transformer in the
a demonstration of the proof wiring- a house for extension loud speakers, i housing of the G.P.Q. teleposed National Broadcast1 phone instrument, T, was
but it is also explained that the wrong way can i being thereby influenced.
ing Service by telephone
serve a useful purpose by functioning as an 1 This transformer consists of
wires. It was quickly reinductive deaf-aid system.
i a short core of magnetic
membered that a radio set
was operating at that time L-----------~-------------------------~--------------------J
material suitably \vound,
in" the house and the teleand because the magnetic
phone earpiece was raised and lowered from the ear a circuit is not closed is quite susceptible to external fields.
few times to confirm that the broadcast programme was Although enormous improvements have been made in
magnetic materials of recent years, the basic pattern of
actually being reproduced by this earpiece ..
It was evident that some un!Jsual phenomenon was this transformer is still retained because the design is
occurring and, in order to solve the mystery, domestic particularly suited to the operating conditions.
To
aid was vociferously solicited qy requesting that the verify the fact that this transformer is easily influenced
radio be turned off for a moment.
This proved de- by magnetic fields a length of wire, actually No. 22
finitely that the programme was emanating from the SWG, was joined to the radio set and arranged to carry
writer's own set, but the"loud speaker in use was ipcap- the loud speaker current. When a loop of this wire was
able of being heard in the vicinity of the telephone, bent to form a si1tgle tum round that portion of a teleand· consequently there must have been some electrical phone similar to the G.P.O. equiprpent containing the
association benveert~the loud speaker distri~ution system transformer, the broadcast programme could be heard
at good strength, . while with three or four turns the
and the telephone wires.
Thoughts of common earth connection, or. no earth audio output" was increased very considerably. At the
same time an experiment
connection, immediately
, was conducted where one
arose and led to an early
and more turns were placed
examination, but everything
near the telephone earpiece,
appeared to be in order in
and here again the prothat respect. The next step
I I I I
gramme could be easily rewas to examine the wireless
I I I I
ALTERNATINQ MAGNETIC
produced. Lest a number
set, and it was evident that
f!'II::LD
WIRELESS
SET
of readers be tempted to
the telephone only '' picked
TELEPHONE:[!)
carry out these experiments
up " the radio programme
without using a separate
when the extension speakers
telephone, it should be
were in operation. A little
pointed out that the Post
thought soQn gave the folOffice have some arrangelo"ing satisfactory explana(a)
(b)
ment· on their system
tion of the action : When the
Fig. x......:.Layout of loud speaker extension wiring which
·whereby a delay switch
house was built there had
by induction affected the telephone system is shGwn in
operates after a short peliod
been installed in every room
(a), while in (b) is the equivalent circuit showing how
-the magnetic field is distributed.
of listening, and introduces
one or more loud speaker
a noise tone which nullifies
points connected by a fourwire cable, of which only one wire was being employed artistic appreciation of the broadcasting.
However, to return to the aforementioned domestic
for this service. The cable had been laid ring fashiOn,
which meant that there was a loop of wire round the induction display, it is obvious that the alternating magupper storey and a similar loop downstairs, as in sketch, netic flux picked up by the core of the telephone trans-
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Inductionformer will generate voltages and currents and these
will be converted into sound in the telephone earpiece.
This effect, whilst of interest, was certainly not welcome
for normal operation ·of the telephone, and was easily
eliminated by utilising a pair of wires for external loud
speaker distribution. As indicated in Fig. 2, this means
that the magnetic field is annulled in a mann~r
similar to that adopted for non-reactive windings in
the construction of precision resistance boxes.
Whilst the discovery of
the magnetic field surrounding a conductor carrying
current is due to Oersted, it
was Faraday who first demonstrated the fact that
·when an intermittent c-urrent
is passed through one coil of
wire it will induce currents
in a similar coil arranged as
a closed circuit and which is
Fig. z.-By using parallel
or twisted twin wires no
suitably placed m the
appreciable magnetic field
vicinity.
is created.
In r88z W i 11 o u g h by
Smi!b, the well-known scientist, wrote a paper 1 on induction which in a modified form was read subsequently
in I883 before the Society of Telegraph Engineers and
Electricians. (Tl:Us: society ·was the immediate fore~~er of the present Institution of Electrical Engineers.)
In this paper he refers to the work ofFaraday, Henry,
Felice and others_. and describes some of his own experiments wherein he ·used two flat helices about rzin. in
djameter arranged as in Fig. 3· When the current in
coil P is interrupted, the telephone reproduces loudly a
note corresponding in frequency.with that of th(} tunirig
fork. He mentioned that this note was audible up to
distances of 50 · feet, and he employed as a volume
coptrol a plug type resistance- box R. In the following
words he states . . _ " I discovered an important fact,
that the telephone was affected even when entirely disconnected from the circuit and several feet from the
inducing spiral." This led him to construct a much
larger flat helix-similar to the so-called "pancake
coil," but 36in. in diameter, supported between two
square sheets of cardboard fixed in a wooden frame as
shown in Fig.
The winding consisted of Boo turns
of o.or8in. diameter copper wire, silk covered, i.e., No.

4:

TUN~NG FORK
DEVICE FOR MARING

AND BREAKING CURRENT

\
SPIRALS OF FINE BILK
COVERED WIRE ON WOOD FRAMES

Fig. 3.-Circuit and layout of the apparatus used for the
early induction experiments described in the text.
1
Published by Hayman Bros. & Lily, . Hatton House,
London, E.C.

z6 SWG, the length being r,zzo yards and the resistance
rzz ohms (actually the ohm which existed in r88z). The
amazing fact concerning this coil, to the writer's mind,
lies in this extract from that ancient paper ... "If such
a spiral be placed in the centre of a large room, sounds
such as speech or music riffecting the transmitter can be
difitinctly heard in every part of the room by any person
placing a disconnected telephone to his ear, provided,
of course, that his hearing is not seriously defective, and
that the telephone is held in a favourable position with
regard to the inductive lines of force."
From the paper it would seem that the "transmitter "
might refer to the tuning fork interrupter, which obviously was not seriously affected by sound. On the
other hand, the sniking fact exists that, without realising
it, Willoughby Smith had invented the equivalent of our
modern moving coil microphone. In his case he had
used a coil 36in. in diameter and taken advantage of an
appreciable amount of the earth's magnet_ic field as his
source of unidirectional flux. To make this clear,
assume that sound of some kind impinges on one portion
of the cardboard diaphragm supporting the 36in. coil.
This will cause some of the turns to move and cut the
earth's flux, thereby causing currents to circulate in the
coil which is closed through the transmitter. These
varying currents will set up corresponding alternating
flux va1iations which will affect the telephone as described. It is interesting to note that the coil resistance
is not incomparable with that of a practical moving coil

--

SOUND WAVES DUE
TO SPEECH OR MUSIC

r

TELEPHONE EARPIECI!
WHICH MAY BE
OPEN-CIRCUITED OR
CLOSED THROUGH A
SPIRAL SEARCH COJL

TRANSMITTER

l,20CI YARDS OF WIRE
ARRANGED AS FLAT SPIRAL

Fig. 4.-Large spiral of wii.-e employed by Willoughby Smith
in x88z and which might be regarded as the first movingcoil microphone.
'

microphone, although, of course, the diaphragm is at
least outsize.
Unfortunately the inventor did not regard this discovery as important, and devoted the rest of his paper
to other matters which included, nevertheless, sound
reproduction by magneto-sniction and shielding properties of different metals. The latter effect, which he
termed "interception of inductive energy," was -investigated over a wide range of frequencies, the highest of
In the same
which was 2,000 reversals per minute.
paper he demonstrated the practicability of an inductive
system of railway signalling which, in principle at any
rate, is comparable with modern practice.
Now no doubt many readers will have can·ied out
experiments at schools or _technical colleges during the
study of inductive effects, and Lenz's Law, but it is
only quite recently that use has been made of induction
in connection with deaf-aid apparatus.
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device which may bt termed an inductor. In its simplest
form the latter consists ni..erely of a coil of copper wire
wh~ch may be incorporated in the 'amplifier container
or employed as a. separate unit. This is influenced by
t~e alternating magnetic field specifically provided in the
auditorium, and the output from the deaf-aid unit may
be considerably better than when its own microphone is
used in the normal manner in a theatre or cinema. A
notable improvement in the signal/ noise ratio is one
advantage of this. system.
The design of the best pick-up device is of extreme
importance, and the writer has made a brief but specialised study of the problems involved with a view to suggesting an efficient unit. The experimental work carried
out and details of the final design will be described in
a future article.

There were brief mentions in The Wireless World
some time_ ago 2 of inductive systems suitable for use in
cine~as and theatres which consist basically of the installation· of a loop conductor around -the auditorium
"arranged to carry the low-frequency output current from
an amplifier handling the speech or music associated
with the film or microphone on the stage. A magnetic
field is set up in a manner very similar to that already
described, but being alternating in character follows
exactly the variations of the audio frequency currents.
The normal deaf-aid equipment is really a sel~-co~,
tained battery-fed midget amplifier and it is. possible to
remove the microphone and substitute a suitable pick-up
i

May Igth, 1938, page 446, and June 23rd, 1938. page s6r.

Emergency Receiver
NEW

TYPE

WESTECTOR

UNDER emergency conditions a simple receiver which
will operate without any form of power supply would
be exceedingly useful for the reception of certain essential
programmes, such as news bulletins. Under such conditions headphone reception must suffice, bearing in mind
that the main essentials are simplicity, reliability and independence of power mains or batteries.
A receiver using a crystal detector hardly meets these
r!'!quirements, as the crystal cannot be described as reliable
under strenuous conditions. The "Vestinghouse WXr
\Vestector, on the other hand, provides an entirely satisfacton• detector under such conditions, as it is robust and
perma"uent. It is similar to the well-known WX6 Westector used in multi-valve receivers, but is designed to work
at the lowest possible signal voltages. In spite of this
modification of design it must not, however, be compared
too closely to a crystal detector. It still requires a bigger
voltage than the crystal detector for efficient and good
·
quality demodulation, but, of
course, given this
greater input
WESTECTOA
TYPE WX1
voltage it has
the advantage of
+ giving correspondingly
greater output.
The circuit ar0.0005 rnfd
rangement suitable for use with
this detector is
shown in the accompanying diagram. Providing
it is used in conAs this circuit diagram shows, the new
j!_mction with an
low-input, low-capacity Westector is
efficient a e r i a 1
used in exactly the same way as a
and earth system
crystal detector. Numbering of terwithin a: service
minals relates to the types of components specified in the List of Parts.
ar~a of a: transmitter, It can
xneet the requirements of an emergency receiver while at
the same time being extrem~ly inexpensive.
A list of suitable components is given in the accompanyPHO~£S
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IN

PLACE

OF

A

CRYSTAL

ing list. Construction is so simple that comment is
unnecessary, but
the linked wavechange switching
should perhaps be
explained.
In
switch positions 1
and 2 the coils
are connected for
medium- and
long-range reccp-

tion respectively, using the coupled aerial circuit in both
cases. Increased signal strength on long waves (but lower
selectivity) is obtained in position 3, in which the aerial is
switched over to the junction point of the tuned secondary
coil.
Under present conditions the set described may obviously be simplified by omission of provision for long-wave
reception. In certain circumstances the connection of an
o.ooz-mfd. condenser across the phone terminals may
improve reception.

··---------------------------------------------------------------:

l
!

I r Weslector.

LIST OF PARTS
As used in the receiver illustrated.

Westinghouse, Type W~(r.
l I Coil, rlual range.
Bulgin, Type Cl\9.
1 I Variable
Conrlenser, 0.0005 Bulgin low-loss midget, T~·pe
1 mfd.
. CV19.
1 I Switch, 4-pole, 3-way (St,
Bulgin midget rotary selector,
l Sz, S3).
Ty;Pe S204.
4 Terminals.
Bulgm, Type T2.

!

i
i

L~-~~~~~------~-~~-~~~~~~~:s_:~~J~~:~~~~~-~~:~-------------

Short--wave Reception
NEWS-GATHERING CONDITIONS IN PROSPECT A.ND RETROSPECT

TAKING the retrospective angle of these notes firstlyone can record with some satisfaction the appearance of
the Yankee Network's new frequency-modulated station
W1XOJ on 43.1 Mcls during the recent period of peak
conditions on the ultra-high frequencies. This period was
undoubtedly connected With the appearance of a large
sunspot, and lasted from approximately October 25th until
November 3rd. However, U.S. reception on frequencies
up to about 34 Me Is is still continuing up to the time of
writing but appears to be on the down-grade.
The best time for reception of WrXOJ was about 3 p:m.,
G.M.T., and at times reception was very strong, though
frequently highly distorted. It must be realised that a
special form of balanced detector circuit is necessary to
convert frequency modulation to amplitude modulation
before distortionless rectification can be obtained.* Such
a circuit was not available, but by sitting the "carrier"
c.arefi:tlly on one edge of the IF resonance curve, at times
good quality was obtainable. Subject to this limitation,
I. think I can say that fading distortion is more noticeable
than on an equivalent amplitude-modulated signal, but the
signal was exceptionally powerful; so much so that at times
the receiver RF gain control was turned down to onequarter of its full position. This transmitter is rated at
50 kW, with an excursion of 200 kcfs.
Another much weaker station was also beard on a somewhat higher frequency; this was probably WzXMN, Major
Armstrong's station, at Alpine, New Jersey, a station rated
at 40 kW, also with an excursion of zoo kcfs; W1XOJ
is located at Paxton, Massachusetts.
, In addition to these very interesting stations, many U.S.
police transmitters have been heard on frequencie~ ranging from 30 to 35·5 Mcls. It has been noted that most,
if not all, of these stations now operate under four-letter
calls, such as WGKC New Rochelle Police, or WGIE
Newark N.J. Police.

Police Wireless is Wonderful
Although the Metropolitan Police in London do not at
present operate on the 3o-35 Me Is band it may be stated,
nevertheless, that they do possess an excellent radio system, undoubtedly one of the most advanced and efficient
of its kind in the world~
Many U.S. amateurs have been heard on .z8 Mcfs between midday and 5 p.m., and special reference must be
made to WzVH.
This station puts down a very high field in this country
and uses a four-element horizontal beam made from r{in.
diameter copper tube. The transmitter is as follows:8oz crystal oscillator, 6L6 doubler, 807 doubler, 35T driver
(RF) followed by a pair of 254 Gammatrons in push-pull
with 400 watts input modulated by a pair of 203Z's. A
Thordarson amplifier is used with a crystal microphone.
On Thursday, November 2nd, an amateur on 28 Mcfs
reported that some German amateurs were still active, presumably on 28 Me Is-reference has been made to this disclosure in the daily Press, and it is suggested that these
amateurs are operating under orders from the German.
Government, to test the reactions of the United States in
a somewnat novel fashion.

*

See Chafiee,_ Proc. I.R.E., May, 1939, page 323.
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Before passing on to the more orthodox waves one cannot help remarking on the utter silence which prevails
below 4 metres. No car ignition is to be heard, even on a
sensitive receiver, and up to the present, no diathermy
.either. Why no diathem1y has been heard remains a
mystery-the only solution one can think of at the moment
is that the rather clumsy self-oscillatory circuits at present
favoured by the medical profession do not work readily
below abouf 5 metres. It should also be borne in mind that
a self-oscillatory circuit is not nearly so efficient as a driven
generator when it comes to delivering power to the loa£!,
even if the load is only human flesh and bone!
In view of tlie cessation of amateur activities it might
perhaps be a gesture on the part of this journal if it could
include in its pages a design for a simple driven (LC
circuit) diathermy set, which would combine the essentials
of flexibility of waverange with adequate output plus
minimum radiated energy.

Jamming Essential Services
Bdore very long, someone is going to sit on top of an
essential Government service with a so-cycle diathermy
set and then the trouble will begin ; let us hope the offender
will not be one of the quenched-spark outlits which I ·saw
advertised some while ago.
·since, as has already been recorded, U.S. signals on
the ultra-high frequencies have been well received, it
follows, of course, that general short-wave reception conditions have been good, at least until the end of the first
week in November. Nevertheless, one stili feels that
Columbia would have done better to have reverted to 17.83
Me Is for the WCBX daylight transmissions ; although the
21.57-Mc/s signal has been heard regularly, the frequency
is rather too high both for the beginning and end of its
transmission period, i.e., 1300-1700 GMT. The news on
21.57 Mcls (r3.gm.) at I p.m. GMT, a very popular feature, has been very difficu:lt to receive clearly on a number
of occasions, and a far greater run of successes was scored
on the old and lower frequency. Reception on 15.27 and
11.83 Mcls later in the evening is generally much more
successful for the aver11-ge listener.
May I suggest that Columbia's regular English listeners
drop a postcard to Mr. Ed. Morrow, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc., 14, Langham Place, W.r, stating which
of the two daylight frequencies, 21.57 or 17.83 Mcfs, they
prefer for WCBX? This would be orily a small return for
the excellent service rendered by this station.
For almost two months now the short-wave ether has
been surprisingly free from methodical and deliberate
jamming, but one is sorry to record that recently several.
of the B.B.C.'s late night frequencies, namely GSW in the
7 Mc/s band, and GSA and GSL on 6 Mcls have suffered
seemingly deliberate intelference. But both stations are
so well received generally that it must be difficult to jam
them successfully.
According to present indications, propagation conditions
will have reverted completely to winter type by the time
these notes are in print. That is to say, conditions favouring the very high frequencies will prevail during daylight
hours, with a rapid and progressive change during the
early evening towards conditions favouring the lower frequencies.
"ETHACOMBER."
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Unbiased
By FREE GRID

Irritating Interlude
war is, I fear, interfering
T HIS
with my laboratory work very
seriously indeed, as I am left entirely afone in the house, and have
to keep interrupting my experimental work to get myself a meal
and to answer the door. The
trouble is that immediately the sirens
sounded the knell of peace on September 3rd, Mrs. Free Grid and
Faradia gave themselves over to an
orgy of sandbag knitting and other
activiti~s designed to harass the
enemy. They have now got well
into their stride, and, of course, have
blossomed
out into
uniform,
although, quite frankly, I am at an
entire loss to identify it, as it seems
to be quite different from any of
those which other women are wearing. Such are the horrors of war.
In the last war, I recollect, Mrs.
Free Grid belonged to what I believe
was called the League of Young
Lady Helpers, whose function was,
so far as I could see, to sit by the
bedside of woun'ded soldiers and
read uplift poetry to them. Mrs.
Free Grid was, of course, very much
younger then--scarcely out of the
flapper stage, in fact-and some of
the soldiers didn't mind it. Some of
them no doubt felt that it was part
of the treatment and swallowed it
like a dose of medicine, as, something which the M.O. had ordered
for their benefit. In the majority of
cases, however, it led to the soldiers
begging to be allowed to go back to
the front again, which was exactly
the psychological effect which tlie
Government desired to produce, and
was the reason why they not only
permitted it to go on, but actually
encouraged it.
At the risk of being !J.ccused of
"comforting the King's enemies,"
I must say that I can't help feeling
a little sorry for the unfortunate
Fiihrer when he eventually findsas he most certainly will do-Mrs.
Free Grid and others of her kidney
billeted on him as part of the army
of occupation.
I cannot ·help
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thinking that had the Prime Minister with the period of the greatest and
sent Mrs. Free Grid over with his best Radiolympia that has ever been
ultimatum, there would have been staged. Actually, there was no eono ·war, except, of course, a purely incidence about it at all. It was all
local one "in the Fiihrer's study.
deliberately and cold-bloodedly
I suppose that, really, my sym- planned down to the last. detail.
pathy with the Fiihrer is misplaced, ·. Radiolympia was ruined as a desince it is obvious that the man is liberate act of retaliation, due to an
devoid of any vestige of decency, as unfortunate purchase which the
he has not only upset all iny own Fiihrer made through an .agent at
carefully
planned experimental the previous year's show.
work, but, by deliberately timing his
Apparently he was-~ is now
preliminary antics to coincide with · obvious-completely unacquaintedthe commencement of Radiolympia, with our habits and customs, and
he gravely inconvenienced the whole when the set referred to refused to
work he did ~ot realise ,that he had
to fulfil the old-world ritual of sending it back two or three times before
he got the actual working model.
Consequently,· he jumped to the conclusion that 1!- dud set had been sup,_,
plied with malice aforethought, with
'~
the result that he made deliqerate
---~--,
''l'
plans to spoil this year's show. Unfortunately for him, he found that
he had started something which he
could not stop, as I cannot really
.
believe that he intended his grievThe unfortunate Filhrer.
ance against the British wireless
.
manufacturers to carry him into war,
of the radio industry. In connec- although at times I must confess
tion with this I am now going to let that my own feelings of exasperayou into a little secret war history. tion have been such that it was a
Secrets, especially intemational ones, good job for the manufacturers that
are always welcomed with open arms I did not possess totalitarian powers.
by the great British public, judging
by the succesS in the last war of such
Future Plans
publications as " Peeps into Potsdam," and while I know that WireHE extraordinary thing about
less World readers are above these
the present situation is that I
human failings, there may possibly find -myself forced into an alliance
be one or two new readet·s who have with the wireless manufacturers and
not yet a:cquired the correct attitude the rest of the country against the
of aloofness from mundane matters common enemy. I did at first conwhich characterises the true scien- sider the question of declaring my
tist. It is for these weaker brethren neutrality, but in the end I decided
that the next item is written, and I to throw my influence and resources
would therefore ask pukka Wireless on to the side of the Allies, my resoWorld readers to pass it over with lution being due in no small measure to the fact that Mrs. Free Grid's
the contempt it deserves.
mother is of indirect German
descent, her ancestry being strongly
Causa Belli
evident in some of her habits of life,
T must have struck many as among which I may mention an i'lcurious that the preliminary crisis ordinate devotion to the pleasures of
which led to war coincided exactty the table. I am pleased to say that

..
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Unbiasedone of Mrs. Free Grid's sisters, who
was on holiday in Germany at the
commencement of the crisis, was
unable to get out in time, and is
now. I dare say, doing a compul-

after the great show which, as \Ve
all know, they put up in locating
unlicensed receivers with their
detector van, even in cases, so we
were told, where the receiver consisted of a disused crystal set
mouldering in a lumber 'room. This
completely baffles the Germans.

The Pipes of Pan

A comptilsory course of slimming.

sory course of slimming in an internment camp.
- I have been wondering how best
I might serve you during these
troublous times in keeping you
me fait with the latest wireless developments, and I have been making very elaborate plans with this
end in view. It so happens that I
received part of my education at a
German university and consequently
I am not only familiar with the language, but also with the German
national habits and customs, and I
hope later on to obtain for you some
first-hand information by entering
the country through a neutral state.
The only difficulty will be that of
getting across the frontier. If I
posed as a German I should be expected to produce some sort of explanation of where I had been, and
I must therefore go, I suppose, as a
distinguished neutral. I had thought
of posing a'S a Dutchman, but the
German frontier officials are a suspicious lot, and if it were found out
that I could not speak Dutch, they
V·:ould probably think it somewhat
fishy. I shall probably adopt Swiss
nationality, therefore.
Even so,
there will be a difficulty about getting a passport, but the Editor has
a lot of low friends in ·high places,
and I shall probably be able to
wangle things a bit. Among other
things which I wish to discuss with
radio _technicians in Germany is
their extraordinary inability to
detect, by means of DF, the whereabouts of the Freiheitsender. It
would be mere child's play to our
G.P.O. to unearth this transmitter,
68

_T IKE Gamelin and Gort, the
L Editor is still holding on to his
advanced posts, but is all prepared
to withdraw his forces to an impregnable Maginot line '' somewhere in
Somewhere," in the event of what
is usually euphemistically referred to
as "certain eventualities." I have
been privileged to attend, as a spectator, a full dress rehearsal of this
withdrawal of forces, and am at present sitting on a heap of dead leaves
in a wood in a remote fastness of
the country, writing these few notes.
It is a typical dreary and misty

Evacuated I

November morning, and the rain is
steadily dripping down my neck
from the leafless branches of the
tree against which I have my back.
I suppose that true country dwellers appreciate this sort
of thing, and grow to like
it, but for my part I find
that the so-called peace of
the countryside is greatly
over-rated.
I am, for
instance, having g r e a t
difficulty in preventing
my manuscript b e i n g
eaten by rats and stoats
in the stilly watches oi
A
the night. The Editor,
too, is finding things somewhat
difficult. He has just passed me
at top speed ardently pursuing
his breakfast, which has again

beaten him by a short head, its
absurd white tail just disappearing
into its hole as he stretched out his
hand to grasp it. No doubt perfection will come with practice, but I
can't help thinking that the real
countryman, unscientific and ignorant as he is concerniqg most things,
must have more up-to-date methods
.of catching rabbits than this. Somehow or other a profound kn_owledge
of wireless technique seems utterly
useless when we get right down to
life in the raw.

Tailpiece
HAVE ahyays· realised that The
I W£reless
World is read by " all
sorts and conditions of men,"
ranging from dukes to dustmen, but
I must confess that I have never had
this fact brought home to me so
strikingly as was the case the other
day when taking a morning stroll
through the West End. I had just
passed a couple of Westminster City
scayengers sucking their clay pipes,
and disputing hotly with each other
concerning the inferences drawn by
Scroggie from Buchmann and
Meyer's scratch-spectrum analysis,
when my progress was suddenly
arrested by the imperious hand of a
gorgeously beliveried chauffeur who
flung his arm across my path as he
stood by the open door of a truly
magnificent-looking car drawn up by
the kerbside. Emerging from the
door of the neighbouring house
was a lordly looking individual,
monocled, bespatted and immaculately attired generally. Behind
him tailed a footman carrying The
Wireless World, which was duly
handed into the car with the air of

pukka "Wireless World" reader.

reverence which, ·after all, is no
more than its due. I raised my h~t
and stood in silence a moment before
passing on my way.
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·B. B. C. Receiving Station
SOME RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

I

N order to improve upon the 1938
figure for maximum accuracy of
frequency measurement attainable at the B.B.C. Receiving Station,
it became necessary to, improw the
quartz-crystal master oscillator, the
two original oscillators having a
stability not better than ± 2 to 3
parts in I0 1 , even when measured
over short periods of a few hours. A
new quartz oscillator, manufactured
by the Research Laboratories of the
G.P.O., has now been installed. The
calculated stability of the generated
frequency of r,ooo k!C/ s produced
by this device is of the order of a few
parts in IO" (on~ thousand million).
A description of the design technique
by means of which this very high
degree of stability has been obtained,
and of the precautions taken to
maintain it, will perhaps be of
interest.
A quartz plate of low temperature
coefficient "A-T cut" is lightly but
rigidly held by locating pins engaging
recesses on the nodal line of vibration
of the quattz.
This mounting is
assembled within a hollowed stainless
steel block, together with a manom_eter tube. The mounting ring is
internally cushioned to ensure improved freedom from damping, and
the top of the recess in the steel block
is closed by a transparent vitreous
plate and by vacuum sealing, the
compartment th~s formed being
partially exhausted of air.

Maintaining Constant
Temperature
The temperature control system
comprises inner and outer ovens, the
inner oven temperature being controlled by contact thermometers and
relays, the outer oven by a simpler
bi-metallic thermostat.· Combined
failure alarm ' and temperaturelimiting circuits are fitted, enabling
satisfactory operation to be maintained even when the normal temperature control circuits fail, with
only a small change of quartz temperature (and, hence, of generated
fr~quency). The anode reactance of
the maintaining valve is also kept at
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1 THE junctiom of the B.B.C.'s

i Receiving Station in frequency
! measurement and diversity recep: tion lza~'c already been described
! ("The Wireless World," January
! 13, 1938 and " World Radio,"
! March 1 r, 1938). Various im: provements and additions hav~:
! since been made and equipment
! has been developed for othr:r
! services. The Engineer-in-charge
: of th~ station desa-ibes these de! velopments in the present artide
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an approximately constant temperature by the outer oven.
In addition to these precautionSdesigned to reduce the effrct of
changes of ambient temperature and

stable type, to reduce fluctuation of
supply voltagcs to the smallest possible limit. To this end, the heater
current of.the. masler-oscil1ator valve
is stabilised by means "Of barretters,
the required voltage being developed
from a battery floated across a rectifier connected to the AC mains. The
anode voltage for this valve has
additional stabilisation, incorporating a " Stabilivolt" gas-discharge
device, the stabilised 210 volts being
thus.developed from a 340-volt floating battery.
The batteries mentioned are not used to supply any
other equipment, the oven-heater
current and the necessary supply
voltages for buffer valve and relays
being obtained from separate batteries. The whole of this apparatus
will continue to operate with almost
unimpaired constancy of frequency
during a failure of the AC mains
supply of several hours' duration.
Amplifying the Output

The I,ooo-kc{s crystal frequency standard
is housed in an underground chamber.

of barometric pressure to a minimum
-it is necessary, despite the use of a
maintaining-valve circuit of the most

J"he output frequency of I Me f s,
generated
by
the
equipment
described, is amplified by the buffer
valve and passes via carefully
balanced hyblid circuits to four
separate screened outputs at an impedance of 75 ohms, whence it is
carried by concentric cables to the
multi-vibrators, etc., in the measurement room.
In view of the desirability of isolating this frequency standard from
the effects of vibration, it has been
installed in a specially constructed
underground chamber · and is
mounted on a concrete bed; with
additional precautions to prevent
transmission of mechanical shock.
This chamber is also being fitted with
thermostatic control of temperature.
The frequency standard equipment is
raok-mounted, and is provided \'\>ith
test keys which enable the operation
of relays, etc., to be checked.
A
simple scheme of viewing light
and lenses enables the manometer,
mounted adjacent to the quartz
crystal inside the inner oven, to be
inspected at will.

Wireless
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The remainder of the equipment
of the measurement service has not
substantially changed since the
previous description was published,
although minor improverpents have
been effected. The possibilities of

atmg quasi-ganged tuning controls
plus separate trimmers. The former
control facilitates quick searching,
the trimmers being used for final
adjustments.
The original first frequencychanger valve circuits remain almost
unaltered, but the separate beat
oscillator has been considerably improved and is now~ both more stable
and more flexible in order to make
optimum adjustment possible independently of the changing ratio of
inductive to capacitative reactance
over the tuning ranges.

Modifications to the four special
diversity receivers, used for shortwave relaying, an-l well advanced.
These modifications take the following form. The selectivity of the intermediate frequency circuits qf the
original receivers has been improved
very considerably ; a necessary
change in order to cope \Vith the increased interference experienced as
ihe shmt-wave bands allotted to
broadcasting become more congested.
This improvement has been obtained by modifying the receivers so
that they are now "triple-detection "-i.e., amplification
takes
place at two intermediate frequencies. The first of these is approximately r,ooo kcfs, the relevant circuits oeing of conventional type.
The second intermediate-frequeno:y
amplifier embodies twelve sections
of band-pass filter circuits with a
mid-band frequency of roo kc / s.
The overall attenuation at frequencies ro kc J s or more off ''midband '' is of the order of 8o decibels,
which is more than ample for good
discrimination against transmissions
operating on adjacent channels in
the short-wave bands.
The AVC and output circuits have

Finality has not yet been reached
in the matter of the AVC circuits and
their linking for diversity reception.
Experiments have necessarily been
subordinated to ti1e fact that at least
two or three receivers must be kept
ready for daily use. Further experiments are planned, which include
ti1e provision of a form qf " volumelimiter," in an attempt to reduce
further the objectionable sudden
changes of output level associated
with selective fading.
Other experiments are in hand
with a view to avoiding the undesir-

also been modified. In addition, an
extra stage of radio-frequency amplification has been added, incorpor-

able phase-interference which is
present on the combined output
signal from iwo receivers momen-

Linked AVC Circuits

By means of this
panel (above)
different units of
the e I a b o r at e
aerial system may
be connected to
various receivers.
(Right) Direction
finding apparatus
is seen on the left;"
recording equip·ment is on the
right.

using a scheme
of interpola:tJ.on
-whereby decade - locked oswith
cillators
a final quasioptical system would be used for
the actual measurement~have not
been neglected.
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tarily carrying equivalent signa!Our
November
Issue
!
voltages. Furthermore, the proviI
I
sion of a " locally supplied carrier "
Heavy Deman~
''
system is not ruled out, as by thi;;
The
demand
for
the
Novrmbcr
means !;ome of the advantages of
issue of The Wir<•less IVoy/d proved
single-side band transmission and
to be heavier than was anticiratccl, •
1·eception may be obtainable.
witlt the result that some rca1lers i
There still remains much scope for
may ha\'O been unable to nl!tain
.impwvcment to reception quality
copies. Our publibhers state !hat
during periods of severe selective
t.hey now expect to have a limiicd
number of copies available (price l;.!
fading, and, as in all engineering
post fri>C) for those who writ<' !or J
Moaned Smith "Our old sututr-het
matiers, it is frequently necessary to
them to Dorset House. Stamford I
restrict enthusiasm for \mprovement
Is on its last legs, darling pet."
Street, London, S.E.r. It should be I
in order to avoid curtailment of the
I
remembe~ed
that the November II
"Oh
no" ·,-eplied she" I've mended
proper daily work of the station.
issue is the first in monthly form, I
it,
see
Two more rhombic aerials have
and the first i~suc of a new volume. 'I
'
recently been erected, enabling imI
~
With FLVXITE'S cute soldering
1~---------------------------------- - ----=
proved " diversity " to be obtained
set."
A special non-screening hut, toon North American signals.
"Experimental work in the direc- gether: with a vertical aerial which See that FLUXITE is always by· yoution of a simple form of vertical- is unaffected by other objects in its in the house-garage-workshopangle "diversity" may further vicinity, permits measurements to wherever speedy soldering is needed.
ameliorate the effect of selective be made on either frame or vertical Used for 30 years in government
fading. The logical point at which aerials. Co-axial cables enable the works and by leading engineers and
to attack this phenomenon· would receivers to be situated remotely manufacturers. 0£ Ironmongers-in
appear to be in the aerial circuits. from the aelial (i.e., in the main tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Efforts to mask its presence later in building) if service exigencies make.
the chain between aerial and out- operation of the receiver in the hut . Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL..
The receivers thus SPACE SOLDERING SET-compact
put seem at best to act more as a undesirable.
palliative than a cure. In this re- provided in the main building but substantial-complete with full
spect, the "multiple-unit steer- are of simple design embodyiQg instructions, 716
able antenna" system ~vould ap- " straight " circuits, enabling repear to be of primary importance, ceiver and recorder to be leit run- Write for Free Book on the art of
but the cost involved would make ning with only intermittent moni- "soft " soldering and ask for Leaflet
this system a \'Cry difficult one to toring, once they have been lined up. on CASE-HARDENING STEEL and
Originally, a very simple scheme TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE.
put into use, other than in a simplified form.
The cost of land, of wall-tnounted plugs and sockets ~···············································--·"·
aerials, and complex phasing equip- enabled the more important reTO CYCUSTS I Your wheels will
ment make the full '' MUSA " ceivers to be connected to the coNOT keep round and true, unless the
axial feeder or vertical aerial chosen.
a very expensive matter indeed.
spokes are lied with fine wire al the crossIn order to obtain data required The need for something more comings AND SOLDERED. This make!>
for many purposes, field-strength prehensive became apparent as the
a
much stronger wheeL It's simple-With
measurement and continuous record- number of aerials and· receivers
FLVXITE-but IMPORTANT.
ing of fluctuations of field-strength increased.
An increase in the size ol the ....................................................
associated with fading are undertaken at the station as required.
station building . which became
Field-strength contour measure- necessary at about the same time as
ments of B.B.C. medium-wave the aoditional rhombic aerials were is always ready to put Fluxite on the
transmitters are not included, decided upon. made it essential to soldering job instantly. A little presthese being undertaken by the re-route the old co-axial cables. sure places the
mobile units of the B.B.C. Re- The opportunity was therefore right quantity on
search Department. The work at taken to centralise all feeders from the right spot and
the H.ec~iving Station is almost aerials, and also the internal feeders one charging lasts
wholly concerned with the varia- . connecting to each receiver, on an for ages. Price
,~/;
tions of field-strength of distant apparatus bay in line with the l/6, or filled 2/6.
~
~V
B.B.C. and foreign stations, and is diversity receivers.
ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVES: .. ~
frequently carried out simultaneThe present panel-mounted plugously wilh similar measurements and-socket connection system is not
made at the Checking Centre of the only more comprehensive but more
International Broadcasting Union flexible, and allows for future exIT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
at Brussels and elsewhere,
pansion.
---·--~---

----~
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FLUXITE LTD. (Dept. W.W.),
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Ne-w Ideas
RECENT ADVANCES IN
Car· Aerials
JN

general, car aerials may be
divided into two main classes, the
vertical rod type and the horizontal
type; the latter may be mounted on
the roof of a car or underneath the
chassis. From a technical point of
view the main difference between the
two is that the vertical type is a better
signal collector, but, owing to its low
capacity relative to the "earth," i.e.,
the car chassis, its coupling efficie~cy
at the upper end o( the wavelength
scale is poor when the ·usual method
of direct coupling is employed. The
result of this is that any advantage
gained in extra signal pick-up is nullified. To put it in an~"t;.her way, it may
be said that this defect of the vertical
rod aerial may be explained by the
fact that, with direct coupling, the
gain between aerial and the input of
the :first valve is equal to the product
of the percentage coupling and the
" Q " of the ·coupling network.
This difficulty has been overcome by
the development in the laboratories of
the Radio Corporation of America of a
coupling network which is introduced
between the aerial and the :first valve.
This coupling- network_ consists of the
fixed inductance L and the small
variable condenser C shown in (a). C
is ganged to the main tuning condenser
assembly, and its purpose is to vary
the inductive reacta.Ece of the coupling network. This arrangement results in a considerable improvement in
the gain obtained at the upper part

WIRELESS TECHNIQUE

inductance Lis effective, as is also the
case in the original circuit, in giving a
large transference of energy at the top
part of the wavelength scale. At the
other end of the wavelength scale,
however, the effect of the condenser C
predominates in transferring energy to
the receiver through the additional
valve V2.
In (c) is shown a further improvement which does not call for an additional valve; in fact the only difference between this method and the
original one is the provision of an
additional variable condenser Cr. By
choosing a suitable ratio between the
capacity of condenser C and that of
Cr the maximum coupling may be
made to occur at any desired part of
the wavelengtli scale.

moved feedback will undoubtecliy
occur.
Were it not for the fact that comsiderable stray capacities are present,

Frequency Changer Problems

Negative feedback applied to a frequency changer.

THEfeedback
beneficial effect of negative
in AF amplifiers is nowadays a matter of common knowledge.
As a result .of research work carried
out by R.C.A. engineers, it has been
revealed that negative feedback can be
made to perform the same good office
in the case of a frequency changer as
it does in the case of an AF amplifier.
This can most easily be explajned
by reference to the diagram, which
shows an ordinary heptode frequency
changer together with its associated
circuit arrangement. The important
part of the circuit from the point of
view of the subject being dealt with
is the catHode resistance R, which is

+

"F

it would not be necessary to do anything further than to remove the condenser C, since the resistance R will,
of course, present the same impedance
to all frequencies, ·which is what is
desired when i.t is remembered that
several different frequencies are present in the frequency changer, all of
which must be dealt with equally if
distortion is to be avoided. Unfortunately, stray capacities are present,
and to balance their effect it is necessary to insert in circuit an inductance

J..

The value of L depends upon that
of R and C and upon the highest fr~-

Cl

~0
~VER
(c)

(a)

of the wavelength tuning' scale. (b)
Some increased gain is also
desirable at the lower end of the
:wavelength scale, and this can
be brought about by adopting
the modification shown in (b), which
involves the use of another valve, V2,
connected in " push-pull " with the
original valve Vi. In this circuit the

T h re e
methods of
improving
aerial
coupling

normally shunted by a condenser C
shown in dotted lines. The value of
c is normally made sufficiently large
to prevent feedback, and if it is re-

quency to be dealt with. If R equals
the reactance of C at this uppermost
frequency, and the reactance of L is
chosen to be of half this value, then
the desired result will have been
achie·ved.
In addition to minimising distortion, this negative feedback has the
result of decreasing the effect of the
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frequency-changer on its associated
circuits,, thus lessening the likelihood
of oscillator-frequency drift due to
voltage variations. In addition, by mcreasing the output impedance to
intermediate frequencies, the presence
of the inductance L improves the
selectivity. The signal j noise ratio is
also increased.

· Anti-interference Reception
THE most popular scheme of defence
against man-made ipterference 1S
to. raise the aerial as high as possible
above ground-where it is usually outside the reach of local disturbanceand then either to screen the downlead, or balance it against inductive
pick-up. In theory this should prevent any local noise from getting into
the set, but in practice it doesn't
always turn out to be quite so good.
An alternative plan which has been
suggested is to let the interference get
into the set along with the signals, and
then so arrange matters that the interference is automatically excluded from
the loud speaker. ~cial static
usually consists of short "peaked"
impulses, which can be made to
trigger a relay and so put the speaker
momentarily out of action. Such mterruptions are too rapid to affect the
apparent continuity
of the signal proper,
which is accordingly
heard without any
backgrouiJ.d of noise.
A new self-suppressio:;
system for eliminating
man-made interference

I

A1

But this scheme, too, is subject to
the limitation that the cut-out relay
only comes into action for disturbing
impulses which rise well above the
norinal level of signal-strength. The

latest development (Patent 506987) i!'
designed to suppress less ·violent disturbances.
The desired signal is· received on -a
frame aerial A and passes through the
set B in the ordinary way. A second
frame aerial Ar is rigidly clamped at
right-angles to the first, s.o that
although tuned to the same wavelength, being broadside-on, it will receive only a minimum of the desired
signal-voltage. It will, however, pick
up local interference without any
noticeable directive discrimination,
and feed it to a separate amplifier D,
the gain of which can be made independent of the niain receiver. The
amplified disturbance is then applied,
through a relay E, to short-circuit the
speaker for any local noise- above a
·-given threshold value.

Ferranti Patents
ARRANGEMENTS haYe been made
by the British Licensing Pool
whereby the Patents controlled by
Ferranti within the scope of the As
Licence are made available to licensees ·
without
payment
of
additional
royalty.

Ships!... Electrical Equipment

EVERYTHING
FOR RADIO
Present conditions make Radio more vital than evel'
to Life; it has become a National necessity. You
must keep your set in lighting trim for the Home
Front. Modernisation 'and construction. with Bulgin
Products ensures satisfaction. lYou can get all you
want from our unparalleled range.

A.F. CHOKES
The Bulgin Range ·covers inductances of from 0.25 H. to 100 H.,
and indudcs current-carrying capacities of from 10 mA. to 0. 75 A.
Both skeleton and shielded typeo
are available. All have generous
cores and mCJno-metallic windings.
Prices mnge from 6/· each.

New I;E.E. Publication

THIRD edition of the Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Ships has recently been
issued by the In~titution of Electrical
Engineers. Although it does not deal
specifically with marine wireless install at ions, several related
matters such as secondarv
batteries as used for emergency transmitters. c o m e
within its scope.
The suppression of electrical
interference with
radio reception
/
and
direction"
finding is treated
in an append~.
in which it is
laid down that
the power supply
to the radio room
should be adequately suppressed, both at the
source and at the
cable termination
in
the
radio
room.
Ignition
interference suppression in small
motor-driven vessels is also treated.
Copies of the Regulations cost zs.
net (by post from the Institution at
Savoy Plan'. London, W.C.z, zs. z!l.).

SWITCHES

A

The famous Bulvin Toggle
~witches sonstitute the la.rgest
range in the industry (illus•
!rated).
List No. 5.8~
Polished Nickel Plated finish.
Max. 250 V. 3 A. Complete
with on-off Plate.
Note
Large Terminals. 1/9 each.
Bulvin for Switches.

BULBS
Tho Bulvin range of Pilot Bulbs covers M.E.S.
cap. and M.B.C. lamps tubular and round, in
A. Every replacement
voltages 2-14, 0.06 to
requirement is met. 9d. each; (Catalogue 162.
page 13.)
Fit your customers• torches and Aash lamps
with Bulgin Low-Consumption Bulbs, 2, 4 or
6 V., .06 A. Batteries last 3 to 5 times as long
(or vive 3 to 5 time> the burning hours), und
adequate light is obtained.

o.5

RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
Servicing and Modernising Radio Receivers
ia easy with this New Manual, with its 280
pictorial and theoretical diagrams, and clear,
concise, sectionalised text. Solves your prob ..
lems. Price 1/• post free.

SEND COUPON NOW
........................................................

I
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1 Please oend me the NEW 128 pp. Catalogue No.
1 162, -•howing full range of Bulgin Products, for
1 which 1 enclose 3d. stamps. 1 have not had thi•
~~~
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For every condenser require~
ment : silvered-mica, metal ..
cased. electrolytic, air-di ..
electric. The Bulgin Range
meets each and every requirement. but each model is
the best of its type. Prices
from 4~ d. each.

From 10 l'f.'F. to 4 I' F., the
Bulgin Ranrre of non-inductive paper-dielectric Condensers is complete. All are
suitable !or 400 V. peak
working. (Other lypes arc
listed for voltages up to
5,000.)

:

"I

.. ............................................... .,..

1

of A. F. Bulgin & Co., Ltd., Abbey Road,
Barking, Essex. T.el. RIPpleway 3474 (3. lines).

Randolll Radiations
At It Again
WHEN I was first called up f9r
service towards the end of
August the major horrors of the war
proved to be (a) that I had a small
portable battery set but could obtain
no HTB when the one in use ran
down, and (b) that, though a small
mains-operated communication receiver was available, there was no
mains supply of AC from which to
work it. Since then things have
looked up. A detachment of Royal
Engineers descended upon the hut
wherein I and my fellows Jive and
wired it for electric lighting. Then
some days later they erected a line
of poles and slung to these the cables
bearing the longed-for "juice." It
has been something more than a joy
to get into touch with the world again
through the short-wave stations.
Whenever I have a spell off dutyeven if it's one of only a few minutes
-over goes the switch and in comes
some interesting station. I find that
my companions are just as keen as I
am on hearing music and news (especially the latter) from far-away
stations. One thing they never want

to m1s.-s is the German news bulletin
in English, which gives us some of
the most mirthful moments of the
day.

Really Funny
If you don't already listen to these,
nmke a habit of doing so, for you'll
find them full of unintentional and
unconscious humour.
Long. ago,
when propaganda by 1·adio was almost
in its infancy, I wrote that the Germans defeated their own' objects in
this kind of broadcasting by an
astonishing misunderstanding of the
people to whom they were speaking
and whom they sought to convert to
their way of thinking. Overstatements and gross Inisstatements have
an effect that is precisely the opposite of that intended.

......

The Fly in the Ointment

JN

the very depths of the country
as I am now, far from any main
road, and farther still from electrical
machines, I did think that I should
be pretty free from interference. But
the coming of the supply mains,

By "Q IALLIST"
which has be~n so great· a boon m
one way, has also been a curse in •
another. So long as we had no electric light and relied upon such batteries as we could get, there were no
nasty noises. But, now that juice
from the mains is ours, several of my
companions have produced electric
razors from the recesses of their
valises. And as they go on duty at
all sorts of odd hours of the day and
night there seems alwa:y-s to be somebody shaving! At home my nearest
user of an electric shaver was some
distance away, and I thought him
nuisance enough.
But now I have
them in the very same hut where my
wireless set lives. Reader, lk1.ve you
ever heard the dreadful din that
issues from the loud speaker of a
short-wave set when one of these
horrid instruments is switched on? 1f
you have, you'll appreciate my oftexpressed view that it is a crime
for manufacturers to unload such
destroyers of the radio peace on the
country at large. If you haven't,
take the first opportunity of so doing,
and I am willing to wager that you
will agree with all that I say-and
feel-on the subject.

. .. ..

Not the Game

Recor~ charts taken by the National Broadcasting Company of America of the
recepbon of broadcast speeches by four ef the world's leading figures on the day the
war started and of Hitler's voice during his speech to the Reichstag.
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QNE of the queerest phenomena of
the war's early days was the
Great Dry Battery Famine. Radio
HTBs were affected because so
many jittery folk formed the quaint
idea that mains supplies of current
were to be cut off or tremendously
restricted. Why they leapt to this
quaint conclusion I don't know, but
leap they did. And they decided that
as they were to be deprived so
soon ( I ) of the use of their mains sets,
the only thing to do was (a) to buy
a battery set and (b) to lay in
enough HTBs to last for a year or
two. Of course, they didn't know
that HTBs of the dry kind aren't
lil{e canned foods: you can't just put
them on the shelf and find them as
good as ever the year after next. The
dry HTB peters out in time even if
you don't use it at all. R~sult: all
available dry IJTBs were bought up
by the hoarders, and the rest of us
couldn't get replacements when ours
ran out. But it wasn't only the
hoarders who caused the HTB
dearth.
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You see, everybody needed flashlamps and torches when the blackout regulations were enforced, and
the sales of these rocketed. Hoarding shmved its ugly head again: those
who already had torches and those
who bought them for the first time
tried to lay in all the refill batteries
that they could, and that led to one
very reprehensible piece of work on
the part of certain dealers who ought
to have known better. The little
'.'pencil" torches that take up m
small an amount of room in the
pocket or the vanity bag use refills
cousisting of b:l"o cells of the same
dimensions as those that go to make
up standard HTBs. Thousands of
such HTBs were broken up and
turned into torch refills, the cells
being sold at 2d. or even 3d. apiece.
A Gs. 120-volt HTB contains eighty
cells. Dispose of these at 2d. each,
and the 6s·. becomes .13s. 4d., which
allows a pretty handsome profit.
Some .. dealers pleaded that this was
j tistified by the cost of breaking"'up
t:he batteries. I've my own ideas on
that point! Anyhow, I'm jolly well
tertain that von can't make out much
of a case for collaring a whole pound
by tmning a 6s. battery into eighty
threepenny cells. It was this breaking np of the. HTBs to make highly
profitable torch and flashlamp refills
that made it so difficult for many
wireless users to 'obtain replacements
when they needed them.

Experience Teaches-or ·
Does It?
I'm sorry for those who bought
torch refills made up of HTB cells,
for I'm afraid that they wouldn't get
voy satisfactory results from them.
Though the two kinds of cells may
look exactly the same, they aren't;
or, at any rate, they shouldn't be.
The HTB cell is designed, particularly as regards its depolariscr, to
give a (easonably steady current and
to have a good service life under a
maximum load of some 10 mllliampe'res
On the other hand, the
torch battery is made to supply a
current of 250 milliamps or thereabouts for short periods, with long
intervals for recuperation in between.
Subject a small HTB cell to this kind
of \\'ork, and it doesn't last very long.
I expect that lots of folk have learnt
quite· a bit about dry- cells in the hard
school of expelience in the days since
peace was with us. Some, though,
still won't be convinced, and probably they'll waste a good deal more
money before they learn wisdom.
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Osram Z62

VORTEX ION

A New High-slope· RF Pentode
DESIGNED for use in ultra short
wave or television receivers, this
valve bas an indirectly heated cathode
rated at 0.45 amp., 6.3 volts. The
electrodes a.ce of
small dimensions
and the internal
wiring has been
kept short. As a
consequence it is
possiqle to obtain
appreciable
amplification up
to 69 Mcjs, and
at 40 Me fs the
input rc~istance
is appro~imately
4,ooo ohms.

15w. AC & 12-VOLT DC AMPLIFIER

Type CPlO

This smali Portable Amplifier, opera tin!! either from AC
mains or 12-volt batlerJI, was toted by "THE WIRELESS
WORLD," Oclober 1st, 1937, and has proved so popular
that at Customers' demand it remains unaltered except
that the output has been increased to 17,2 watts and the
battery cons~mplion lowerad to 6 amperes. Read what
"The Wireless World" said : -

The overall height
of the Osram Z62
i;; just under 3!

•.- D~oing testa on output. or 14.7 watts was obtained without nny
trnue of distortion so that the raUog of 15 watts is qnite just.iOetl.
The moo.sured rOip(}nae sh.ows an upper limit of 18,000 eta and a
lo\l'er of 30 c/':J. lt.s performance Is exceptionally good. Another
out8t.audlng fe-ature Is Ita except.ionnlly low bum level when .AO
Q{~rated even without all earth connection. 1n order to obtain
thl' ma:dmDIU nodlst.orted outtmt, an input to tbe microphone Jnck
of 0.0~17 \'oiL wa~:~ required. The two Independent volume controls
enable one t.o adjnst the gain of t.be amplifier for the !!RUle power
output from both sources a.a we.ll as ~npcrimpose one on the otber~
or fade out one r.nd hrlng the other up to full l"ohune. The St..'('f'IUllnry
of the output trunsConner la lt~t)ptll ror loudspeakers or line im·

inches.
Th.e mutual
conductance is
7·5 mAjvolt with
the maximum
anode volts of
300, screen at 150 volts and grid bias
at -2.ovolts.
· The valve is mounted on a 7-pin
Octal base and the price is 12s. 6d.

ped.ances of t, 7.5 ami 15 ohms.''
AC and 12-voll CRASSIS Wllb vefvos, olc. • .. .. •

£12 12 0

~!j"rall.~·~:.~~~.!'~~b ~~~~~·- ~~~·:. ~-":'~. P:~: £17 17 0
AC onfy CHASSIS wltb valves, e<o. • • . . • • . • . . . .

~!tinld~:.lli~~~:.:~~ ~~~-~~~or:.~. P.~:

£8 18 6
£14 0 0

Oa.uu Caxe tor eitber chassis 12 D ~xlra.

Many hundreds already in use for
A.R.P. & GOVERNMENT purposes

The Wireless Industry

F

the con,·cnience ot correspondents, the Automatic Coil
Winder and Electrical Equipment Co.,
Ltd., Winder Hous('. Douglas St.reel,
London. 5.\V.r, may now be addressed
as Acwecro, Ltd.
OR

·=t:·

.q:..

.. t"-

50w AMPLIFIER CHASSIS

~

Mr.]. C. Arrigoni, of Peto-Scott, Ltd.,
ha~ changt"tl his name by deed poll to
] . C. Harlantl.
\Vhitekv Electrical Hadio Co., Ltd ..
ask us to point out that the price of the
\V.B. Junior chassis loud speaker is
£r rss. yd. and not £r 12s. gd., as stated
in their atl\·ertisl'ment last month.
<P

~

<i>

A pl'ir or mo.Lcbell 6Lti"s wilb 10 per cent. negative ff.!et\rl,aek is fltt.M
in the output. stnge, nnd the separate IlT supplies to the auodc ond

<!>

C. F. King, 5.l· Green Lane, ~orth
wood, Middlc!:oex, has been appointed
sole representative in the U.K. for
Ducati condensers and allied products.
.,..

""'" 4>

<i>

\Yingrove and Rogers, Ltd., 12, Dartmouth Street, London, S. W. r, announce
that the following Polar products have
been discontinued : Micro horizontal
drive, V.P. horizontal drive and vertical
C.K. drive.
"'<>

~

<1:>

~

screen have hetter thnn •1 p~ cent. regulation. wbile a sepArate
rectifier provides bias.
·
The 6I~G'e are dl'iven by n 6F6 trlode connected through ll drh·er
transformer incorporntlug feedback. 'l'his is preeeded by a 6N7.
electronic mixing for pick-up and microphone. '.rhe additional
tiFa opernLiog as tlrs~ stage on microphone only is suitable for nn.r
microphone. A t.oue control is Otted, and the large eight.-scctlou
output transformer is available In three types :-2-8-15-30 ohms;
4,15-30,60 ohms or ll.i-60-1~~250 ohms. These- output Jine.'f can ha
mak:hed using all sections of wi!ldings nod will delil'ertbe full re.<~ponse
(40-1~,000 c/s) to the loudspeaker& with extremely low overall harmonic
distortion..
CHASSIS wlUl vnlvea ana plugn ••• ,. ..... ,. ..
Or complete in black leatberette cabinet with

£17 1 0 0

~=~IJ.ble:.~~..~-~·..":":~.~~~~~~d-~~? £22 10 0
Goodm:ws P.A. Speakers in stock.

<$>

When present stocks of the Mullard
.l\1aster Test Board are exhausted the
price will be increased, In the meantime deliveries will be made at the
original price.
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Reslo Horn::;

Reslo M.C. Microphones • 'i •

•••••••••••••••••••

Am.perite Ribbon Microphones from

• , ....... .

£11 11 0
£3 15 0
£5 50

All P.A. and A.R.P. Warning Gellr in sto\}k.
Write for mustrated Catalogue.

Vortex/on Ltd., 182, The Broadway,
'Phone: LlBerty 1:!814.

Wimbledon, S.W.19.

Test Report

Philips

Type

855X

AC SUPERHET. (5 VALVES + RECTIFIER) MECHANICAL PUSH..BUTTON
TUNING WITH AUTOMATIC WAVEBAND SWITCHING. PRICE £17
;\ LTHOUGH the short-wave cir- pass filter and on these bands is reof this receiver show sistance-capacity coupled to the fremany points of technical in- quency changer. On the shortterest, it is not primarily a " short- wave range the coupling is tuned.
The IF amplifier is straightforwave special." To describe it as
such would be to underrate the many ward, but an unconventional valve
other good qualities which combine arrangement has been adopted for
to make it the ideal "all-rounder." the detector and AF stages. Signa1
The design includes not only a new and AVC rectification is carried out
and ingenious push-button tuning · by diodes associated with the output
circuit with automatic wave-range valve., The rectified signal then
switching, but also a comprehensive passes to a pentode first AF amplisystem of negative feed-back and fier, which is contained in the same
tone control which in conjunction bulb as the cathode ray tuning indiwith band-pass tuning and variable cator, and finally through resistanceselectivity ensures the attainment Jf . capacity coupling to the pentode
the best possible quality of repro- output stage.
A centre-tapped third winding on
duction under all conditions.
Circuit.-The valve used in the the output transformer is the source
RF stage is the EF8, in which an of El\TF for the negative feed-back
extra giid is used to reduce the circuits. A section of the winding
screen current and ensure a noise-free applies feed-back voltages to. the--

f i cuits

Circuit diagram of the Philips Type
The RF stage is tuned on short
waves and resistance-coupled on me- ·
dium and long waves. Negative feedback is regulated by both the volume
and tone controls.

through a resistance-capacity network to a tapping point near the top
end. At this point, which corresponds to a setting which would be
used for weak stations, and 'where
quality is not so important, the feedback cancels out and the AF circuits
operate at full gain.
On more
powerful stations as the,volume control is reduced the degree of feedback is increased with a progressive
reduction in harmonic dist01tion.
The· tone control also makes use of
the negative· feed-back system. A
proportion of the high-frequency
oufP.ut is by-passed through a condenser from the anode of the output valve to a tuned circuit in the
cathode of the first AF amplifier.
The feed-back thus introduced ensures a sharper cut-off for the tone
control circuits, the upper frequency

INTt:RftiiDIA'n

PRCQU£NOY 473 k o/•

B'ssX.

- background. It is preceded on
medium and long waves by a band-

lower end of the volume control
potentiometer and in opposite phase

limit of which is controlled by the
tone control potentiometer.
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Perfortr)ance.-,--The quality ·")f

of tuning reaches the
reproduction provides ample proof high standard set by
of the soundness of the design in the the medium - wave
AF circuits. It is well balanced and range. There is verv
full bodied without any obvious little second-chanm)l
'' holes'' or resonances in the fre- interference even on
quency range; but more important 13 metres, ap.d on
still, it possesses the .clarity which this useful band the
can only be attained when harmonic sensitivity is quite <JS
distortion has been reduced to a very high as on the 16- and
low level. The tone conh·ol is one rg-metre bands. The
of the most effective we have so far signal-to-noise ratio is
good,
tested. Its range is small, and excel- exceptionally
lent quality is obtained with the and is determined
maximum top cut, yet the cut-off is
so sharp that the worst types of interference are adequately dealt with r---------------------a
when use is also. made of the vari- 1
able selectivity control. The loud II
WAVERANGES
'
speaker is fitted with a high-note
:'
1.3.8-.51
metres
:
:
Short
diffuser, which effectively disperses
:·
the sound and removes the impres- ! Medium ..
175-585 metres :r
sion of a '' point source.''
I
I
On long waves adjacent station : Long
.. 708-2,000 metres'!
I
I
separation is easy, and on medium
I
I
1--~--------------------------------------.!
waves when using maximum selectivilv less than one channel would
be lost on either side of a '' local '· solely by conditions external to the
station. The sensitivity is ample, set. With the aerial removed and
and the RF stage is undoubtedly the volume control at maximum
contributing useful amplification there is literally not a trace of valve
·hiss to be heard from the loud
even with aperiodic coupling.
On the short waves, with the RF speaker.
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I

I

I
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stage tuned, the performance as
regards signal strength and stability
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tuning control is sufficiently high ;o
remove the necessity for undue co~
centration. l.ocation of individual
stations is facilitated by an ingenious
zig-zag degree scale with serrations
which are approximately equal to
the width of a station channel.
Constructional Details.-T h c
tuning pointer consists of a cylindrical lens which projects a narro~v
line of light on the translucent scale .
I t is spring loaded to absorb the
minor shocks inseparable from a
mechanical. tuning system.
The spiral-vaned tunipg condensers have been modified to
give a straight line frequency
characteristic, and the mechanism
associated with the operating keys
permits three of tlie six station
ke:ys to be set up for medium or
long waves. Once the adjustment. has been made from
the front of the set, each key
selects the appropriate waveband
on being depressed. The changeover to mapual operation is
effected ,by operating one of the
separate waverange keys and engaging the manual drive by pushing in the tuning knob. A safety plug is incorporated
with the back panel of the -;et
and a separate switch for changing from radio to gramophone is
located near to the pick-up
sockets on the back of the chassis.
Makers.-Philips Lamps, Ltd.,
Century HQuse, Shaftesbury Avenue,
London, W .C.z.
·

l..l
MAINS

There is no band spread tuning
on short waves, but the ratio of the
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Short-vvave Stations of the World
Arranged in Order of Frequency and Wavelength
• Station
Moscow (U.S.S.R)
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R)
•.
Zeesen (Germany)
.•
Moscow (U.S.S.U.)
•.
Vatican City
..
..
Boston(U.S.A.) ..
••
British' Ovcrsea Service • •
Philadelphia (U.S.A.) ..
Motala (Sweden)
••
.•
Zeesen (Germany)
Bound Brook (U.S.A.) . •
Belgrade (Jugoslavia) . •
British Oversea Service . •
Wayno (U.S.A..) . .
.•
Sinkiang (Manchnkuo) . •
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
..
.•
Winnipeg (CanRda)
Wayno (U.S.A.) ..
..
Vatican City
..
..
Home (Italy)
..
..
Radio-Nations (Switzerland)
Barcelona (Spain)
••
Valladolid (Spain)
..
Bnrgos (Spain) . .
•.
Lisbon (Portugal)
..
Ra.dio-lllondial (France)
Moscow (U.S.S.R)
..
..
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
Budapest (Hungary)
•.
Radio-Nations (Switzerland)
Ankara (Turkey)..
..
Lahti (Finland)
..
Belgrade (Jugoslavia) . .
Melbourne (Australia) . •
British Ovcrsea Service . .
Moscow (U.S.S.U.).
••
Warsaw (Poland)
.•
Schenectatly (O.S.A..) ..
••
Calmitta (India) • •
Motala (Sweden)
.•
Vatica.n City
..
..
Schoncctady (U.S.A.) ..
Bombay (India) ..
••
Z!l<lsen (Germany)
..
Millis (U.S.A.) ..
••
British Oversea Service . .
Melbourne (A11Stralia) • .
Sydney (Australia)
..
Huizon (Holland)
..
Philadephia (U.S.A.)
••
••
..
Delhi (India)
Athlone (Ireland)
••
British Oversea Service . •
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
.•
Cape Town (!?. Africa) . •
Oslo (Norway) . .
•,
Zeosen (Germany)
..
Budapest (Hungary)
••
Rome (Italy)
•.
•.
Waync (U.S.A.) . .
..
Lisbon (Portuga.l)
.•
Vatican City
..
..
Buenos Aires (Argentine)
Home (Italy)
••
..
Zeesen (Germany)
..
Bound Brook (U.S.A.)
British Oversea Service . .
Bueno.a Aires (Argentine)
Lisbon (Portugal)
..
Rome (Italy~
..
..
Madrid (Spain) . .
•.
Buenos Aires (Argentine)
Lisbon (Portugal)
••
ltadio-Nations (Switzerland)
Warsaw (Poland)
..
Rome (Italy)
.•
.•
Motala (Sweden) . •
.•
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
.•
Radio-Mondial (France)
Winnipeg {Canada)
•.
Hnjzen Holland
.•

Call Sign
••
•.
..
..
..
..
.,
..
..
••
•.
..
..
•.
..
..
•.
..
..
..
•.
,.
..
••
•.
..
..
..
.,
•.
..
•.
..
•.
•.
•.
•.
••
••
..
•,
..
.,
..
•.
.•
.•
..
.•
..
..
..
..
•.
..
_.
..
•.
•.
•.
..
..
••
•.
•.
..
..
.,
•.
..
..
••
,•
••
..
••
•.
•.
••
..
..

RIA
U.NE
DJC
RW96
HV,J
WRUL

GSA

WCAB
SPO

D.JN

WNBI
YUA
GSL
WCBX
llfYCY
WPIT
C.JRO
WCBX
HV.J
L\C
HBQ
EAQl
}IET1
EAIBO

csws

TPB7,11
RWG
U.KI
HAT4
HBL
TAP
OFD
YUC
VK3ME
GSB
U.W96
SP31
WGEO
VUC2

SBU
HVJ
WGEA
DUB2

D-J A

WBOS
GSC
VLR
VK2.ME
PCJ
WCAB
VUD2
GU.Y
RAL
ZRL
LLG
PXB
HAD
12R03
WCBX
OS2WA
HVJ'
LRX
I2R09

DJX

WRCA
GRX
LRAI
CSW7
IRF
EAQ
LSX
CSW6
HBO
SPD
IQY
SBP
IRA
TPA4
CJn.X

PHI

Mc/s.

Metres

5.85
6.00
11.02
6.03
6.03
6.04
6.05
6.06
6.06
6.08
6.10
6.10
6.11
6.12
6.12
6.14
6.15
6.17
6.19
6.35
6.67
7.03
7.07
7.07
7.26
7.2S
7.36
7.51
9.12
9.34
9.46
9.50
9.50
9.51
9./H
9.52
9.52
9.53
9.53
9.53
9.55
9.55
9.55
9.56
9.57
9.58
9.5S
9.59
9.59
9.59
9.59
9.59
9.60
9.60
9.61
9.61
9.61
9.62
9.63
9.65
9.65
9.66
9.66
9.67
9.67
9.67
9.69
9.69
9.74.
9.83
9.86
10.35
11.04
U.-10
11.53
l1.67
11.70

51.24

11.71
11.72
11.72
U.73

liO.OO
49.83
49.75
49.75
·l9.67
49.59
49.50
49.46
49.35
49.18
49.18
49.10
49.02
49.02
48.86
48.78
48.62
413.47
47.21
4!.94
42.7
42.43
42.43
41.32
4U!l
40.76
39.89
32.88
32.1
31.70
31.58
31.56
31.55
31.55
31.51
31.49
31.4.8
31.48
31.46
31.41
:n.41
31.40
31.38
31.35
31.32
31.32
31.28
31.28
31.28
31.28
31.27
31.25
31.25
31.22
31.22
31.22
31.17
31.15
31.09
31.09
31.06
31.06
31.02
31.02
31.02
30.96
30.96
30.80
30.5)!
30.43
28.99
27.17
26.31
26.01
l!5.70
25.63
25.62
25.60
25.60
21;.58

kW

Call Sign

Station

Oslo (Non"ay) . .
Boston (U.S.A.} . .
4 io:
V>ttican City
.•
..
W arSIL\1' ( l:'oland)
..
British Overseo. Servi~e .•
Rome (Ital.l')
..
..
Zeesen ( G~rmany)
..
Boston (U.S.A.) . •
.•
Zeesen (Germany}
,.
Tokio [.Japan)
..
••
2ii
Rome (Italy)
..
.•
1
British Over.<;ea Service ..
10-50
Wayne (UJ·LA.) ...,
•. 1 0 <t;
Li<; bon (Portugal)
..
10
Zeesen {Germany)
.•
28
Budapest (Hungary)
..
Jlritish o,·ersea Service ..
10
:Madras (f r1dia]
..
25
Pittsburgh (U.S.A.)
••
50
Melbqurne (Amlil'nlia) ..
20
Radio-l\Iondial (France)
Chungkin)l (China)
..
0.25
:Moscow (lJ.S.S.R)
..
Warsaw (Pola.ud)
,.
10
Radio-Xa.tinus (Switzerland) •.
25
Home (ltal.v)
..
..
15
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
25
Home (II•ilJ')
.•
..
Zeesen (Germany)
5
..
20
Vatican City
..
.•
20
Wa1'8aw (Poland)
..
I
U.adio-1\Iondial (ll'ra.n~e}
British 01•et·aea Service ••
5
.,
1\fotalu. (Sweden) . •
10-50 Tokio (Japait) . .
.•
Oslo (Not-way) . •
••
lOO
l\Ioscow (U.S.S.R.)
..
5
British Ovet'Sea Service .•
lOO
Lahti (l<'inl'Lnd)
••
10
12
Zccsen (Germany)
••
25
Ankara (Turk<ly)
••
20-!!5 Pittsburgh (U.S.A.}
.•
Lisbon (Portugal)
••
10
Hoizen (Holland)
••
5-40
10
Podebrady (Bohemia) .•
Rome (Italy)
.•
.•
10-50
Radio-!l[ondia.l (France)
2
British
Ovcrsea.
Service
.•
20
Wayne (U.S.A.)
.•
60
Philadelphia (O.S.A..) ..
10
Schenectady (U.S.A-.) . •
i> ~
10
Zeesen (Germany)
.•
.•
..
10-50 Delhi (India)
Buenos Aires (Argentine)
20
Rome (Italy)
••
.•
5
Bril;ish Oversea Service ••
5
5-4.0 Schenectady (U.S.A.) .•
Zeesen (Germany)
.•
2<j-100 Budapest (Hungary)
.•
llfoscow
(U.S.S.R.)
.•
10
osro (Norway) • •
••
2
Zeesen (Get•many)
..
25
Hnizen (Holland)
••
7
25
Bound Brook (U.S.A.> .•
..
5-40 '.rokio (Japan) . •
British Oversea Service .•
35
British Oversea Service ••
10-50
Rome (Italy)
••
••
7
Wayne (U.S.A.)
••
10
Athlone (Ireland)
••
30
Ra.dio-Mondial (France)
10
1!l
Radio-NatiollS (Switzerland) ••
Zeesen {Germany)
.•
10
20
British Oversea Service .•
2
Sahencctady (U.S.A.) ••
Rome (Italy)
..
..
12
Phila.delphia (U.S.A.) ••
15
British Ovcrsea Service .•
12
Pittsburgh {U.S.A.)
••
Rritish Ovel'Sllllo Service ••
Wayne (U.S.A.
..

15
20
5-40
100
25
20
10-50
10
12
5-40

:t:,

• LKQ
WRUL
HVJ
SP25
GSD
I2R015
DJD
WRUL
DJO

JZJ

I2R04

GSN
WCBX
CSW5
DJP
HAD

GSE

VUM2
WPIT
VLR3
TPA.ll/12
XGOY
U.NE
SPW
HPJ
IQA
RKI
I2R012

DJL

HVJ
SPHJ
TPB6

GSF
SPT
JZK

LKV
U.W96
GSO
OFD

DJB
'.rAQ
WPIT
CSW4
POJ2
OLR5A
I2R014
TPA2
GSI
WCBX
WCAB
WGEA

DJQ

VUD4
LRU
I2R06

GSP
WGEA
])JR
HAS3
RAL
LKW

DJE
PHI

WNBI
JZL
GSG

GSV

12R08
WCBX

TPB3
HBH
DJS
GSH
WGEA
I2R016
WCAB
GSJ
WPIT
GST
WCBX

Mc/s.
11.73
ll.73
ll.74
11.74
ll.75
11.76
11.77
U.79
U.80
11.80
11.81
II.82
11.83
11.84 .
11.85
11.85
11.86
11.87
11.87
11.88
11.88
11.90
12.00
13.63
14.54
14.79
15.04
15.10
15.11
15.12
15.12
15.13
15.14
15.15
15.16
15.17
15.18
15.18
15.19
15.20
15.20
15.21
15.21
15.22
15.23
15.23
15.24
15.26
15.27
15.27
15.27
15.28
15.29
15.29
).5.30
15.31
15.33
15.34
15.37
15.15
17.75
17.76
17.77
17.78
17.78
17.79
17.81
17.82
17.83
17.84
17.85
18.48
21.45
21.47
20.50
21.52
21.52
21.53
21.53
21.55
21.57 .

Metres

kW

25.56
25.56
25.55
25.55
25.53
25.51
25.4.9
25.45
25.42
25.42
25.40
25.38
25.36
25.34
25.31
25.31
25.29
25.28
25.26
25.25
25.24
25.21
25.00
22.00
20.64
20,28
19.95
19.87
19.85
19.84
19.84
19.83
19.82
19.80
19.79
19.78
19.76
19.76
19.75
19.74
19.74
19.72
19.72
19.71
19.70
19.70
19.68
19.66
19.65
19.65
19.65
19.63
19.62
19.62
19.61
19.60
19.57
19.56
19.52
19.,35
16.90
16.89
16.88
16.87
16.87
16.86
16.84
16.84
16.83
16.82
16.81
16.23
13.99
13.97
13.95
13.94
13.94
13.93
13.93
13.92
13.91

5
20
25
5
10-50
5-40
20
5-40
50
100
10-50
10
10
5-40
10-50
10
24
2
12
35
20
10
20

25
5-40
25
5
25
10-50
12
50
5
100
10-50
1
5-4.0
20
IS
10
60
15-30
12
10-50
10
10
20-25
5-40
10
7
50
10-50
20-25
5-40
5
15
5
5-40
20
35
50
10-50
10-50
50
10

25
20
5-40
10-50
20-25
10
10-50
6
1{)-50
10
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Recent Inventions·
Brief descriptions of the more interesting radio devices and developments disclosed in Patent
Specifications will be included in these columns.

VARIABLE SELECTIVITY ClllCUITS

W

HEN prC'.>s-button or other methods
of automatic selE:Ction are used,
without the further refinement of ATC,
it is necessary to keep· the IF circuits
flatly tuned in order to prevent distortion, though, of course, a higher degree
of selectivity is desirable when the set is
to be tuneJ by hand.
The object of the invention is 1;o meet
both these requirements by automatically
vatying the circuit selectivity according
to whether the listener uses ptlsh-button
or manual control. For this purpose an
auxiliary coil is automatically instrted in
sHies with the secondary wiudjug of the
IF trausformt'r, whenever a pnsh-bllttnn
selector is operated. This, of collrse,
iigbtenE the coupling, and so reduces the
st-leclivit.y of the set below the level
which it nonnnlly possesses when tuned
by hand, with the loading coil out of
circuit.
E. J{. Cple, Ltd., and H. A. B1·ooka.
Apj;/i(;ation du/e, February I2llz, 1938.
No. 510897·
0

0

0

0

TELEVIUON IMP:ROVEMENTS

TN the ordinary television receiver the

.l picture produced by the impact of the
stream of electrons on the fluorescent
screen o[ the cathode-ray tube is
momentary, and, apart from natural
., 'afterglow,'' disappears a"s soon as the
scanning stream has passed. By contrast it wc.uld be an advantage, patJ;iculady as a method of preventing flicker,
i [ the picture could be made to perust
until just before the same line is
scanned in the next frame.
The Figure shows a cathode-ray tube
(.!..signed to secure thls effect. The
F

that those parts of the screen F that
emit fluorescent light under the action
of the primary scanning beam are kept
"active," because they emit more
secondary electrons than they receive
from the cathode C; whilst those parts
that were originally dark remain so, because their potential is such that any
secondary emission .is less than the electrons received. The picture is thus
kept alive until it is deliberately extinguished by a second concentrated
stream of electrons.
F'. Ring. Convention d(lle (Germany),
October 26th, rg36. No. 5069II.
0

0

0

ortliuary scann.iug stream is projected
from the gnu K of the tube in the usual
way, and pa~scs through a positi\•ely
charged grid G to reach the fluorescent
screen F. An auxiliary cathode C, in
the form of a loop, is arranged to
" spray " the screen F with a diffused
stream of electrons, after they have been
accelerated by the grid G. The result is

DECEMBER, I939

0

0

0

LECHER·WI~E

0

COUPLINGS

shows· a Lecher-wire coupT HElingFigure hehveen
the output circuit
~ay

L of an ultra-short-wave valve and the

0

PUEVENTING ATMOSPHEIUC
DISCHARGES

presence
T HEcharged
cloud

o[ an electrically
is liable to set up
voltuges in a receiving aerial, particularly when the lattt'r is of the vertical
or poirited type. The resultant currents
tend to flow intermittt>ntly at a frequency
which increases with th" potential difference bei-ween the cloud and earth, and so
give rise to a disturbing note or whistle
of rising pitch. This kind of atmospheric interference is to be distinguished from the ord_inary type .
According to the in\'enlion, the type
of disturbance. in question is prevented
by fitting the top of the aerial with a
condenser, one plate of which is formed
by the aerial wire, whilst the other plate
consists of a plane or curved m~Jtal sheet
which is separated from the aerial by
insulating ·material. Alternatively, the
top of the aerial may be fitted with an
inverted metal cup. This cup should, of
course, be irnulated from the aerial wire.
G. de Mange. Applic~tion date September rst, I938. No. 509729.
0

0

NEGATIVE

0

0

FEEDBACK

coupling circuit for applyT HEing ideal
negative feedback should possess

CR tube with auxiliary cathode.

higher .hequencies are suitably attenuated, without iniToducing undesirab:e
phas{ shirt at other pal'ts o! the frequency range.
Teleftmktn Gesellsclzaft {1ir rlrahtlosc
Telegrapliir: m.b.h.
Co11vention date
(Germrmy) Feb·ruary 2nd, I931· No.
510535·

an attenuation characteristic which increases with frequency, though the variation of phase angle with frequency
should remain substantially constant;
otherwise there is a risk of the neg;;~.ti_ve
feedback degenerating into positive feedback at certain frequencies, so creating
conditions of instability.
To prevent this, the coupling circuit
is made of elements whose resistance,
owing to the so-called skin effect, increases to a marked degree with increase
of frequency. A resistance made of magnetic material is one w;1y of accomplishing this. Chokes and transformers made
with a solid-iron core. or with a core
built up of comparatively thick laminre,
which develop increasing losses at increasing frequencies,
form another
method. By combining such components
with elements possessing constant resistance, it is possible to ensure that the

Preserving constant LC ratio with
variable Lecher-wire couplings.
feed line Lr of a transmitting or receiving aerial. When such a coupling is to
be varied, e.g., for the purpose of impedance matching, it is usual to alter the
relative position of the two Lecher-lines,
but this, in turn, alters the relative proportion of ind11ctance and capacity in the
coupling, and so introduces undesirable
phase changes in the currents concemed.
According to the invention, these
difficulties are avoided by arranging the
two "lines" at right-angles to each
other, and fitting the feed line LI with
a pivoted end-section, which is swivelled
about an axis XX so that the endmembers LA, LB can be moved relativelv
to the stationary-wave. system which
exists along the line L.
This controls
the amount of energy transferred, ·whilst
keeping the capacity coefficient of coupling betw.-en the two circuits constant.
Prefembly the section of the line L over
which tbe jointed members sweep is made
circular instead of straight, so a;; to
keep the effe.ctive length of the coupling
links LA, LB constant in all positions.
Telefu.nken Gcsellsclza.ft fiir d1·alztl.ose
Telegraphic m.b.h.
Co11vention date
(Gcnmmy), February 10th, 1938. No.
508297·
0

0

0

0

SELECTIVITY CONTROL

filters having an effective
BAND-PASS
width which is regulated by varying
the degree of coupling are subject to the
defect that, owing to the dip in
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Recent Inventionsthe double-peaked resonance curve, the
lower modulation frequencies of the received signal fall off with resp!lct to the
higher frequencies. This may, of course,
be offset by increasing the damping of
the circuits, but it must be done without
altering the frequency, since otherwise
a fresh tuning adjustm-ent becomes necessary each time the band width is altered.
The Figute illustrates a simple and inexp(<nsive method of securing the desired
result, by moving an inductance coil
over a core which is made partly of iron
(which has a high specific resistance) and
partly of low-resistance copper.
As
shown in the Figure, tbe coils L, Lr form
part of the filter circuit, the coil Lr sliding over the composite core marked Fe
and Cu. When the coil Lr is tightly
coupled- to the ·coil L, the flux passes
through the iron P,art of the core, and
B

~
Ll

Method of tone compensation in bandpass circuits.
the resulting high loss provides the required damping. In the loosely coupled
position, the coil Lr is situated over the
copper part of the core, and the losses
are small. They may be further reduced
by an-anging an auxiliary copper ring K
inside the screening box B, as shown.
N. V. Philips Gloeilampenfabrieken.
Convention date (Gernumy), June 7th,
I937· No. 5I0919.
0

0

0

0

PUSH.BUTTON TUNING
ELATES to tuning arrangements of
the kind in which each button is
automatically .locked as it is depressed,
and remains in that position until
another button is operated. It is usual
in such an-angements to sec tl1at the circuits are first set to the proper waveband
for the station selected. The main
obj~t of this invention is to eliminate
the necessitv o£ carrving out this extra
operation. ·
·
Acco1ding to the invention, the switch
which controls the tuning motor is so
interlocked with the waveband switch
that the latter is automatically moved to
the appropriate position "·hatever its
initial setting may be. A special button,
interlocked with the others is provided
to operate tbe motor when required for
gramophone
repmduction.
Another
button is arranged to disconnect the
motor when it is desired to tune the
s~t by hand.,
Radio Gramophone Development Co.,
Ltd., and W. R. Parkinson. Application
date, Februai"'Y nth, J938. No. 5I0895·

R

0

0

0

0

AEQIAL·l\IATCHING PQOBI.El\IS
Figure shows a tTansmitter and
THEreceiver,
both working on a common
aerial and on frequencies which lie close
together.· Usttally it is desirable that
the feed liue (which is usually of low impedance) should be matched to the transmitter (or receiver) at one end, and
to the aerial at the other end. But when
both transmitter and receiver are coupled
to the same aerial, the feeders are in
parallel, and the problem of matching
each to the aerial presents some difficulty,
particularly ·when the two operating
wavelengths lie close together.
According to the invention the aerial
A is coupled to the receiver R through a
matching transformer S and a coaxial
cable K, the inner lead of which is tapped
to a double-tuned circuit C which has a
low impedance for the incoming signals
but. a high impedance for the transmitter
frequency. The coupling from the aerial to

VOI.Ui\IE COMPQESSION IN CAQ
nADIO
AR receivers are usually operated at
a high level of output so as to prevent the weaker sounds from falling
below the prevailing level of noise. This,
however, tends to overload the set at
peak periods, and so causes distortion.
According to the invention, volume compression is applied to the low-frequency
part of the set, whereby the weaker
sounds are automatically strengthened,
whilst those tending to overload the
amplifiers are automatically cut down.
Preferably the reduction in gain is only
applied to signals which exceed a predetermined amplitude, leaving the bulk
of the reproduction unaffected. The required method of gain control is ensured
by using a back coupling which includes
a lamp filament, or some other form of
non-linear impedance.
Pye: Ltd .• and M, V. Callendar. Applic~tion dates Febrttary 2nd and June
22nd, 1938. No. 510301,

Coupling receiver and transmitter to a common aerial.

C
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The British abstracts publlshe,d Jtere
are prepared with the permission
of the Controller of H.M. Stationery
Office, from specifications obtainable
at the Patent Office, 25, Southampton
Buildin~s, London, W.C.2, price 1/"
each,
·

1

1

ELECT!lON

OPTICS

"gttn" of a cathode-ray t-ube is
THEmounted
approximately · at the
centre instead of at the end of the tube,
the stream being directed initially towards a negatively biased electrode
located at the end of tbe tube opposite
to the :fluorescent screen.
As it leaves
the gun, the stream is subject to a posi-'
tive electric field, but as it progresses towards the negatively charged electrode,
itreaches the equipolential surface which
separates that field from the one due to
the negatively charged electrode.
The equipotential surface acts as a
mirror, and reflects the stream back to-wards the far end of the tube', where it
presently comes under the influence of a
third electrode which carries a positive
bias of 2o,ooo volts.
This focuses the
stream 01r to a clear-cut spot on the
fluorescent scieen.
The arrangement allows the normal
length of the CR tube to be reduced, and
at the same time minimises spherical
aberration.
0. J(lempe1'~r and F. H. Nicoll •. A~
plication date, December 4th, I937· No.
5I0699·
0

0

0

0

i\IUJ.TJ.GRJD VAI.VES
comprising. at least two grids,
I Nthea valve
spacing of the electrode system
as a whole, ana the biasing voltages
applied to them, are so chosen that a
virtual cathode is produced between the
second grid and the anode, and the
,anoJe current is made to decrease as the
voltage applied to the first g1id becomes
more positive. Suc.h a valve has certain
useful applications.
For instance it can be used in a resistance-coupled push-pull circuit fe"d
from a single-ended " driver"· circuit,
an arrangement which is not feasible
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the transfmmer T is similarly arranged,
except that it in~ludes a double-tuned
circttit CI, which presents a high irhpedance to the received signals, but a low
impedance to the transmitter frequency.
This an-angement prevents any undesirable interaction between the two working
frequencies.
The General Electt·ic Co., Ltd.; N. R.
Bligh; ]. B. L. Foot; and R. F. Proctor. Application date, March 25th, 1938.
No. 5II079·

l
I

I

I

L-----------1

with th'e standard type of valve. It can
also be used as an oscillator valve with
direct coupling between the anode and
grid, since tbe anode and grid voltages
are in phase with each other. If the
positive grid is used as the output electrade, the valve operates with high
mutual conductance.
Marconi's Wireless Telegmph Co ••
Ltd., (assignees 'of B. f. Thompson).
Convention date (U.S.A.) "January 29th,
1937. No. 510265.
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an 1//i !Jiill/e.
you could r~produco, with a suitable loudspeaker, low
frequency notes down to 40 c.p.s.
A baffle of such
dimeu!Oiions however. is impracticable for domestic use.
A praclic<J.l solution is GOODMANS "Infinite Baffle"
Loudspeaker, n l'.C'ientific combination of wlit and cabinet
measuring onl~· 18 ins. cube. Due to accurately predetermined air stiffness, not only is all radiation from the
rear of the diaplm1grn absorbed, but correct loading is
ma.int.nincd at low fre-quencies~ The interior of Uti~
CJlbinet is •pecinJI~· treated to <>liminate reOcction and
1

•

formation of stunding: waves at the higher frequencies.
(I) TRUE REPRODUCTION DOWN
TO 40 C.P.S.

F=======l

(2) COMPLETE FREEDOM FROM
FREQUENCY DOUBLING.
(3) EXCEPTIONAL TRANSIENT &
HIGH NOTE RESPONSE.
SPECIFICATION:
Ust/1tl fre<;Hett.ry raugt 30 c.p.s. to 12~000 c,f'.s.
Potl'tr Rating Capacity: 15 u•a!ls A.C. ·Peak.
Spetcll Coil impe,tmre, ~-5 ohms.
Weight: 42 lbs.
·
Supptieljiiled in plain lowisp,•akcrcase 18" x t8" X IB",jlnisliedJ .
£10
grey

(4) ABSENCE OF SPURIOUS
RESONANCES.

GOOD
mAns
Infinite Baffle

••• ~E:rcl;;ding Tram/~rmer,

Hi~h

LOUDSPEAKER

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES, LTD., Lancelot Rd., Wembley, Middx. 'Phone: WEMbley 4001 C511nr•l

grade cabinets also available in various finishes.

POST THIS COUPON for details of the new" Infinite BaRic"
Loudspeaker and for a copy of Goodmans 20-pagc technical booklet
"The Attainment of an Ideal." Please enclose lid. stamp.
W.W.1239.

Attach this to your card or

lett~rheading.

!ln.tetn.a.tion.a:/

'BAND SPBBAD
RADIO'
A new tuning method has been incorporated whereby you get on a simple
scale effective tuning over a range, which.
had it been spread out on one continuous
band, would have required a scale .44 feet
long.

Cabitzct fimshed in sapele mahoga11y, to• movitlf[-coil speaker, 6 wacts
output valvt, five t•alves ( i11cluding rectifier).
Dimensio11s: zs"u3!'x ut•
'Price
2 gns.

161

You select your station-.:and it is there with the
same accuracy as a close-by transmitter. Its ability
to bring in short·wave stations by swinging from
band to hand on a press-button is as intriguing as it
is effective and the standar4 of fidelity based on the
development of selective inverse feed-back satisfies
the most critical listener. Wa"elcngths: 13·7-14·2.
16·5-17'1, 19·4-..20·1, 24·8-25·8, 30·6-31·9, 48-50.
180-560, 850-2,000 metres.

PYE LTD., RADIO WORKS, CAMBRIDGE

I6
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CLASSIFIED AD
. is 12THEwords
CHARGE for advertis8JIIents in these columns
or less 3/-, 3d. for every additional word.
Each paragraph is charged separately.
ADVERTISEMENTS, with remittance, should
' reach Dorset House, Stamford Street, S.E.1, no!
later than first POSt Friday, December 8th, for the
January 1940 iSSile, or one day earlier at the Branch
Oft!cell, 8-10, C<?rporation Stree1. Co!entry ; Guildhall
Buildings, NaVlg&tion Street, .tnnnmgbam, 2 ; 260,
Deansgate, Manchester, 3 ; 26•. Renfield Street,
Glasgow, C.2.
SERms DISCOUNTS are allowed to trade advertisers on orders for consecutive insertions provided a
contract is placed in advance, and in the absence of
fresh instructions the entire copy is repeated from the
previous issue. 3 insertions, 5 per cent.; 6 inll., 10
per cent. ; 12 ins., 15 per cent.
Advertisements received too .late tor one issue, or
crowded out, are published in the first following in
which there is space. The Proprietors retain the
right to refuse or withdraw advertisements at their
discretion.
The Proprietors are not respoosible for clerical
or printers' errors, although eveey care is taken to
avoid mistakes.
BOX NO. ADVERTISERS should include the
words "Box 000 c/o 'The Wireless World'" which I
must be paid for. An additional 6d. is charged
I
for registration and cost of forwll!ding replies.
L'-;;-;;;;--;;;-;;-;;;;;;;;__...;;====;;..;;.;.;;,;;;=;;;;===;;;;;;;;J

I

Letters addressed to Box Nos. are simply forwarded
to the advertiser. No responsibility is accepted in
connection with these advertisements.
DEPOSIT SYSTEM. Readers may deal with
advertisers in safety through our Deposit System.
Purchase money payable to llifie & Sons Ltd. should
be dePOsited with " The Wireless World," when both
parties are advised of its receipt.
The time allowed for decision is three days, counting
from receipt of goods, after which period, if buyer
decides not to retain goods, they mnst be returned to
sender. It a sale is eflected, buyer instructs us to
remit amount to seller, bnt if not, seller instructs us to
return amount to depositor. Carriage is paid by the
buyer, bnt in the event of no sale, and subject to there
being no diflerent arrangement between buyer and
seller, each pays carriage one way. The seller take
the risk of loss or damage in transit, for which we
take no responsibility. For transactions up to £10
a deposit fee of 1!- is charged ; over ll10 and under
ll50, 2!6 ; over ll50 and under £75, 5/· ; over
ll75 and under lllOO, 7/8 ; over £100' one-half per
cent. All correspondence must be senl to Dorset
Boose, Stamford Street, London, S.E.1.
Cheques sent in payment for deposits or advertisements should be made payable to llifle & Sons Ltd.
and crossed. Postal orders and notes are legal tender
and cannot be traced if lost in transit. They must therelore he regarded as being despat~hed at sender's risk.
Alternatively, they may be sent per ~d post.

ARMSTRONGI
WE ARE VERY· HAPPY
because we can still supply our chassis at pre·war prices:.
In fairness to our" Wireless World'' friends, however, we
must point out that in the near future a slight im:rease
will be inevitable owing to the rise in cost of essential
materials. BUT-in :accordance with our Fair Trading
Policy only the bare increased expenditure we incur
will be added.
.
We apologise for the delay in delivery of some models,
particularly AWI25 PP, but we feel sure you will appreciate
the many difficulties the war has created.
Everything
possible· is being done to give you the prompt service
it has always been our pleasure to provide.
When sending your order it will help us greatly if you
would allow as much time as possible for delivery.
.
Send for our illustrated Art Catalogue which fully describes
our full range, induding the following :

MODEL SS10 -10-V SUPERHET-STRAIGHT
ALL-WAVE HIGH-FIDELITY R-G CHASSIS
incorporating Two Independent Circuits, Superhetero--1,;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====;;;;=====;;;;==;;;;;;;.......;=~
dyne and Straight, having R.F. Pre-amplifler and R.C.
~c:.:::::.~ Push-Pull Triode Output capable or handling

NEW RECEIVERS AND
AMPLIFIERS

PUBLIC ADDRESS
· pARTRIDGE P.A. Manna!," etandard handbook
on electro-acoustics, amplifiers, and audi9 cir~
cuits; price 2/6 (free to trade).

A.
A.

..

.. PA!JJ!:~Gc~n~~~u~~~l c~~~u~: ~~;lb~ ~~'Z.
output, battery, A.C.·D.G., etc.; price 2/- (no free
cop1ee).
AR~'RlDGE, N., B.Sc., A.l\l.I.E.E., King's BiuldP ings, Dean Stanley St., London, S.W.1. [0630

"CHALLENGER RADIO CORPORATION." the
best firm !or relia.ble. lully guaTanteed ultra
abort-wave radio, have on vie\v in London without
exception the finest receivers ever madej for instaw.:c,
a 5-valve T.R.l Midget (2 bands) at 75/-j a mains/
battery transportable {operatia~ w1thout alteration Lo
A.C., D.O. or batteries), at £8, a 13~vnlve receiver
11

V

•

VORTEXION ]!.A. Equipment.

5 bands, 5-2,100 metres, is only £16; any America.I~
valve for receivers 1925-40 !or 5{6 each, only firsts

J~H'l'ATED,

such .as Rathcon Ken-rad, etc., supplied; they bare a
range like this right up to an 18-valve Challenger
'J'vrin Chassis De Luxe, valves and 12in. public
address speaker (weight 23lb.) at £29/10; why not
call and handle these receiverS at }·our leisure
No
obligation to purchase; or handsome, profusely Hlns.
1
!!j!e~s~a~aflof~~ ~~~fv~: :1~ ~e~ft~b~~ ll Sd. stamp;

0

HALLENGER
RADIO
CORPORATION,
31,
C
Craven 'l'errace, London W.2. Paddington 6492.
Nearest point Marble Arch down Bayswater Rd., turn
5th right.
[8731
1

.McCARTHY PP9AW 9-valve Cbas•i•. 4wb., 15
watts outvut; £8/19/6.-Superadlo, Dantzic St.,
Manchester.
[8753

A.·c·c~i.~~:~~~~r~~o"~I~ta): 6 · I)~;d~ijreco~~t!ig~f~~
receivers and amateur radio needs; part exchanges,
easy payment-s.
[8738

RECEIVERS AND AMPLIFIERS
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

B

12

MODEL AWJB-8-V ALL-WAVE SUPERHET
This radiogram chassis has R.C. Coupled Push·Pull Output capable or handling 6 watts.
This being our Quality Year we have carefully studied
the de$ign oF our more economically priced models
and it's now possible for those requiring
quality with economy to satisfy their desire.
gns.

Matched Push-Pull Speaker for above 1 gn.
MODEL AW125PP-12-V 5-BANDALL-WAVE
R-G CHASSIS (12-550 continuous, 1000-2000 m)

with R.F. Pre-Amplifier, 2 I.F. stages with Variable Selectivity. Manual R.F. gain control and 10 watts R.C. coupled
Triode P.P. Output.
H.M.V.
Readers need no introduction to this most popular
model, so favourably reviewed by The Wireless
.li!.V. 1936. S·valve Mains Set, harilly usod. per· World on Jan. 5th last. .................... ... ... ....
gnt.
feet condJtton.-Offers to 154, 'J'he High, B. W.l6.
Streatham 2792.
[8160 7 DAYS' APPROVAL-12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE

USED SETS FOR SALE

17

H

ARMSTRONG MANUFACTURING CO.

MISCELLANEOUS
RAJ)IO, 46, ~idmoro Rd., Bromley, oHer
A .C.S.
bargams m recondltJOned Scotts McMurdo Silver

Chalhm~er,

and Communication recfivers.

[8739

speaker and c. bles, weight 22lb.; J 2 gus.
.C.-20 15-20-watt Amplifier, 38-18.000 cycles, independent mike and gram., inputs and controls.
0.037 volts required to full load, output for 4, 7.5.
and 15 ohms speakers. or to specification, inaudible
hum level, ready fot use; Slh gns, complete.
.P. 20 12-vult Battery and A.C. Mains Model as
used by R.A.F., output as abovej 12 gns. •

A

The circuit or the SSlO is unique. When used as a
S~RAIGHT receiver two HF stages are in operation
W1th A. V.C. Diode Detector is used for distortionles.s
detection together with Triode Push-Pull output. A
turn of only one knob is necessary to switch from "Super•
het" to *'Straight." The Gramophone Amplifier has
been specially studied and record:; can be
reproduced with excellent quality..................
gns.

8

ANKRUPT Bargain!:.-Brand new 1938-9 models,
maker!;' .senlc.d cartons, with guarantees, at lees
40 ~ below listed ])rice>!; also portables and midget
radto; send IJ}Jd. &tamp for lists.-Radio Bargains,
Dept. .el-. \V., 261-3, Uchfield Rd., Aston, Birmingham.
[8733

but unequalied

WE Iniite You to n Demonstration.
Dance Band Amp1111er, 10 watts output,
A .C.-D.C.
complete jn case, with moving coil microphone.

WARLTERS

(.d~•~-1
'V"""'

ROAD,

ng

H

IJ

norroy

HOLLOWAY,
Arcade.)

LONDON,

'Pitonc: NORth

3213.

N.7

;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,;;iiiiiiii;;;;;!iiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;.iiiiiii

C
in portable case, with Collard motor, Piezo
A .C.-20,
pick-up, etc., £ 1<1; tl.P.20 ditto, £17/17.
5 o-'~:trn~~~r~~t ~~~f"b.~~~-~~p~<i.'t!t~e~r;'~~~~ol;:
anode screen o..ml bias, with better than 4% regulatiol;l

level reeponse, 20-25.000 cycles, excellent driver, driver
and output. tra_n~former matching . 2-30
oluns Impedance electromc nnxmg for mike and pick..
ii,i~~ tone control, complete with valve and plugs;

transf~rmer.

'l)7

COlll!"LETE in Cose, with turntable. B.T.H. Piezo
fQ~k-up and shielded microphone transformer;

£.

221

8 0 ·~~p,\'et!:odel, with negative feed back;
12 o-wc~J:~rJ!~del, with negative feed back;
250 m.a. Fnll Ware Speaker
250 -VOL'l.'
supply unit; 25/-, with

£25,
£40,

v~tlve.

field

ALL P.A. Accessories in Stock; trade supplied.
SEE Our Di•play Advertisement on Page 75.
V

OR'l.'EXION1 Ltd., 1B2,. The Broadway, Wimbledon,
Phone: J,Jb. 2814.
[8241
S. W.l9.

MPLIFIERS, speakers, microphones, turntables and
converte~ for hire and repairs department.s.Easco, 18, Bnxton Rd., S.W.9. 'Phone: Rei. 1693. .
[0643
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Symp~l

Simplified Buying

V
vo~~~E~J;(r Supply G.P.O., B.B.C., L.P.T.B.

1

L·R·S'
(1$.W)

pr1~e-.

t

EASY TERMS
'n bad times, we need good things !
In these bad times we particularly need good
radio-distance getting sets on all yvave·bands with rea/ Quality. We have always
emphasized quality-it's so much cheaper
in the long run.

ARMSTRONG CHASSIS
have 2.n enviable reputation. You can•t go
wrong with one of these. Take Model SSIO
for example at 11 Gns. Really good workmanship. reliable components, exceptional
reproduction and 12 months' guarantee.
(See their Advertisement page /6).
All orders ore executed in rotation so SEND
TO-DAY for illustrated literature of all models

4 ')t:...J 5 ·0-425
150 m.>., 4v. 8-Ioa., 4v. 2.5o., 4v. la.,
4V'. la.. 32}-.
3 5 o-o-m. ; ~~th'·~;;tr~· 'q~"-sa~"· 2~r·· 4 v. 1 ' 23''
3 5 o·0-350 75 m.a., 4v. 2-4a., 4v. 1·2a.; 18/-.
1

2 5 o·0-250

GO m. a., 4v. 2-'!a., 4v. 1-2a.; 15/-.

UTO i'ransrormers. 100-120 Lo 200-240v., 80 watts,
ll/-; 120 wnt.ts, 14/6; 200 watt>, 21/·; 250
watt's, 25/·: 300 watts, 28/-: 500 watts, 47/6.
Q.A. Output 'l'rans!ormer; 21/·.

A
W.W.

l\J!CROPHONE Trans!ormero, in hoRTJ' ma:;nelic
JJl . ~hielding; 12/6.
CHOKES.-301!., 60 m.a.. 7/G; 7·13h., 120 m.a.,
12/6: 30h., 150 m.a.,·l-5/·; 2Sh., 150 m.n., 21/-.
TRANSFORMERS and Chokes to Au)· Specification.
Chnrgor, 6 and 12\"., lV!: Lo 2 amperes;
C ARoOBattery
1- complete.

of our convenient terms.

TOU1'EXIO:S, Ur!., 182. 'l'he Bronclway, Wimbledon.
· London. S.W.19. 'l'elephone: Liberty 2814. [8715

SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT

'

' 1-I·ta~··~ve~ e5v~~:!~.
11

Emergency address : -

J.ONDQN RADIO SUPPLY COMPANY

"Winden," Ardingly Road, Balcombe, Sussex

* * *

,

~v.

r

l;.arly '25 to late '39 ! Fifteen years of continuous Radio Service and despite the .war we
are still concentrating on supplying QualitY
apparatus on

with particulars

*** ******

WASTE AVOIDED!

We cannot get a permanent magnet which is
as effective as our Electro-magnet. Fortunately,
the cost of a field rectifier can often be avoided.
The power pack of the normal 12W. amplifier
can supply the excitation for a Voigt loudspeaker and also operate the output valve(s)
at reduced wattage.
High efficiency enables the Voigt loudspeaker
to give ample power
for high quality
domestic reproduction with only 2
watts input.

8

~~;~~~;a~la~~cej~crkit ff~C:::~

complete kit at prel'i!::ion compo~nt~. nccessories~ full
iu~Sh'udions, 12/ G post. 6d. 1 no soldering necessary;
des<.:ripthe. folder free on request.-Bacchus, 109, Hartin~;lon R<L, .s. W.8
[8720

NEW LOUD-SPEAKERS
BRAND New Speakers.
s.-IXE P,ound5. l~Sd.' <Ll\IDP. !or list of British and
Amencan P.A. speakers. Example: P.A. spoaker
with tran!S!Ormer, weig~t 211b.. incorporating cunetl
rone; 52/-liAJ,LENrn.'R RADIO
CORPORATION.
31,
Craven TeTr~tco, London W .2. Paddington 6492.
[8733

c

Yes, the headline means exactly what it says-we will send you this Wonder " Eddystone "
09 Ouly.-Usual
price £16; brand new rotner horn All-World All-Wave Receiver, carriage paid to
iN
•PMkers in beautifully finished polished walnut
corner h-orn cabiuel. frequency range 30-12,000 crcle...::, your address for you to subject it to 7-days Home
amazirJgly realislic i'eproduct.ivn.
Trial, and should you then find it not up to your
expectations you are at liberty to promptly
£3 J' 10·-;~~~~: 1po~~~eelef~rt D~~a~~t ~Pe~;k~~~k~~ fullest
:::oldy ~pecifi.ed [or the " \Virole!3s '\'odd
Quality return it-when we will cheerfully refund your
F0ur reCeiver,
money IN FULL.
is an exceptional offer-but we make it because we
want YOiJ to see for younelf what words cannot fully con·
45/ -·-~~~~ A~~e~· ~id!1;en~r·\~~g~~~~r ~1'~!~~~~~ . This
BAKERS' Brand New Surplus Speaker Bargains.

rr

exc:entloulll b:JJ'IHLln.-Bakers
Su::~rex. Rtl., South Cro.yt1Pu.

S~lhunt.

R:Jtlio,

PERFORMANCE

lOUD-SPEAKERS

with ECONOMY

SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE,
SURPLUS, ETC.

Consult us if in difflcuJ:y.

Home Constructors
corner horn with
bass chamber. Price
readymade£T.15
Twin diaphragm
units from £15
Please write for
/iteratu re.

VOIGT

PATENTS

75.,
[8725

Wanted
Yoigt unit, high voltage
W ANTED,
4, Lower Rd., Beeston, "!S"oth.

field.-Pnrton,
(8?55

WA~;;~.nion.rui~l.~~:~~ ,g~og;l!v~~~·t;J~;~~~-t-ra7so

lOUD-SPEAKER CONVERSIONS
0

LTD.

THE COURTS, SILVERDALE, LONDON, S.E.26
Telephone : S YDenham 6666

Regd. Office : 22, Castle Street, LDndon, E.C.I

**

"hs

llfodele Super Shr6•1ded, primaries screened and
A LLtapped,
200-250v.• filaments C. l
A ]),frcq~~~~j~ Fil\ed 5~. or 6.3v. Filaments if
150 ro.a., 4v. 4a., 2.5a., 4v. 2a.,
2a.,
5 00-0·500
. 4v. 2a., 35/-; 400 or 350v., same pnce.
·0-500 120 m.a., 4v. 4u., 4v. 2.5a .. 4v. l-2a ..
50 0 4f'. l·?.a..• 28/-; 400v. or 450,-.t same
1 1

3
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of Service
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B
Af,;:.~~e TJl~~~S:i~t1o~ ~t"f"~~~lS P~;:!nfms~~~~~~~
Xo matter what type or make y-ou POSf.ess, British o.r

American, you can considerably improre [requency
re~pnnse and quality of reproduction by having a
t.l'iple cone fitted. Enables :rou lo bring your speaker
right up to date and obtain t·eo.lly realistic reproduc·
tion at. thu co:;..t of a few shitlin~'1lt; free de\OcriptiYe
leaflet from the pioneer manufa.cturefl'. of mo,·ing coil
speakers since 1925.-B~kers Selhurs.t Uadio1 75) Sussex
Rd.. South Croydon.
[8724

vey~the outstanding capabilities of this Set that makn
everyone we show it to wish to obtain it.
it is a 7-valve Mains Receiver that will give you intriguingly
interesting World-Wide reception~something EXTRA~
news from all countries ol World-wide events, official and
unofficial im?ressions, American Amateun, etc. 1t has 4wave bands (13-33 metres, 31-85 metres, 200.555 metres and
900-2,100 metres), special chassis and coil unit construction,
automatic volume control, special intermediate frequency
stage, H. F. amplifier, "Magic Eye" for accurate tuning,
separate oscillator valve to elimonate frequency drill, lone
control, power pentode valve giving 5-watts undislorted output, 12 in. movong-eoil loudspeaker, gramophone pick-up and
external speaker terminals. In truly magnificent Oak or
Walnut Cabinet, for A.C. mains.
25 Gns.
This is a super set, fitting for your requiremenb. Send the
coupon below N 0 W for full descriptive literature.

STRATTON & Co. Ltd.
EDDYSTONE WORKS, BROMSGROVE ST., BIRMINGHAM
POST THIS COUPON ~-~---~">
To STRATTOII & Co. Lld., EDDYSTONE WORKil.
BROMSGROVE ST., BIRllllliGHAM
Please seud me fuU depuripUve detail& of the EltA 'l Recci,·er
t~tleted on 7 Day'i Trial.
Name ••••••••••.•••• - . •

Address .•.••• , ••..••.•••.•.... , •••••..••••••..•••.•

r8 Advertisements

=== ELECTRADIXWAR EOUIPMENT for SIGNAL SECTIONS

SERVICE TYPE SIGNALLERS' DOUBLE HEADPHONES, with
tough cords, flat leather headbands for steel helmet weu, 120 ohms,
by S.T. Co., 3/6. Large stock, immediRte de\lvef.f. l>-llne and 20-llne

Wireless
World
TRANSMITTING APPARATUS
.G5Nl and
for Communication Receivers, Ame-rican
British valvess short-wave. equip.:
ment; largest stocks in the country; Nation.al AgentS.
-44, Bollowl'y Head, Birmingham.
[0531

Exch:mges for :field.
MORSE KEYS, Practice, Field, PilaU, ete. Bu1zera. small type, with
cover, l/6. Power Buam, with screw contact and adJustable spring

HeavY Buzzer In. Bakelite case, 3/6. Siemens Morae
with key and brass-cased :Power Buzzer, 1716.

xl;)loders, Field 'I'elegraph Seta and Helioe.
AMPS by Luuae. n.nd .A1dis, hooded for night and day use,

CABINETS
A

CABINET for Every Radio Purpo•e.

CONVER'l'

DECEMBER,

~NEw· vALVE
~

TESTER

ACCURATELY CHECKS ALL ENGLISH,
·CONTINENTAL AND AMERICAN VALVES

Your Set intQ a Radiogram at Mini·

mum Cost; surplus cabinets from noled maJ[<:lS
telescope sights, key and discs; for tripod or hand use. Beliographe,
M11rk V, with spare mirrors in leather eaae, with mahog:my tripod. under c0et of man.tfacture (undrilled); 30/- up·
MO'RSE RECORDING, G.r.o. type inkers, on mahogany bnse with wa-rds; motors at wholesale pricea.
tape reel under, in flrat.-class order, £6. Lightweight French Army
Field. Morse Inkers, fold up into wood case, ~/10/-. Stflier Model "FIT-A-GRAM·· Cabinet, 31xl7xl5, 21/·.
.Anny G.P.O. Field ll.Q. Morae lnker, brand new, entirely enclo11ed
Bnd fitted every .reftnement. current indicator, key, t;Lp~ cont_.ainer,
and Lou"l.spcaker
ete., £8. Mahogany Tape Container, G.P.O., desk top "'ltb brass UN~~~f~~~Diro~abJ/ 6. Comolo
reel in drav;-er, c<mt 40/·, Ior 3/6 only. Morae Paper Reels, Sd.
HEADPHOBE CORDS, 6 foot., fitted 2·pin plugs and 2·hole JN.:;;.~~;~N Invited; photos loaned to con n \.1 Y
socket, 2t-· Crystal set~. boudoir 6/6, B.M. Table 7/6.
LEARNER'S MOBSE PRACTICE SET. Sound Type No. 10, with )l:ey
and Buzzer on base, 3/-. Visual Type No. 2A "'ith Key and Lnrap on
J:2.sMf~~ 'P~. c~B9l~td., 289, Edgware [O~~S
base. No. 3A Duplex: with Key aud Buzzer and Lamp tor sound and
visual, line plug is on base, 7/-.
WARTIME ELECTRIC SUPPLY. An Independent Emergonoy or
Stand-by Set may be of great value to you. Can be tranAport.ed on
any car that mu carr.y 3 cwt. .All these sets thfl~ we are offering are
In first·class order and straight from resene Govt. Stores, kept un· 'ALL· Types o( Rotary Converters, elEctric motors;

_,,.

H·

I'·

DYNAMOS, MOTORS, ETC.

~:;! ~;t~rl~;b:~r!!~~gt~!t~~~~~!: e:t~~=e i:v~n~~=;:x
1

.

battery

1939·

chargers,

petrol-electric generator

sets,

ctc. 1 in stock, new and second-hand.
certnJnly eannot be repeated. The Half Kilowatt Set ts worth £40,
~t •)ur prlr.e ia only £16, r.nd with engine nnd dynamo carry the
full mcctratlix guarantee:.
·
A.Jt.P. PETROL ELECTRIC GENERATING SETS FOR LIGHTING '150 watts output, £3/10.
AND CHARGING FOR £16 ONLY. : WA.J:Jrix>:~· rJ;~~~ingdon St., London, E.C.4. ~~i~
A 500 watt, sillgle cyl., 2·atrok.c, water·
cooled, sell oiling stuart Turner engir.e ; ·A·C· aml D.C Molars !,ram 19/6; new ond secondmag, ign. coupled to 50/70 volts, 10 :
haitdf guarantc"d;
repairs department4....,..
amps. shoot dynamo, 1,000 r.p.m., £16.
No increase in price, these are £-10 set.s ·~~~~· 1·3, Brixlun Rd., S.W.9. 'Phone: Rel~:.J:
ready !or immediate deli"\"'ery.
'FOR £12. A UJ.I) watt engine n.nd
dynamo on similar lines but coupled to
'WAN'J'ED. pro1,ellC\r for Lur.a:-. wind dynamo, or
25/30 volts, 6 amps. dynamo.
rnmplete unit i[ reasonab:e.-26~ Fabian- St"
llilf Kilowatt and other sfzes ; all
Swan•ea.
[8761
ready for immediate deliverv.
SIGNAL BELLS-FIRE ALAu BELLS. Water)lroof malns,Illlttcry
or Hnnd magneto Buzzers ; Morse rtactice ~ts. Horse KeJoa.
Recorder genr, ns previous adverts.
CHARGERS. YOU lr!UST KEEP YOUR BATTERY PREPARED ! I !
0
0
11
Battery Charging on A.C. Mains. The A.C. NITN-DAY witl keep your
battery flt without attention. Model N(A6. 100/250 volts A.C. and
large·!:Cale
ruultimE:ters:
and
kits
{see
last
month's
D.c. G/"3 volts ! 1unp., 15.'-. Model N1B6, 100]250 volts to D.C.
6/& volt, 1 amp., 25/~. Model N 06, 100/250 Yolts to D.C., Ci/8 voltfl: advert.}.; li~St, 'hd. slamp.-L. A l\Iaclachlan and Co.•
[8758
2 anllJ., 35/-. Model N'Dl2. 100,250 v<Jlta •o 12 volts 1 amp., 32/... Strathyre.
llitto, 12 volts 2 ampe., with 6-volt tap, 551-. 6 nmp., £410/-.
Anti many other!'!.
SHELTER CHARGERS, with n.utomntic switchgear.
A.R.P. ACCUMULATORS for stand-by H.T. a~ 6d. per Ynlt ; 3 nmp.
0
0
1
3215
hours. ln 24. Yolt unit crntes, glass cella, 12/... each.. Can be parallel
.-J. CdL.'trged oft 1'1 volts.
ELECTRIC IM!IIERSION HEATERS. Sn~e coal. Armoured bath
0
Qr tank type wit.b !lex. 1,000 watts 230 volts, 25J...,
Fuggy Dug-outs or ill·ventilated shelters must be kept t'xffh.
·
[8754
A.R.P. SHELTER Ventilation and Air Conditioning. Compact unit. Dantzic St., Manchester.
drjve off A.C, or D.O. mains, 86 watts: 9in. Blower, 20 cub. It. flesh
air per min. 25/- is a bargnJn price.
WET WEATHER ELECTRIC PUMPS, for A.C.·or D.C. 12 v. to 230 v.
Centrifugal aU·bronze pump, throws 120 gals.. per hour, 72/6. Type
ERRANTI A.C.-D.C. Circuit ~·e•ter. state price.R. pump9, Twin pi9ton type for draining sheltem, dug·outs, etc., F
Frost, 14, Purser R<l., Northampton.
[8763
£6/17/6. Auto. float switch. 45/-~
RAID SIGNAL PHONES. Complete sets '1\ith 5-linc or 20-line
exchanges.
PORTABLE WARDENS' PHONES, elc. State wants.

.A·~·~Pv~~~ ~~~:;...;{~~nM~i~~~· 1~"; w~ft~r~;{rffuf.22i ~t;

•

a]so

Wanted

METERS, ETC.

FE~:~~N~; ~i~: ·~ithre~\;~;,.;;ft~ de~ibS sc~e~;

TEST EQUIPMENT

D· Str:t'h~!~ 1lct.~ E~s~ab:;o~.

B ~~~Y:n,;tovt~gocf ~pv Q.\h~Jf;;

Thill Brltlsb-madc, new :-.mt C'.omprcheneive Vnlve Tester t.ccurntely
cbeekn the mutual conductance of a.tt Engliwh, AmerJcan and. Contin·
ental valves, from Q.20 mllUnmps per YOit n.nd up to 24 MA/volV.
It provldca !IJr ovm· 1,000 rea(Ungs and hao 17 valve holrJars or 15
different types ranging from the midget valva bolder for tesLin!l Deaf..
Aid Valves, to the lates-t Mu!lnrd side, contaet and the Amcrl~n
octal, loctnl and bantato bae:CE-. It is THE ONLY

~:JiJe\~:efTA~.t~~a;:n~i/~!id:t£i2~2!:

11l

2 Gn~.

Our range of precisio1t-~nade imtrttment.., include8 :
MULTI-liANGE AND .SINGI,E RAIIGE METERS,
GENERATORS, OSCILLOSCOPES, ETC.

SIGNA•,

Send for details to :

TAYLOR ELEGTRIGAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.,
45, FOUBERTS PLACE, REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1

~~;6

~:6':-A~ger~~%~

Wanted

=P~g~Ooriv:~ .iflc6rt:!da~/6.inium

head·
LISTENING MIKES, steel clad Hlectradix, indestructible;
arc o;>,ars outside your dug-out.
ELECTRADIX BARGAIN.
Rome
Recording with the all-geared
FEIGH Electric RocoJ:dm·, :sau
Bearing ceutre geat" box and trn'i'erse
rod. Is the lowest prim'!<! electric
home recordel.' that v.1U lit any
grruno.., The set wtth Tra.ckins: GeiU',

Pick-up a:11d tone arm

W A~~Pa~; Ucl:;:~~~48'" vF~~~o;la~·g·d.~ ~~~~~~te~
[8756
SE~~J~~~~.;' n!!:~:.~~·ox Ali~·rec/~e~lte05!~l~~;~:;
World,

R E~~~~E~nl~~b.~~~~g~d Ia,~~~~~~~:~w~~~~.
VALVES

with diamond.
Geru·
only, 2116.
ACOUSTIC Riicm>m1l>< Cost is low. "~New MIVOICE 1\cQualic f~ts,
e(ltnplete outfits in carto1• de luxc, 161--. No. 2 Mivoh:e, 10 6.
Junior, 5. 6.
ELECTRIC SOLDER.T.NG IRONS. llea:o;y '\\Orkshop type. 123 watts,
2~0 /250 volts, 6/6.
BELLS. G.P.O. type trern hler Circular De!!k Bell, with movement
in gong, 1/6. Wall Bells, trembler, 2/6. Ditto, large siY~ ?';6.
Large metal 12-volt single stroke Bells, 10 '~.
A.C. MAlNS MOTORS. EncloSed, self·start. on load. A.C. repulsion,
l/HO h.p., with pulley. '£ype 36, 1.500 ravs., 18;6. Ditto, 1/10 b,p.,
(LB.C., 3,500 revs., 27/6. Induction 1110 h.r,., !.!,500 re\·!1., 851"•

b.'C.P·M!\ii~ rM~To~t·

i~W:~

lnlJ particulars and priL-es, Box 1132. c/o The Wi'"l"s
World.
[8746

37/6

19/6

ELECTRADIX

RADIOS

821, UPPER THAMES STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
T!lep!ume: Central 46 n
-

TRANSFORMERS
lt was to be expected that, as the
leading manufacturers of high grade
transformers, we shou Id be asked to
handle certain work relating to w-.r
requirements~ But it has not been forgotten that the
trade and the private use!' provided
the demand that made possible tho
popularity of Partridge Transformers.
Our policy is. therefore, to study the
needs of old customers and to
endeavour to m a I n t a i n pre-war
standards of quality and servjce.
Although Government work must be
given priority, the Partridge
Organi.ation is still primarily for you.

iln

1/4.0 h.p.,
v. or
220 v., K.B. series, 1,7.)0 revs., 15/--. Dittof
1/-10 h.p., G.E.C., 23!r v. ecri~. 2,000 oovs.,
16/-. Ditto, 1/12 h.p. Croydon 110 and 230 v.
shunt, 301~.
DIX-MIPAII'l'A VEST POCJrET TESTER.
A versatile mcrving·iron multi-range meter for
eert-ice on A.C. or D.C. THRE11 l'tlngl'l~ ol
volts: 0-7.5, 0,100, 0-800. Used for M.ii.L[·
AMPS, rea<ls: 1Zj m... In
blaclr bal'>.elfte ca.se, ~!in. x 2ttn. 1
·with pair of te.l:lt leads and pluga.
5/- EMERGENCY PARCELS of use!ul ;;tand~~· electrical and radio repair material and appar.:.~tm;:. 'i lW.
i:or 5!~. Post Free.
lltm"l Jor'}d In send jJ':' lalfJS' Bctl'flalll Llsl " W o''

AND

[8759

COMPONENTS
SECOND-HAND, CLEARANCE,
SURPLUS, ETC.
QL~~~~~in~lu7n;~~i~~Y ~~:~i:inn! 8tos.~~cfc;; ~~-~i;

tions free.

Dura~~~~ceit~~~t ~i~i~:n~~~tr~1~7 ,~ilhe~wifc'h~

each 2/·.
SPEAKER 'l'ra~~;s!ormers, mains or battery .Pentode;
Rd:, jfgs~o~h~,; ~:~t!ree.-Ohvere, 676, Chmtc~~;~~

DECE.)rBER,

Wireless
World

1939·

COMPONENTS-SECOND-HAND
CLEARANCE, SURPLUS, ETC.

R.
RADIO CLEARANCE, Ltd.
63· High Ho! born, W.C.l. 'Phone: IIolborn
!fraualormers,
200-250 volt!, (.utF II.AMENT
put 4 't'Olts 4 amps., 4 T'Olts 6i.iimps.; 4lll

for ALBA, PILOT, FERGUSON,
and other first-class RADIO RECEIVERS.

t~aclt.

24

T·c~~i-k~nr/di/~.,~~et

'l'ype

set~

for the BEST lines In Electrical
FJRES- IRONS- TOASTERSHAIRDR YERS-VACUUMSSUNLAMP8-KETTLES.

LEONARD HEYS
SMITHS-HAMMONDTEMCO-GEC and FERRANTI

(or

STRANDED Push Back Wire; ltl. yard, 12 yd,. 10<1.

Electric Clocks.

Hold~rs,

HASSIS Mounting Valve
AmM"iCl!.l1, q, 5,
C
6 and 7-J?in, 4d. each; Octal 6d.· eoth; v.ctal
!Or!. each; 7-pm English type, 3d. each.
Piezo Crystal Speakers, 7 ;n, tone,
R OTIIER!IIEL
"H>t 551-. onr price 10/6 each; lOin. erne. ditto,
1

12/L

..

-

LEONARD HEYS

for WIRES and CABLES
for RAYTHEON American Valves
for TUNGSRAM and liiVAC Valves
for PROPRIETARY MAl<ES of
COMPONENTS and for every
Imaginable Radio Accessory.

·

Pick-up, high grade Amerkan brcn·oe
C RYSTAl.
finish. cc.mp!ct<l with arm; 21/- ed.ch.
OLAR ]I;.S.F. 1 Watt .Resi•tance<; 4tl. en<h 3'9
P dozen ; nil
up to 2 mcg.
EARITE .Mnius
mnde to slrict ele{l'·
W
trica! standards, wire entl type. ;rll
centre tapped, S<'reened primaries. tapped inputs 2.QQ,
~i1.es

'fransformer~,

"indiug~

Send TRADE CARD for our lists.

250 Yolt;;;, scre\V adjustment.

T Yf~P-~f:otf~o~o;1~-~ ~"/~" e:,~:l. m.a., 4 vc•lt• 2.5
R.C.4 500 0 500 Volts 150 m.a .. 4 vnlt 2
T YPE
amp .. 4 volt 2 amp, 4 volt 2.5 amp., 4 volt· 5.G
amp.; 21 I enrh.
TYPE R.C.2 Drop-through Type, capped,
TYPE R.C.4 Upri;:M

~lotmting

Type. fully sllroudcd

PH~}i.fsoM~~l\~ isra:;;ot~-~mt~:ol~e~i~~~- ~i~~\~g~

Le.onard Heys
(WHOLESALE ONLY)
Faraday House, 36, Henry Street,
BLACKPOOL, Lancs.

but 90 m.a., 7/6 each.

A :I~~J~i\~pi,?d~s~-le~~~~m2~hg~.n~~fl~ s~~~~' ~~g3g:

~~~k~~~-s f/J '~~~h~ fa"~i.~~ ~~-~~7~ ~ofl~ :t~~s

1

1

0

1/6 ench: 12 rllld, 450 volt; wor~ing. 116 enrh: B
m!d.xB ml<LX8 mfd. 500 volts working, 21 ll each:
16 mld.xB mfd.x4 m!tl.x4 mid. 500 volts workln~.
2/11 each: 12 mld.x8 m!<l.)'8 mld.xil mlrl. 500 >'oltJ
wurkiog, 2/11 each; 16 mJd. 450 volts wotking, 1/3
i'ach; 16 mid. x 16 mld. 350 ~olts working. 1/6 e•ch.
1
•• ,~~a~~k~~~. ~~~~~~ylj>~· c:C!{,~ :'~,,d'-~!6· rn~r
4 lead IH'"- 2/9 eaeh: a mfd. :Mirlget tuuulnr. \lireend 550 YOlt working, 2/- each: bins wlfe-e~.:d IJ pe.
50 mid 12 rolt, l/3 each; 50 mid. 50 \"OIL .. 1/G ea<·h.

B·

FLEX IPIN fe/f-Rtf;usting PLUGS

unit;;. with trimmeriir 2/11 each.

Energiwd Sucakc!"l1, 1._500 ohm field, Bin.
cone, with trans.. 7/ Jl en eh: lOin. en ne, 2.500
P LESSEY
and 1,000 ohm fielrl, wHh trttus .• 12/6 e.1ch: G.in.

Costs
only

ST'~~!'sA~n~ ·~~ggh~l!,e,~0:1f~o~:f; re•istance 2.000

VO~J:~:. l9~nl::~ll; ~·8g2 3~:;~pg5t~~iu:lJ~~~lCJe~~jt}:

PL~~~f.-"ine~·Iti/~i~~c~~oi~Jt~~~\ ..~n"s"~km· .~~~~'
~~-·ne.

R

types in st-ack including glass &erie:!l. f£lu .... oc-tal

serie:s, 1netal Eeriea, bantam se:ries, single-ended ute~~l
ser!es. and re&h:tance tubes; all at rt1o:et corupelitire
prices: send fot valve lista.

A L~ 0~~~·~! "',~~!n~l,ud; ~~~enpt_,!'_""t"J:tt~~tl~~:c~
a.m.-1 p.m.
R ~~~ ~vLJtn~~~:l;o~~~· ~~ib~~~h 4}fgt~orn.rM'3'i

P
F

1 1

Can>, M\. dzP- 1~-•'< l;x4in. hi•h. complete \\ith
I .F. dou~l<"
trumners. 4/9 dozen: Erie 60 ohm. 1,~.

watt .resJstanu~. l/3 cloz.eu; NSF' 1 watt 14 moJ!,F-,
1/3 dozen; 600 o·rm. y;irc v.ound 3 watt res'istancee.
lour for l/3.
HIMBLE 'l'np Cnp5, 24 for 1 3; c-lip on bulh
holders, 12 tor 1/3; Volume cOntrols,% mcg. wiLh
switch, Morganic Stnckpolc, ex K.B .• 1/9: Murohy
'type )-i weg. wiLt U·l' switl'h, l/9.
R1TISH Type Mngic Eye \'alves, 4v. %a. heater,
oduJ bas"' 3'3' American wafer type 4 and 7
pin valve holder-A, 2/3 doze-n; British 5 and 7 pin VH~
2/6 dozen,
AONAVOX 71n. Cone Spc:tket·s (Sin. ovcrn!J),
ribbed pattrrn, Ideal teplacemcot speakers, 2,000
oluns }Jentode traosionncrs; 71-. new.
A1"0R \~mo:;. i><>!.s ~·ith Swildt, 1/5 each, 7t9
d~zen; 10,000 ohm brC\B.d b&sc tone cc.ntrol trpr,
less switch, 1/~ cuch, 6/9 dOzen
LECTROI.Y'l'ICS, B!, 20.x20 wl. ut 350.-., 25x25v.,
1J3; ~l?.e 3n.>!;211~in., B.l 2x2X21 400v.,pcalt,l/3
each, 9/· doze1: 2S ..:G5l··, 1/3; PleF>scy .30XBX2, 300v.
wkg., 1/6 ea~..:h, 12/· dozen.
A'fOR 1,5-'JUr. 'J'e6t fl'ubul<u Condeusers, assorted,
equal oUtfibei"s, 0.0002-3-5, 0.001, 0.03, 0.05,
0.002-3, mien; all nL 50 io! 2/6

T

S

88

mm,,

ME'!'~t s~~';,o~t ~;~;~in~~x~n~rfl~Jj~ty;;~h.Coudnn·

AYTIIEON First-grnde Valves, largeEI· stocl<l'l', all

P

A 8.~:~~~Dm~~:·~-~~~~"gpe ~~~so%~e,;-t''":{;.~~r~~~The CLIX plug has been specially designed to npprox.
450-12,000-17-60· 70-90-120 thousand ohms.
eliminate this trouble and its self-centering,
Back Wire, lBs-, SO yard•, 3/6; Systoaex
expanding pins will fit and make perfect contact P USU
1~;
% sro"'- 5/-; twlo screened 2xl4-36,
Dritisb madC:', 12 yar(l", 2/6; minimum qua.qtith:·a.
in any make of BSS Socket.

Tu:~tt"~·.l~~J.-e~:c~o~ 1 ~<~6i.ive Poper, all ~ll.':w

S-P.D.T. 'l'wi&t Swilche•, 1/1 each.

B
E

E

If your radio CRACKLES when you touch
the plug which connects your set to the wall
socket. it is because the plug-pins are not making proper contact with the socket-tubes.

CLIX
5 amp 2-pin
" M " type
plug as used
by all the
leading radio
manufacturers

2,500 and 1,500 ohm field, Si 11 eneh.
RUBBER Grommets. 4d. per do<<n.

.l o.os Non-imlndh~ 'rnbular,:o. 3501. wkg., new
.stock, 113 dnz, 9 - gro::s; Gornel-Dublier mica,
sizes oo~. 002, 003, 1/3 dozen.
PICYCLIC Drives 1 Polar ex Ferranti, and Plest:~?o~,
long or mcltttm spmdles, ratio lQ-1; two for l/3
or 3/9 dozen.
LESSEY Fully Sereend 2-gung Condensers, short
spindles, wtth top trimmer&, 2/9; Plessey 1nid·
get 2-gangs ••mi •creeucd, 2i9: both 0005 straho:bt
type.
LESSEY 3-;;aug Straight l'ype Condeu•eH. top
trimmers, I1tlly 'creene<l. brond new, 2/9: CosSOI'
3 gang.t~ d!t•.r,, 1.1 9, vr 12/- dozen.
ERR.AN'l1l Air Ccwe '1 1,ype T11ning Coils, transformer
wound, eau bG used as band pass, tuned grid
~~ ;~ e~rfoc~!~n, cho.ssis t~·pc; three for 2/6, with coil

S

BRs~Htif:\~ 00~~~~ o:;'u':~:'"~t-':.~~~e Control• w;u,

iug_ 1/6 endtr 6 m1'd.x6 mfd. 500 volts wc.rkin2.

8

l~~s~u~j :s~~~G~' 80 m.a. 4 v. 2Y"a., 4v. 4-S amp., heary

M

5,000, 10,000. 25,000, 50,000. 100,000; "2/n each;
less s•nlch, 50,000. 100,000, SOO.OOQ, l/9 e.cll; wirewounu 5 watt (le.. swit<:h), 10,000, 25,000 ohm>, 21·
each.

Ulll.

tlpe, 1/-.

M At!:,~ co;~:~~f(~-~~~~1~s ~~l~s~~~~~~fnp~~a~~6-2~cfv~;

B

.imp.. 5/- encb: ditto but 80 m.a., 616 entl!: di<!n

"VEA RI 'rE: t'hokes, screened; 1 6 each.
Jln Electrolytics, can lype, 12 ml•l x6
P LESSEY
mid. 500 ~ofts working, 1/6 each; 12 m!d.J:l6
1

EL~e~;t~\.~~~'ts.s~~a;o~~d C(~";~io~,tmi'.~ilfe~e t~~;~

II

LEONARD HEYS

Electrolytic•, 450 ,-oils

RESS Bultotl {'nits with 6 Prers Buttons. ren<ly
P
for wiring inlo
with circuit: 6!11 eac!1.
BULGIN 20 Ohm:;, wire-wnunrl pots; 11· eac:1J.

RA 010, 2~0, High Ho! born, I.ontlon,
oller new goods, post lree.

S

M AINS
200-250

G

R YALI.'S
W.C.1,

formers, spee~h 25 uhuts, new, handle 8 watts, carry
up to 120 m.a.; 3/9 oaeh to dear.
l'EA KERS, pairs, brand new, elliptical rone
F·PC::tken,, made by first. class firm, quality of
reproduction outBlnnt.lfngr push·lJUll pentode trans·
former, .field& 325 ohm for s.moolh~ug choke, 8,600 as
bleeder, circuit unilal>le, handle 10-15w.; 12/9 pair.
EA VY Duty M1lns H ..lo'. Chokes, Goltone, 75w.
high inductance llpe-, 1 1 6; l80w. low ioductnnc~

Transforn1~1·s,

American winding!.\, hqml
volts, topped, _output 350-0·350 v~ll~.
100 m.a., 5 ''olt, 2 ·n.mp., 6.3 voll., 5 amp.; 8/6 each.
.E.C. Mains 'Xransformers, Amcl'ic.tn windin1s.
350-0-350 V.91~, 65 m.a., 5 volt. 2 amp., G.3 YO!I,
2.5 amp •• s:tlitable tor replacements in G.E.O. ml:'del-=;
5! 6 each; auto tmusformers, 100-230 volt, 6 '3 eo eh.
~~F~. ~~~-Type F.Jectrolytic-;, 450 volts >A or king;
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4! D
2 •

A full range of 2 and 3 pin BSS types in 2, 5
and 15 ampere sizes is available from all good
Radio and Electrical Dealers.
If in difficulty write to the makers :-

British

Mechanical

Productions Ltd.

EX 'fype Switcbea1 40. 2P. 4w .• with shorting plnte
on 5 switcboe:<, 216 toach, length 7in., spindle 2in":
ditto, 3w. 4P. 38., 1/6; ·3\\". 3P. 3B., with shotting
plate, l/6; 3w. 21'. 4U., 1/ll": nny comhilllltiono of Litis
item supplied; screeus, 3in.J~in.x3in.-%in. 1 5 tor 1/3.

R

1

Tn'tn o~~2~~¥s~0~~<;!,~i~P~~~~r·s~0 r!'e2i~~ :~~~~;:i
price

qua.ntiLi~.

PL~~~Zm~·;r~ 5t~~- J.~.A._sv:.;r::•-.c~~~. Pf~~i\~

complete, 3 !or 1/4.

s•pade•,
CR~r~~n~~, \'m :~::_t :e:.~d~or o-;._~y, s!~; :fl~
l/3, 2'4
yardo.

IIAlj!~I~/~LJ!;~~; 3~~~~;:- t~~~&b:oJ~i'f:::.~ ~~ta~~n:
pl•in arrow, L.S. 1/9 dozeu, S/6 gross aswrted, 10/6
gross plain or arrow.

MALL Iron Core Coils, made by Varley, aerial and
~
oscillator, ~65 k/c, 2/6 pair, with coil connection•
for straight type gang.

S

OHer, 2v. valves, Elmilar to Triotron, IID2.
S PECIAL
8D2,
ZD2. UD2, nU 2/- each, new; also
'J'D~,

type 46 U.S.A., 3/6, A.C. Class B.
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A. LL Articles Fully
5 I _.-l)arrd or

CONSTANT HEATSwitch on- ready in 4 minutes.
Heat maintained while current is on,

10
etc., etc.,

ECONOMICAL IN USEI5 hours' continuous use
only I unit of electricity.

requires

WEARING PARTS
REPLACEABLEThese can be supplied •and fitted
without trouble.
Supplied complete with resin-cored
solder, (lex and lamp adaptor 9!4.

Solon resin-cored solder 6d. per reel.

Adl"frtisement on
[0488

soUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains.

NO DIRTHeating element clamped Inside bit. ·
No flame, henc:e no dirt.

PERMANENT RESULTSPerfect Jobs always - no dirt or
corrosion with Solon resin .. cored
solder.

Displayed

Poa.tare. extra.

Guaranteed,

ulleful components. compri=ing concontrol!:;, C011S,
Si- per patte1.
1
/-·-l urce1 or u~dnl cCita)lommt.s, compri:,ing 100
densers~
I~bi~h:L[ICCFi,
Vv}ume
circuits:~ etc.• otc:
v&Jue 25/-.

wire.

ad,icles, includiug d~c.tro1,ytics 1 valve holcler.s,
value 55/·. 10/· per parcel.
/_--8ma11 tr;;ul.:-n· pa.r~el ('If C'OMJ1Gnents, comprieing at IeO< I 150 a.> LicJes. intluding 24
a~.:.urted tubular conclcn!ers, 24 valY'e holtlcre, 36 resistances, 12 Mainsbridgl) t,ype ('('lfl'deneeTst 6 electrolytics, etc., etc., value 85/·. 21/- per par<cl.

21

5 j -·;;;'/:t~l;j_ ~~~inJ~i~~~e

condensers,

type

1-2-4

.-24 assorted tubular'condcll•ers, up to 2 m!d.,
7/6 !or 24; T•lsen 5-range motors (volt• and
milliamps), 4/-: Morse tappers, 2/11.

7/6
5

BU ~~~~~.t~\:,; a"J.yolal delectoa, 2/-; cryslal sets,

loud speaker units, 2/6/· A.C. elimin·
2 I/6.-0rmond
ntors, with trickle cltarcer, 37 6.

JNP~~~~t o~,~~~rer:~~~~ ~;t~tr~~~cfa~~~~~~\1".-ube "'~~c o~
prices. It is, ho"evor, nd•isable to buy now. Thousands of bargains for callers.
OUTHERN RADIO, 46, Lisle St., J.ondon, W.C
Gerrard 6655.
[8904

S

AreLurUA 1 rcdnci.:d prict.s. ~ vlmne controls, condenw.:r:o,-\Vootl, 53, H.me-:'(·ill Rd.•
Cat!or<l, 8.}].6.
ra76S

K
W.T. HENLEY'S TELEGRAPH WORKS Co., Ltd.(DeptA/E)
MILTON COURT. WESTCOTT, DORKING, SURREY

I9J9··

TAYLOR

PREMIER RADIO.
pu~~ieE

so\DI £1edfitS8\.0ll\IG

DECEMBER,

~'i-RA D,

.PRECISION
INSTRUMENTS
VALVE TESTER
Tnylor Model 45 Valve Tester is a superb instrument for the service engineer and research worker.
Accurately checks mutual conductance of all
English, American and Continental valves (from as
low as 0.25 milliamps per volt and up to 24MA/
volt) as well as filament continuity1 electrode shorts
and cathode jeakage. Seventeen holders. £12 1 6
British Made. MODEL 45 .. · ,. .. ·

SIGNAL GENERATOR
This precision-built All-wave Signal Generator
offers an unusually wide range. It has a frequency
range from Iookc. to 46m.c. (6.~ to 3000 metres).
Operates entirely from A.C. DllUilS. Perfect workmanship throughout. British Made. £10 10 0
MODEL 6o ..
.. . . . . . . . . . .

UNIVERSAL METERS
For quick and accurate measurements of A.C. and
D.C. Volts and Amps, Ohms, Capacity, Inductance
atid Decibels. Hand calibrated. Strongly con•
structed and well balanced. MODEL £11 11 0
BoA (2000 ohms per volt A.C.&D.C.)

AUXIIALI •.-Polar 4-gan~ &traighL .COOS mid. conde~•ers, ·1316; Clix vftlveholtlers, clta•' E, S-pin
Sd,, 7-pm Jld.; resl!tllfs. ouo "ntt., 4d.
Full stocks carried by WEB B' S R A D I 0 t
AUXIIALL,-Colln.ro A. C. $ramoph•me motore. Attractlue Easy Terms •. Ash for further detaile
boxod, 29/-: fiat sheet aluminiQm, 12xl2in, from:31-, 18x1Blll. S/6.
6

V

V

V

WEBB'S

coils on ba•e, with •witch,
VAUXHAJ~L.-Iron·<"Qred
termiuals, cir-cuit, 2-gang 12/Gf 3-gang 19/6.

LONDON

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t VA~~~J.~:·5~)'!~ ~r~l·!~· :P~;;~~nln~~-; ;tr~i;

..

WARD

WE MANUFACTURE:

ROTARY CONVERTER3
DC/AC for operating P.A.
amplifiers, Radio Re·
celvers, etc.
DC/DC ROTARY TRANsFORMERS,
SMALL ALTERNATORS,
SMALL
D/C MOTORS,
H.T. GENERATORS.
MAINS
PETROL
TRANSFORMERS up to 10 k.v.a.
ELECTRIC generator sets up to SO k.v.a.
BATTERY CHARGERS for private and Industrial use.

We oan also handle general
small engineering work.
Full details of any of the aboue upon request

CHAS.

F.

WARD

46, FARRINGDON ST., LONDON, E.C.4

Telepl10ne: Holborn 9703.

former.
AUXHALI•. -Rol& Bin. P.~r. speaker:', 14.'9; lOill.
energi>td 2500, 19/9• all complelc input transTort(ter.

VA~u~~!t~·;~~;~~-br~~in~i;~ l~is,~ti~~J~~em~~~:
trois, 2/-; w1til switch 3/·,

VA1JXHAI.L.-T.C.f. 1>lumlninm
_;:~2 ~·; ~~~lu~·~·~nt::f,"~p:rd

600

tont•intTS, 8 mid.
contamm, 8 mid.

14 SOHO ST., OXFORD ST., W.1
(Open 9.30 a.m. ta 6.0 p.m.). Telephone: Gerrard 2089
Emergency Branch : 58, Victoria Street, St. A/bans

Birmingham Depot :---41, Carrs Lane.

· VAY~~~~·~~l~~tr,~~YtJs~og~ien~~~~·. ~~-~l~b~?a~3:
VA~~.l'vrR;'1f~~1·~:~· 1 ~r_aa, Str;uod, I.o[8~o;fs

M~~~ !;A~h~il· ~~~~L~i,~f~Nbn<!~o:~!~!

ment vi Proprietor'• Wile: list ~32 contoins many fine
bargains; eemJ strunp: note nc\V addreu.
UuuwU
E RIE
3/6 dozen;

l~watt Rr.~ilitOn, all sizes; 4d.

2-watt, 7cL

encb,

LEARNING
MORSE
•

CE~fi~~~B2 lt;t~f::thp~!-i~~~o1~~(~rsh l••ng £pindlt>,

An easy method of

CLitp~l~;~, ~h:li~;JsA~~~j~~~oldttii;s, E~~~i;Eh~t!~d~~~

mastering the international signal code

•leel'ing, l'hd. yard.
1

1

D u~~~6~r ~ouO:o0'8s ~!d. i ~cf.di! ~h~· 2t ~ ij~~;n.tags,
T·c~Orkfn:~ 0~~~~1 1~1~ ~~~A;e-~f~l., 0eJ:~~n~e~r~~nl 3~~~·~

in rn.elt pa.ru.J; 12 c.'onrJf.:uiS"ern 2/-, 25

N

.s.I~1•

!•''~"'

:5/9.

ltcsi~tors,

unnwd, dLhll'fD m;eful
marked o.nd colour coded si••• ill each parcel ol
\Vire-elld

50 re&islors IN 2/6.

Tu!~t~fu, ~~~~9~1~~~['m::~~· uii"~~~ wO'.o~~~e tgng_1

mld. 4d., 0.25 and ().5 m!d. ScL

Met.al C•n. one-llolo_ dr)' 8 raid.
T .c.c.
soov. w., 2/6; Dub1her 4-....11111.
250•. w., lOd.

dtc<.rolytlu;,
Elfctlolye<:i.

AINS RADIO DEVELOPMENT• Go. 52a, Church
Crescent, Mu•well Hill, London, k10. Tudor
4046.
[8'i'09

M

Everyone interested in acquiring
ski tl in the use of Morse shou Id
obtain this little handbook, whkh
not only explains the code itself,
but also enables the beginner to
make rapid progress.

PRICE

•

6d.

NET

By post 7d.
Published from the Offices

ot

"THE WIRELESS WORLD"
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motol'·s, 121n.
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'"'j

3/3

Orm<kirk.-C"IJaTO A.C.
2ll/~; Dubilier 1 wa.t.t
1;':!11. stamp cataJoguu,
[8764

turntable~

per dozen:

Only.-Bargain tlarco1 comprising speaker
ca.binet, drilled ~teel chassis, condensers, rcand many otbor useful <'ompone11h. worth
35.'-. limHftl numl.Jrr; postage 1/~.-Bakers Selhunt
Radio. 75, Su~•ex fill., South Cro~1lon.
[8723

0

-

si~lnnces~

SOUND

e

Ll:.\ RANCE.-30,000 as.orled rl!sisliU>~c<, 250 ohm,
400 ohm. 50,000 ohm, 75 ohm, 500 ·obm, 150
oluu. 1 meg., 5 m-ag., 2,000-3,000 condensers, 0.00085,
o.onncil, 0.00005, 0.005 tubular, 0.001 mica; oilers
imiteu.- C. 1'. auu H. Bnrton, Bcrnard St., Wnlsali.

1940

EQUIPMENT

[8743

144 pages of specially written matter
for all engaged in the Wireless
Industry

Wanted

·W·~7~£;_u9f.o~~~':.s~ir.~cs~al:fi~~. a.l,

2 3
'

·-a7ra

0

G
?~o'i'\;r~t~·P~n~~:J;rr~f~~~:U~~~~~~~' ·m~l~i.~~~~
1144, c/o 7'/lo Wireless Jl'nrld,
[8747
Leaf 5! 3
Three Days to Page
From I 3 to 7 6 each

'

From all Booksellers & Stationers

LONDON

COLLI NS

"W 11~~L~~l~ ;':~~L~~;t,P;~:;:f,~~'"~aft::,alt_l2A!;',tW;
prr•rerred.-\\'"rite 15, Cecil Rd., EnlingLon,
~a

Birmin~~~

CAIW~. m~!:~~~~~~,~~~~;;

,

&lDlples,-1'
"B,'' '!'ices, 11. Oaklands Grove, I.ondon. W.l2.
[8741 I
.R.P. Emergency Electric Lighting; engine electric
sets. 500 watts, £16; 150 waits. £12; detail;;
ou request.; wardens' exchanges: telephones, wire,
raUles. etc., for sheltets; motor pumps, 72/6; exhaust
Cans, 25/-.-Loslic Dixon Co., 218, Upper 'l'ha.mes St ..
London, E.C.4.
[8740

*

A

GLASGOW

CLEAR-TYPE PRESS

is in constantly increasing
demand for public address
installations where Reliability and Quality are the
prime considerations.
Equipments recently supplied cover 4 watts to 4011
watts speech output.
Let us send you our latest
lists showing 28 different
amplifier models in addition
to Microphones, Speakers
and all Public Addressories.
A.C. and A.C./D.C. Amplifiers, 12 volt
Battery Models, 2 way Loudspeaking
Systems. Rack type equipments, etc.,
for Factory speech and music installations, A.R.P., Hospitals, Dance..Sands,
etc,, etc.

THE TRIX ELECTRICAL Co., Ltd.
E v~rr 'l~:<~tv~:!1:!;r a~":rd:cr.?~..i .fr~gt.~r. ~~~~1.1 65,
BOLSOVER STREET, Gt. Portland Street,

send his trade card at once for a specimen copy and
lull details of \he "Trader" Services. "'!'he Wireless
and Electrical Trader" hns the widest influence, the
largest weekly cireuJation, and is read by all the leading manufacturers and traders. 'l'rade only. 15/- per
nnuum, post. free.-Published a.t Dorset House, Stamloru St., London, S.E.l.
[0615

REPAIRS AND SERVICE

MAINS EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS
To Manufacturers• We are equipped and qualified
to handle quantity orders for Chokes and Transformers of every type-Power, Output, Jntervalve
and Line.
Enquiries Invited Quotations by return.
To Experimenting Amateurs: We are still caterIng for your special requirements. Write Dept.
u E.A. '' for quotation.
For Efficiency, Reliability and Speedy Delivery
get in touch with

ALL -POWER TRANSFORMERS LTD.,
Contractors to H.M. Govt. and the Services.
Ba, Gladstone Road, Wimbledon, S.W.I9
liilimgmm~mm!eJmm!Hmm LIBerty 33ol

mmiilimmgrr.mmmgmf:iii

and Rewinding Service.-Prorupt service,
L .B.seeRepair
bPlow.
EPAiRS to
('oil Speakers a Speciality, new
cone a'!serubli'-"'S fitleU, speech cotls and fields
R
wound or a1Ler-.3d,
transfortnt!ts, .chokes and
~loving

main~

elimin:~l.-.r

repairs; priCes quoted.
PEAKER 'rransformers Class '' B" L.F. transftrmr.r~ nnd oi.1!t·UP~ rewnund tLt 4/· ench. £ost
[ree. lJiscount trade. Est~mates free. Gnarap.~ed
satis!action.-L.S. Repair Work•. 5, Balb"m Grove.
London, S. W :12. "Phone; Battersea 1321.
[039q

S

UARANTEED Repairs, any translorroers, choke.
motor arroa.tnre. r.onY"ertar, dynamo, etc.; keenest
G
prices, immediate quotation, prompt dependable ser
1

vice.-See below.
T P {LONDON TRANSFORMER PRODUCTS,
· LLd.), Willesuen, N.W.IO. Willesdcn 6486 {3
lines).
[6892

L

AINS Transformer Serrice.
construction to
M
peHtive prices and prompt

repairs, rewinds, or

specifien.:lio~ of any type, con:s.entce~-Sturdy Electnr

London, W.1.

Dits

'Pho_ne : Euston 5471/2.

AND

Dahs/• •I

THIS IS THE LANGUAGE OF THE AIR THAT EVERY
RADIO AMATEUR, PILOT, SHIP'S OPERATOR, ETC
MUST BE ABLE TO READ AND SEND.
IT IS EASILY
AND QUICKLY LEARNED SY THOSE WHO TAKE
UP A

CANDLER CODE COURSE
In the "Book of Facts," which will be
sent Free on request, you will see
that full information is given con·
cerning the subjects covered by
Courses for Beginners and also for
Operators who desire to gre:atly
Increase their w.p.m. speeds.
THE CANDLER SYSTEM not
only teaches you the right way to
send, but the right way to read code
sound just as easily as you read print
by sight.

JUNIOR Scientific Code Course far beginners.
Teaches all the necessary code fundamentals scientifically.
ETROPOLITAN RaDIO SERVICE.-Guaranteed ADVANCED High-Speed Telegraphing for operatou
repairs to American a.nd Briti~h receivers: who want to Increase their w.p.m. speed <!:nd improve
American valves, service parts nnd rewinds: trado sup- their technique.
plied.-1021, Finchley Rd., N.W.l. Speedwell 30~g
• TYPEWRITING for those
435 TELEGRAPHTOUCH
who want to become expert in the use of the typewriter
HALLENGER RADIO CORPORATION.-Repairors for reCording messages.
of Britieh
American recei!ers
th!' trade;
Jowcst prices with good workmanship;
serv1_ce w1th Either Course is supplied for Cash or on Monthly Payment terms.
n guarantee •·- also speakers, tl'anstormers, cmls, etc., ~.....- - c o U P O N
rewou.1.1d.-Chailenger Radio Corporation, 31, Qraven
'l'erracu Lancaster Gate. London, \V ,2. Paddmgton
Please send me free and without obligation a copy ol =:.
6492. '
[8732
the Candler u Book of Facts."

Co., Dipt.on, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

(0516

M

C

and

.!"'

SITUATIONS V A CANT

NAME~ ................. ,H ................................... Ht•··---·~·0

.
.
:

ADDRESS ......... ~ ............................. :.............. u.-··~~ I
ADIO Engineer Wanted ior Permanent Position,
must have practicu.l exnerienco modern receivers
Post coupon in id. unsealed envelope to London Manager · :
and high power amphfiers, IJ'ity ;md Guilds or equal
certificate; salary £3/5 per 'Yeek or higher according
(Room SSW) .121, ICINGSWAY, LONDON, W.C.2 •
to qualifications .and e~penence.~Apply_ by lette!·
CANDLER SYSTEM CO.
11ith references. agef ex:penence, to OChe Swmdon Radto :
Relav Exchange, Ltd., 14. Victoria ltd., Swindon, :
CandlerSystem Co .. A•hville, North Carolina, U.S.A.
~
wm&.
ra152 11!. . . . . . .,. . . . . 111!111. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......

R
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SITUATIONS V ACANT

THE BEST WAY

AlR MINISTRY.

Cl VILIAN

1

VA~tth~~~~ec~~~!, f~~d0 (V\~!;~~;v~~;~t, :R~:v'ii"~i~

ESIG::'<ER Draughtsman Required hy Large Company Specialising 'in· Dey~l.Of?n;teD:t of ~ircraft
Radio Al)paratus, capable o.f 1nit1atmg des.t.gn of
<'hM:5is moehanisnt<::. s-witches :md f>imilar component
parts ...:.Write Box 1124, c/o The Wireless World.

SITUATIONS WANTED

LEARN MORSE

manag~r. at.
rece~v-:rs.

Engineer (31}, former ser\'icc
R ADIO
manufacturers. ex·perience<l an makes of
t echnicd correspondence, control st:_;tff, dean

"MASTERS" li<ISTRUCTIONAL RECORDS
Prepared by an ex-R.A.F.V.R. Signal Instructor, these
records contain messages at a speed from 2 to 15 words
a minute.
Details on Request.
Price 3j6 each or Complete Set of Three 9J.

\Vi1elcss Instructors Required.

Fon·e. 11 he commencing rate of pay is £4 a week
inclusive. which may lle increased to £4 Ss. a week
afi('r a. short p£1ioll of satisfactory service. Candidates
li1U'3t bP. capable of lecturing and must have. a soun~l
lmowledga oi electrical principles and thm~ appht~atiou to Radio aral low-power electric.11 engiDeermg.
.Applications shoul() be addressed to the Undm· Secretary ol St.,te. Air 1\!inistry, Savoy Hill House (S.5,d.),
Lontlon. W.C.2, giving full particulars as to prev10us
exr1eriencc. age~ ete. Candidates will be required to
appt•ar hdore a SeleC'tion Boarc;I a_t the School,_ .for
intervieW and test. The h•st will mclude the g1vmg
.of a lecture on any subjccli which may be chosen
by ~he candidates, im·ol~ing ~he f:rinciples of mo<.l~rn
.radio. J.£cturiug sequence and style are most Jruportont.
[05.71

to

C. E. MASTERS,
Forest Way,

r

i

.

Pound

Hill,

Crawley,

.

dnv:_uig
I irence, engaged in radio indur;try stuce 1925. desnes
cha!li:C, preferably London area.-Box 1180, c/O Tho
[8762
Il'ircless World.

TECHNICAL TRAINING

\\. artime ']'raining in Engineering is Home
B EST
Study with the 'l'.I.G.B., free from black·ont !'nd
travel difficulties; trallled men are urgently requnc:d

Sussex.

for well·paid technical posts in all branches and 1n
the SerYices.-,Vrite to-day for u The Engineer·s Guide
lo Success "-f'f'ee-containing world's widest ehoice of
engineering courses-over 200-covering all Qranches.
HE 1'ECHNOLOGICAL INS'l'I'l'UTE OF GREAT
BRITAIN 82, Temple Bar House, Fleet St.•
L8722
E.C.4. {Founded 1917. 20,000 Successes.)

:Mains Transformers as specified for The
Wireless World High Quality Communication Receiver Type WWSI-45/-.
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Transmitters, lllU'I haYe f.td.ory cxtJeril';DCe on similar
or broadr.a.st apparatus (Coventry distrid).-Wrll e
giving a~e, expeticnce and salr.ry ~xpedcd~ to .Box
1169. c/o Tht Wi_relcss World.
[8751
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li'orce. The commencing rate oi pay i~ £4 a week
inclusive, which may bo increased to .£4 Ss. a week
after a. short period oi satisfactory service. Candidates
mn5t be capable of lecturing and must have a sound
knowledge of electrical principles and their application
to Radio and low.power electrical enginet"ring. Applicntions should be addressed to the. Under Secretary of
Slate, ·Air Ministry, Savoy Hill House (S.5.d.), Londlm, W Q.2. giving .full particulars a.s to preyious
exr.;o:r!~nce, .age, etl'.
Candidates will be required to
appe.u befnr~ a Se1E'ction hoard at the School, for
inter\'iew and test. ';rhe test will include the giving
of a lecture on any subject whioh m'ay he chosen
by the candidates, involving the principles of modern
radio. l ..ccturing sequence and st.,yle are most important
[0616

4547-11. J..Ian<lbook !ree.

PATENTS
HE DIPERIAL PATEN'r SERVICE.-Addrcss
T
during the wa.r: 49. Grea.t Thrift, .PetL' Wood.
Kent. 'Phone: Orpington 3993. Practical Hints on

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP

Patents free on request. Preliminary consl.lltalinn in
London free by appointment.
[0481

(Founded in 192:5.

Incorporated)

The advantages of professional membership
are open to all qualified wireless engineers.
Full information, with syllabus, may be obtained from the
Assistant Secretory, Institute of Wireless Technology,
25, Firs· Drive, Palmers Green, London, N.I3
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Postal Courses, radio television; test
P RACTfCAL
equipment design; I.P.R.E. and LW.'l'. exams.Write I.P.E., 3, Shirley Rd., Londo_n, \V.4.
[8838

BUSINESS & PROPERTY FOR
SALE, TO BE LET, OR WANTED

LESLIE L. HIND, for 15 years in charge of
the
illustrating ~epartment of "The
Wireless World" and" Wireless Engineer_.,
owing to the present war seeks employment
as
COMMERCIAL
ARTIST
or
DRAUGHTSMAN.
Write Box No. 8742, c{o "The Wireless World,"
Dorset House~ Stamford Street. S.£.1.
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'Phone: PALMERS GREEN 2413
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"' THE Wireless and Electrical Trader·~ j~ an es.sential part of the equipment of ev~ry \Vireless
T1·ader; its pages reflect the very latest turn of trade
events, an<l it is read by all the leading dealers and
manufacturers, for particulars of businesses offered or
wanted. By subscription to the trade only, 15/- per
annum. post free.-Send your trade card for specimen
copy to Dorset House, Stamford St., Lomlon, S-~~i
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Don' t

time ovf!r testinr electrical
The Pifco Rotameter will do
swih.ly, surely, otnd with the
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U"<:!t for which
nrr required in
et'nncction \\'ilh \Virclc~si circuiL~.

minimum of trouble. W hether you"re an

Comlcn<t·rs

-amateur or an exptrt. it will enable you
to trAce faults immed iately in r.adio set.s.
bells, or anythinc electrical. lt is rmtde
from the r.nest of ~terials: desis:ned
fo r du rab1hty and absolute precision.
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11--400 volts
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of worn-out t~alvflr
I
WAR-TIME LISTENING.

A SELECTIO N OF PO P ULAR TYPES IN G ENERAL USE
Slopo
Pins
Bulb
_
Purpose
m.AJV.

I

I

DECEMBER, 1939·

I

I

1-VOLT BATTERY-OPERATED VALVES
110 V .P.A.
7
Met
Variable-mu H.f. Pentode
110 S.P.T.
4
Met
H.F. Pentode .. .
do.
7
Clear/Mat
H.F. Pen"t.o<la ...
...
...
110 I.P.T .
7
Mot
Oatoctor Pentode (lnd. H..tad)
UO T.H .
7
Met
Trlode Heptode
.. .
1 10 D.D.T.
5
Met
Double Diode Trlode .. .
1 10 H .L.
4
CleariMot
Trlode Detector or H.F.
:UO H .P.T.
4 or S
Clear
Economy Output Pentode
220 O.T.
5
Clear
Outpuc·Tetrodo

1.1

,.3

1.3
1.0

1.1
l.l

l.S
2.5

IN DIRECTLY HEAT ED MA I NS VALVES (4-volt 1.0 amp. Ser ies)
M .SJPen.
S
CluriMot
H.F. Pentode (Anode to Top Termi,.,.l)
M.S.IPon.
7
CluriMot
H.F. Pentode Anode to Top Termlnol)
M .V.SJPon.
S or 7
Mat
V>rloble-mu H.F. Pentode Anode to
Top Terminal)
M .SJ Pon.B.
7
Cl.. riMet
H.F. Pentode (Control Grid to Top
Terminal)
M ,V,SJPon.B:
Variable-mu H.f . Pentode (Control
7
Met
Gdd to Tcp Terminal)
-41 M .P.G.
7
Hot
Penta&rlcl
.. .
41 S.T .H.
7
Hot
Trlode Hoxode . . .
Tr lode Hexode ...
4 T.H.A.
7
Clnr/Met
...
. ..
D.D .T.
7
Met
Double Diode Trlodo (A.V.C.)
5
Clur
Normal
Power
Output
...
41 H .P.
7
Cltar
(1 amps. heater) Output Tetrode
41 O.T .
41 H .E.
8 conuca
" Ma&lt Eye" Tunlnc lndlcctor

3.5

I Price
91·
91-

,_
"·
..,,

1016

91·
91·
1016
1016
1016

l.S

1016

3.0

1016

l.-4

1.5

1116

'''

7.0

716
1016

1016

116

Met

3.2

101 V.P.B.

Met

3.1

1016

3.6

1016

1.4
8 .0
7.0

1116
916
1016
1016

7.0
7.0

916

101 $.P.8.
lOl S.T.H.
101 D.D.T.
401 PenJA.
401 O.T.
DIRECTLY
1 X.P.
4 X.P.

Var;able-mu H.F. P<ntode (Anode to
Top Ter minal)
Vortable-nl" H.F. Pentode (Control
Grid to Top Terminal)
7
Met
H.f. Pentode (Control Grid eo Top
Terminal)
7
Me t
Trlode He><ode ...
...
. ..
7
Met
Double D;ode Triode (A.V.C.)
7
Clur
Output Pentode
7
Clnr
Output Tetrode
HEATED MA I NS VALVES
4
Clnr
(l volts, lamps. Fll.) Output Triode ...
4
Clo3r
(4 volts, I amp. FII.)Output Trlodo ...

I

I

I

If your receiver's performance
h:~• f~llen off-fewer stations, less
volume, Infe rior tone, slight distortion-it can be given new life
at the small cost of a new set of
Cossor Valves. Products of the
pioneers in radio valve development, Cossor Valves are up-todate In design and are subjected
to severe testing at -every stage
of manufacture-ask your local
stockist for a full list, including
American types. To get more
stations, better tone, improved
volume-change to Cossor Valves
.. the name guarantees absolute
rt:. :· ...•ltty.

11/6
1116

(.1 amp. Serl6a)
101 V.P.
1
7

GET THE MOST OUT OF
YOUR PRESENT SET

716

3.0

3.5

I

916

STA NDARD R ECTIFIERS
•
Filament fll•ment A.C. Volts Max. D. C . Max. D.C. Type of~
Type
Volts
Amps. por anode Volts
Output Rcttlfoea- Prleo
1\.M.S.
R.M.S.
R.M.S. doveloped
m.a.
tlon

-;:s- ---;so350

441 B.U.
.. .
...
.. ---:u)
43 I.U. (lndlr<ctly Hntod) ..
4.0
1 .5
40 S.U,A. (Indirectly Hooted) Heater 40 Hooter .2

250

~
360
210

----no- ~ ~
91·
120
75

A S TODAY'S chief channel of
news and entertainment, no
radio receiver should be prevented from giving of it;s best
by obsolete or wor n-out valves.

Full Wavo
HaliWav

A. C. COSSOR LTD.
H IGHBURY GROVE,
LONDON
N. 5.

91·

Prices ore subject 10 olterotron without notice.

VALVES
.A

t6

